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Mrs. Edna E. Quarles,
Assistant Director of the ESEA,
Title I program for the State
Department of Education was
pleased with the progress being
made in the Remedial Reading
Program in grades two through
six in the six elementary
schools of Calloway County.
Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act was
passed in 1965 to improve the
educational opportunities of
educationally deprived
Remedial
The
children.
Reading program was started
in the Calloway County School
System five years ago with
three teachers being placed in
the six elementary schools.
ts
With the beginning of the 1971studen
ng
readi
l
specia
of
group
Mrs. Lashlee Foster helps a
school year, one teacher was
72
at Faxon Elementary School.
placed in each school. Each
teacher has had special training
room
in reading and each class
l
specia
the
for
ped
equip
is fully
program.
In grades two through six,
students with classroom performance below their grade
special
level in reading go to the
s for
group
small
in
classroom
daily work periods. Each of the
remedial reading teachers has
a full day schedule of classes
with a total of about 60 students
for each teacher for the entire
•
day.
Remedial reading teachers
never work with more than 10
students at a time if at all
possible. All six remedial
are.
classrooms
reading
equipped with applicable
equipment and materials, iny Title
Count
Curd,
d
Edwar
and
es
Quarl
Earl
Edna
cluding controlled reading
Mrs.
nurse, test Mu
machines, tape recorders,
Coordinator observe Mrs. Lucille Ross. school
overhead projectors, filmstrips,
reading students at the Kirksey School for diabetes.
records an'd'. programmed
reading Itits,or labs.
"It is our number one obto develop an acjective
ceptable reading level on the

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Steady prices and increased deliveries to markets were noted
today in burley tobacco sales.
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Highway Action
Highway deaths often come in spurts. What can be
done about it? Many things are being done, such as
improving signs on highways and putting more
police cars on the road.
Something new is making its appearance in many
areas, with money from federal grants to spend on a
concentrated assault against the single factor that is
known to cause half of all highway deaths on a
nationwide basis.
The agency is ASAP—the Alchohol Safety Action
Project. If you are a problem drinker with an
ignition key in your pocket. ASAP is out to get you. It
disavows any desire to bring back the discredited
"noble experiment" in prohibition.
But it proceeds on the assumption that everyone
driving at the level of intoxication is an accident
looking for a place to happen. ASAP gives promise of
being the best life-saving approach to come down the
pike in many years.—Monroe (La.) News-Star.

Next Best
The California Milk Advisory Board has to change
a multi-million dollar advertising campaign built
around the slogan," "Everybody needs milk."
The Federal Trade Commission challenged the
statement based on complaints of a few doctors who
pointed out that some people are allergic to cow's
milk.
Perhaps those folks in California should use the
same slogan that appears on bumper stickers being
distributed by dairymen here in North Carolina:
"Only Love Beats Milk."
This statement is possibly the ultimate in namedropping, but as far as we know, it's unchallengeable even on medical grounds.—Asheville
(N.C.) Citizen-Times.

'One of these days it may not blow away--'

ORANGE, Calif.
- The
president of the Republic of
Minerva (current population:
zero; elevation: -3 at high tide)
says the world will soon sit up
and take notice of the "newest
and smallest nation on earth."
But for now, Morris C. "Bud"
Davis, 46, conducts Minerva affairs of state from the provisional capital - his living room
in this Los Angeles suburb.
He has never seen Minerva,
which consists of two coral
reefs lying near the Tropic of
Capricorn, underwater most of
the time. Minerva, named after
the Greek goddess, is 900 miles
north of Auckland, New Zealand and 260 miles south of the
capital of Tonga.
Davis says he plans to visit
Minerva next summer, but
right now he is concentrating
on averting a war with neighboring Tonga, which claims the
territory.
North Minerva is a circular
atoll 42 miles in diameter.
South Minerva, which is 17
miles away, is a coral outcropping in the shape of a figure eight, about 3,2 miles wide
and eight miles long. At low
tide, the reefs thrust three feet
above the water. At high tide,
they disappear.
pavis, who formerly was an
electronic engineer,is president
of a company called CaribbeanPacific Enterprises, -which was
formed for the specific purpose
of establishing a new nation
somewhere.
There are seven stockholders
with a total investment of $250,000 in the project, Davis said in
an interview. "The bulk of the
money is from the president of
a phararnaceutical firm who
wishes, at this time, not to be
identified," he said,
Then he explained why the
company was started.
"We figured we really
couldn't straighten out our own
country," so we would start
over someplace new," Davis
said. "We searched through
history books, libraries and
nautical charts for anyplace in
the world that was unclaimed."
Minerva was surveyed by
Capt. H.M. Denham of the Royal Navy in 1854. But the reefs
apparently were unclaimed.
On Jan. 16 of this year, two
members of Caribbean-Pacific
Enterprises and three crewmen
ejsail from Fiji fora two-day,
380-mile voyage to the'reefi.iOnce there, they laid claim to
the reefs in the name of the Republic of Minerva and raised
the Minervan flag - a gold
torch of liberty on a blue (for
the sea) background which was
designed by Davis.
But King Tupou IV of Tonga,
general of the 100-man Tonga
Defense Force, led an expeditionary band accompanied
by Tonga police in June and declared Tongan sovereighty over
the reefs.
"We researched the reefs
thoroughly,"
Davis
said.
"Tonga's boundaries of all
rocks, reefs, foreshores and waters have been spelled out in
royal proclamations ever since
1887. Minerva is missed by 100
miles."
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plan be dropped and replaced
mandate
still was being adAnother Israeli official who
E. G. Miller, quartermaster third class USN, son
with a temporary trusteeship
ministered by Britain, and it
asked not to be identified was
for Palestine.
of Mrs. Pearl Miller, is serving aboard the
was a cause of torment- both
more direct in his response.
However, history shows
minesweeper USS Pigeon, currently on an extended
"The reason we don't cele-.4 in Britain, among the Palesthat the British gave up their
Davis said the Republic of
cruise with the U.S. Sixth Fleet.
tinians,
and
even as raised at
brate Nov. 29," he said, "is
mandate and pulled their
Minerva plans to negotiate with
the first U.N. General Assembecause the U.N. has lost faVerne 0. Kyle, plant superintendent of the Murray
troops out of Palestine on May
the king. "We certainly don't
bly by Soviet Foreign Minisvor with us. We don't seem to
14, 1948. Almost simultaneManufacturing Company, was elected a director of
want to go to war over it."
ter V.M. Molotov. He took the
have many friends there any
ously the Arabs attacked the
'the Associated Industries of Kentucky at the
Davis would not say however,
then unusual view for a Rusmore; the organization is
Israelis and President Harry
meeting held in Louisville.
sian ) that the matter of Palesif he is prepared to go to war if
-dominated by nations, both
Truman diplomatically rec.
tine was under the jurisdicnecessary,.
large and small, that are
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Steely celebrated their
Ognized the Jewish state.
tion of the U.N.
Meanwhile, Caribbean more oriented to the Arabs.
golden wedding anniversary on October 25, at the
Israel was on its way. It
Winston Churchill, then the
Pacific Enterprises plans to
"We also fear that any celbeat
off
Arabs
the
with
ease,
home of their daughter, Miss Reble Steeley.
opposition leader in Britain,
start work on a major landfill
ebration on our part might be
and has done this many times
The six choirs of the First Baptist Church, under
blamed his own nation for not
an excuse for the Arab nations
operation next April.
since - now occupying fordoing all it could to establish a
to engage in rabble rousing
the direction of Harry F. Hampsher, will present
"We hope to dredge sand in
mer Arab territory in the SiJewish state, said Britain
and more denunciations of us
the lagoons and build a 1,000-to
nai Peninsula, the Golan
"The Way of Salvation," a service in scripture and
should
get
out
of the Holy
in the U.N. In other times (in
Heights and on the West Bank
2,000-foot-wide, 10-to I5-foot
song, on November 25 at the church.
Land and -lay our mandate at
the absence of Israeli-Arab
of the Jordan River opuosite
high surface on which to locate
the feet of the United Nations.
armed confrontation) there
that nation of the same name.
our country," Davis said.
The burden may be too heavy
might be a better feeling - if
Paralleling this strength on
He said Minerva could hold a
for one single country to
we were not so lonely and if
the battlefield, the Israelis
population
of 250,000 using the
bear."
The British Labor govthe U.N. was a shining friend,
have built an economy that
concept of a "sea city" - a
ernment eventually did this but with Communist influence
has amazed economic experts
large outer shell built on pilings
on Feb. 25, 1947.
gaining that just isn't so."
everywhere. There is a fierce
Thine eyes shall see the king in his beauty: they
although the president adFinally
came
the
vote But, the fateful day of Nov.
national pride among their
mits that "it would be rather
shall behold the land that is very far off.—Isaiah
Nov. 29, 1947- on a resolution
29, 1947, will be remembered
people and their r.Jtion has
cramped."
that would establish both
33:17.
by some. "Yes," the official
been a member of the U.N.
Using more conventional conJewish
and
Arab
states
within
said,
"many
of
us
will
resince May 11, 1949.
Hope for mankind lies in the belief that Jesus
struction, Minerva probably
Palestine, with a special stamember that day well. We
the
But,
memory
of
that
Christ will come again to redeem His people.
tus for Jerusalem. Voting yes
will hold a population of from
were glued to the radio as evNov. 29, 1947, instead of being
were Australia, Belgium, Bo30,000 to $0,000 persons, Davis
ery vote was recorded - a
one of joy, is as the Jerusalem
livia, Brazil, Byelorussia,
said. He would not estimate,
'yes,' then a 'no' and so on official says it is: "a low-key
Canada, Costa Rica, Czechohowever, how much money Caand there was great rejoicing
year when we hope mostly for
in the final tally of 33 in favors slovakia, Denmark, Dominiribbean-Pacific Enterprises expeace."
can Republic, Ecuador,
of a Jewish state in Palestine,
pects to make through the sale
France, Guatemala, Haiti,
by Carl Riblet Jr.
13 against and 10 abstentions.
of land.
FIRE
BOSTON
Ireland, Liberia, LuxemThe bedy.politic has acquired another minority,
But, this year is a low key
"The whole world will soon
The great fire of Nov. 9,
year when we hope mostly for - bourg, Netherlands, New Zeathe farmers who have seen their neighboiS se-ITO-UM
sit up and take notice of MinerBoston,
Mass.
1872,
caused
in
tand;
_Nicaragua.. Norway,
peace."
va," David said. "Within five
the combines and take their aching backs and the
Panama,. Paraguay, Peru, " - vs-million-property loss.
Daily events in this holy city •
--yrars-a4 4east--1,0000alup&_wi1L
certified checks to the city wherejthey rise with the
Philippines, Poland, Swden,
illustrate, in a small way, the
be flying the Minervan flag."
Ukrania, South Africa. Russun in order to get an early start at the pasttime they
--rather forlorn attitude exMinerva's 19-page consia,
United
States, Uruguay
alskays dreamed about---loafing.
LEWIS & CLARK
pressed in the Israeli official's
stitution, which Davis wrote,
and Venezuela.
philosophy on celebrating
On Nov. 7, 1805, the Lewis
"Loafing isn't all it's cracked
says in part:
although Israel has proand Clark expedition reached
Opposing were Afghanis"We're firm believers in a
up to be---it's better."
claimed the entire year, endthe Pacific Ocean at the
tan, Cuba, Egypt, Greece, Inminimum of government. The
—Dictionary of Opinions
ing next May when the Jewish
mouth
of the Columbia River.
dia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon.
government to our way of
-

Ten Years Ago Today

Isn't It The Truth!

By JOHN PENKERMAN
Copley News Service

thinking has one function - to
protect its citizens from force
and fraud.

"Nothing will be illegal as
long as it does not infringe on
the rights of others."

The wed(
she getst
The Tappan Company, a
diversified manufacturer of
appliances, cabinetry', and air
conditioning equipment based
in Mansfield, Ohio, and
Italelectro S.p.A. of Milan,
Italy, has announced an
agreement in principle to form
a jointly owned company,
Tappan-Electro S.p.A.
Italelectro was founded in
1968, to create the opportunity
to develop and sell domestic
appliances, componentry,
engineering and technical
especially
in
services,
developing countries. Walter C.
Gummere, President of The
Tappan Company, and Luciano
Vittorio Francolini, President
of Italelectro said the combination of Tappan's reputation
as a manufacturer of a broad
line of quality products, and
Tappan's existing licensing
arrangements in carious parts
of the world,when coupled with
Italelectro's skill in marketing
both product and services, will

combine to form a means of
greater penetration in world
markets.
Officials said the TappanElectro initial efforts will increase sales penetration in
developing
countries
by
obtaining
designing
and
production of appliances
especially suitable for those
countries, and at all price
levels. Italelectro is recognized
for design and marketing efforts and does not itself engage
in manufacturing.
Tappan and Italelectro will
nominate two directors each,
and a Tappan nominee will be
President of the new firm. Mr.
Tito
Giamporcaro,
an
Engineering graduate from the
University of Trieste, and with
substantial experience in the
appliance field, will be
Managing Director of the
organization, which
will
headquarter in Milan, Italy.
Both companies indicated
final papers would be signed
early in 1973.

According To Boyle

Arrive
Unhidden
NEW YORK (API - Memories don't dwell in chains.
They arrive unhidden and remain unhidden. They are rarely
the prisoners of a burdened
mind. They are more often the
welcome guests of a feeling
heart.
You cannot program what
you'll remember any more than
you can harness the wind.
Memories have a will of their
own and select the order of
their presentment.
You probably have an entertaining store of memories yourself if you can look back and
remember when Life didn't have so many sudden and unexpected changes.
Now and then it ivoilld go along
the same for two or three days
in a row.
When you didn't quite know
what to do in an evening, you
could always go out to the
kitchen and pop some corn.
The neighbors really began to
worry when they saw the parish priest follow the family doctor into a home.
A nickel cup of coffee still
tasted so good it was worth a
dime.
The first thing you saw when
the movie screen lit up was a
message asking the ladies in
the audience to please remove
their hats. During the Depression years you not only got to
see two films for the price of
one - on some nights the management gave you a free piece
of chinaware, too.

During the Prohibition Era,
physicians wrote more prescriptions for good whisky than
for bad pills.
Everybody feared the worst
was yet to come when the price
of bread or milk at the corner
grocery store went up a penny.
There was a respectful silence when anyone got so annoyed about anything that he
would say, "I think it's high
time that I put my two cents'
worth in." Today he could
throw $5 worth in and nobody
would listen.
It took a lot longer to get
anywhere you were going to
than it does now, but when you
cud gst ,gwre you seemed to
have more'fun.
Sometimes you could keep a
umbrella for several years
without having it stolen, and it
was an historic event in the
neighborhood if a house was
robbed.
When the face of little Miss
Shirley Temple puckered up in
a new film, the nation cried
too.
You could always gladden
any woman's heart by the surprise gift of a lace handkerchief.
White curtains in the window
guaranteed the respectability of
the average home.
People wondered about more
things - but feared fewer than they do today.
The primrose path was still a
lane, not a freeway.
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Wedding Vows To Be Read
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Wow, this is a problem like I'll bet
you've never had before! My fiance, who I haven't known
very long but I know well enough to marry, "surprised"
me with a set of rings which he and his mother picked out.
I'm crazy about the guy, but I don't like those rings.
They are absolutely nothing like I would have picked out if
had been along. They are so ornate and gaudy. All I
wanted was a simple solitaire diamond and a wide golden
band I guess the problem is that when he gave them to roe
I was so thrilled toot with the rings, but at being officially
engaged) I said I "loved" the rings
Now what am I going to do? Am I stuck with these
rings? Or should I wait until he's in a good mood and ask
him if he can exchange them for another set? He must
have spent a fortune on them.
ENGAGED AND DISAPPOINTED

DEAR NOT: If absolutely nobody listens to you, there
must be a reason for it. Do you speak distinctly. clearly
and in an audible voice! How much do you talk? And do
you go into a lot of extraneous detail' Some people can
listen to a point—then they become weary. You claim to be
a very good listener. Listen to yourself sometimes. If you
are interesting, and pause occasionally to give others a
chance to talk. you should have no problem.
DEAR ABBY: Will you please check with your protocol
experts and advise me if it would be in good taste to
enclose a card with the wedding invitations indicating that
the bride-to-be is registered in a certain jewelry store?
I thank you.
ANONYMOUS
Dr.AFt ANONYMOUS: unless one Is asked, to suggest
by card or any other way where a gift may be purchased
Is in extremely poor taste.
CONFIDENTIAL TO HAD FT UP '1'0 HERE: I
don't
recommend "locking a husband out of the house"—why
provide him with a perfect excuse for sleeping
elsewhere?
Problems Trust Abby. For a personal
reply, write as
ABBY. BOX 1111700, L. A., CALIF. WM and
enclose a
stamped, addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abby. Box free.
Las
Angeles. Cal. SOM. for Abby's booklet, "How I. Write
Letters for All Occasion."
ra-G-ar presenrs

Friday, November 24
The American Red Cross
office will be closed. For
emergency military service call
753-4395 or 753-8684.
Saturday, November 25
All Girl Scouts and Brownies
of Murray and Calloway County
are asked to meet at 3:30 p.m.
on the north side of the Court
House to sing for the special
Christmas
parade
and
program.
Sunday, November 26
Singers from Clarksville,
Tenn., and Princeton will
present a program at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church,
Hazel, at 7:30 p.m. The public is
invited.
Monday. November 2'7
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Ray
Brownfield, Neil C. Brown,
Homer Miller, and Richard
Beam as hostesses.

The devotional reading from
Numbers 14:6-10 was given by
Mrs. Virginia Peters who also
gave the call to prayer and the
names of the missionaries
having birthdays on that date.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Gilbert to tht ten members
present.

DEAR ENGAGED: Tell him the truth. But don't wait
too long.
DEAR ABBY: I am a grown woman, married for 20
years, and I have had this problem ever since I can remember.
Nobody wants to listen to me They just want ME to
listen to THEW It seems that whenever I am talking,
somebody interrupts me. I make it a point never to interrupt people when they are talking, but I am interrupted all
the time. Iii fact, I'm a very good listener. Abby, I cart be
right in the middle of a very interesting story and the
person to whom I am talking will suddenly turn to someone
else and start up a conversation. It is simply infuriating. I
am not dull or stupid. I read a lot, and have much to
contribute to a conversation.
What on earth is the matter with people? Nobody, but
absolutely nobody, wants to Listen to me. All they want to
do is talk themselves. This happens to me even on the
telephone.
NOT LISTENED TO

English-Haverstock Engagement

The
Afternoon Current
Missions Group of the Memorial
Baptist Church met recently in
the home of Mrs. Eula Gilbert
on Hurt Drive.
Mrs. Opal Reeves, chairman,
presided and Mrs. Crider led in
prayer. The minutes and
treasurer's report were given
by Mrs. Verna Mae Stubblefield.
Reports of mission work done
by the group were given. The
group voted to, send a
Thanksgiving 'offering to the
Children's Home. Plans were
made to send foot to the International Students Dinner on
November 17, at the Baptist
Student Center.
Mrs, Vera Adams was in
charge of the program on
"Missions and Culture Differences." She was assisted by
Mrs. Stubblefield, Mrs. Willie
Garland, and Mrs. Mackie

gal as
inge on

teans of
in world

Mrs. Eula Gilbert
Hostess For Meet
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Miss Rita Kay Farris
The engagement

and approaching marriage of Miss Rita Kay
Farris to John Dudley Burton has been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B.K. Farris, 514 South Eighth Street,
Murray. The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John I. Burton
of Hazel Route Two.
Miss Farris attended Calloway County High School and Murray
State University. She is now employed by the Murray--Calloway
County Hospital pharmacy.
Mr. Burton also attended Calloway County High School and is
now employed by Motor Parts and Bearings.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, January 27, at six
o'clock in the evening at the New Providence Church of Christ. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Mrs. Lucy Rollins Speaker At Daddy Date
Night By Murray High Chapter Of FHA
"Dad's A Winner" was the
theme for the ninth annual
Daddy Date Night held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord on
Thursday. November 16, by the
Murray High School Chapter of
the Future Homemakers of
America.
Invitations, decorations, and
the program centered around a
"take-off" on the 1972 election
year. Kenneth Winters gave the
invocation.
Campaign chairman, Paula
Lyons, welcomed the Dads and
special guests who were Mrs.
Eli Alexander and Mrs. Fred
Schultz.
-- After a delightful "gold
plate" dinner, Patsy Mathis
introduced chapter mothersMrs. Hamp Erwin, Mrs. Fred
Schultz, Mrs. Paul Lyons, Mrs.
Dean Humphries, Mrs. James
Parker--and honorary mernbers-R. L. Cooper, Mrs. Clara
Humphreys, Mrs. William
Barker and G. T. Lilly.
Anne Erwin told the Dads
they had their unanimous vote
and welcomed them. Her
father, Ramp Erwin, expressed
appreciation for this vote and
commented on how quickly
little girls grow up.
Bruce Clayton, a freshman at
Murray High School, entertained the group with his
accordian. He played the theme
from "Love Story" and the
selection from Bach which won
him the title of North American
Accordian champion.
Mrs. Lucy Rollins, history

and English teacher at Murray
High School, "took the platform" and received high
recognition for her talk on
Dads. She told her special
relationship with her dad and
told what a dad was-LOVE.
The "convention" closed with
the girls repeating their creed.
Delegates playing an iniportant part were the Daddy
Date Night Committee composed of 'Co-chairmen, Becky
Edwards and Connie Lawson,
and members, Lisa Winters,
Debbie
Parker,
Debra
Billington, Linda Ransom,
-Jeannie- Hendon_Phyllia Tibbs,
Sheila Foster, Starlyn Tabers,
and Karen Lemons.
Credit should also go to advisors, Mrs. Lucy Lilly and Mrs.
A. B. Crass, and student
teachers, Miss Linda Fry and
Miss Pam Roach.

The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held a
Halloween party for the
Headstart children in the four
and five year old divisions at the
Douglas Center recently.
Sixty children were present
for the occasion. They were
dressed in various Halloween
costumes.
Punch, candy, and cookies
were served.

Officers Elected
By Hazel United
Methodist Women

Miss Linda Kay English
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin V. English of 229 East Montford Avenue,
Ada, Ohio, announce the engagement of their daughter, Linda
Kay, to Gary Richard Haverstock, son of Mr. and Mrs E.J.
Haverstock, 1109 Westgate Drive, Murray.

Miss English is a 1968 graduate of Ada High School. She
The United Methodist Women received
her Bachelor of Arts Degree from Ohio Northern
of the Hazel Church held its University
where she was a member of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority.
general November meeting in She was named
a Getty Liberal Arts Senior Scholar and to Who's
the sanctuary of the church with Who in
American Colleges and Universities.
Mrs. Olga Freeman, president,
Mr. Haverstixit graduated from Malabar High School. Man.-presiding.'
sfield, Ohio, in 1965. He received his Bachelor's Degree from Ohio
Mrs. D.N. White was the Northern University in 1969 in. which year he was named Outprogram leader. Tler devotion standing Greek Man. He was a member of Omicron Delta Kappa
was given by Mrs. John Mc- honorary and named to Who's Who in American Colleges and
Cullough and an impressive Universities. He will receive his Juris Doctorate Degree from the
pledge service was conducted Ohiallorthern University Law School at the conclusion of this fall
by Mrs. J.R. Herning.
term.
Officers elected to serve for
The wedding will take place March 10 at Ohio Northern
the year 1973 are as follows:
University's Wesley Chapel.
Mrs. Freeman, president;
Mrs Jim Baker, vice-president;
Mrs. H.A. Newport, secretary;
Mrs. J.R. Herning, treasurer.
PITTMAN GIRL
Mrs. Claude White, chairMr. and Mrs. Clifton Junior
man,
committee
on Pittman of Murray Route Five
nominations; Mrs. John Mc- are the parents of a baby girl,
Cullough, coordinator for Julie, weighing seven pounds'
Christian
personhood; Mrs. five ounces, born on Monday,
Thomas Scruggs, coordinator November 20, at 7:53 a.m. at the
for supportive community; Murray -Calloway County
Mrs. Robert Taylor, coor- Hospital.
derator for Christian social
They have one son, Cliff, age
involvinent; Mrs.. D.N. White, three. The father is a
coordinator for Christian global supervisor in the assembly
concern; Mrs. Kaska Jones, department of the Murray
secretary of resources; Mrs. Division of the Tappan ComRay C,otham, chairman com- pany.
mittee on membership; Mrs.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Jim -Rater; chairman ....of. Mrs.thiberi.
Carolyn Circle; Mrs. Lowes Concord and
Mr. and Mrs.
Smotherman,chairman of Arra James Sherrill
Outland of
Dunn Circle. Murray Route Three. Great
During the, social hour grandparents
are Mrs. Elsie
refreshments were served by Hendon and Mrs. F.
B. Outland,
Mrs. Freeman to the twelve both of Murray,
and Mr. and
members present.
Mrs. Carl Davis of Baldwin,
Miss.

Shirley Beth Barnett of
Murray Route Seven
was
dismissed November 15 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Arie Vance of Murray Route
Two has been a patient at
Community Hospital, Mayfield,
and was discharged on
November 15.

CASTLEBERRY BOY
Phillip Lynn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
D. Castleberry of Benton Route
Nine for their baby boy,
weighing seven pounds nine
ounces, born on Monday,
November 20, at 1:44 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Donna, age seventeen, and
another son, Dennis, age
thirteen. The father is employed

PHONE
at Airco Alloys, Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Castleberry of Benton
Route Nine and Mrs. Tula
Chiles of Benton.

Americard .

-Lairs—Only 3

ehme afok.

for Spring Blooms
Buy One Dozen at Regular Price . . .

Get One Dozen
FREE I! t4•44init We Have A Nice Selection

FALL SHRUBS and HOLLY
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
LIVE BALLED . . .

CHRISTMAS TREES

PLANTLAND
"Gift & Garden Spot of the Lakelands"
Jct. Hwy. 68 & 641
5 Miles No. of Benton

Santa Claus Will Visit Mother Goose on Saturday, Nov. 25

.. Cash, Layaway, Bank

Linda Adams
753-2378

TULIP BULBS

MN SIAM • MIX 111ff

New Store Hours Starting Dec. 1

And we are here to serve its
moving population. It you have
just Moved into a new home,
call the Welcome Wagon hostess.

.
•
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New Treatment
Is Found For
Leukemia
By WARREN E. LEARY
Associated Press Writer
PROVIDENCE, R.I. i AP) —
Medical researchers have de.veloped a method to treat leukemia more effectively by
speeding up the long process of
selecting the proper treatment
drug.
The scientists say they have
taken isolated human leukemia
cells and induced them to multiply in the laboratory for periods of 36 to 96 hours. And for
the first time, they say, these
laboratory-grown cells are representative of the ones which
grow in the patient.
The eight or nine drugs used
to combat the incurable blood
cancer disease can then be tested simultaneously on these leukemia cells growing in separate
test tubes and the most effective drug can be used on the
patient from whom the original
cells were obtained.
Dr. Glenn A. Fischer, professor of biochemical pharmacology research at Brown University, said the standard drugtesting method involves using
one drug at a time on the
patient until the best one is
found. He said this can take
'from a week to two months,
while the new laboratory method takes only about two days.
g There is . no cure for leukemia. but treatment can protong the patient's life and ease
the discomfort associated with
the disease. Prompt treatment
is essential because of the
speed with which the disease
progresses.
'
Different types of leukemia
cells look alike under a microscope, but they react differ-ently to different types of
drugs. Fischer said results of
tests with the new method
"seem quite good."
Fischer said another advantage of the new method would
,be to eliminate exposing the
patient to the drug hazards of
;almost random testing. Some of
;the leukemia treatment drugs
;have some toxicity and other
side effects, he said.

I

Hospital Report
Nc.-ember 20, 1972
DULTS

•

NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Pittman
Mrs.
Sheri Bell Pittman), Rt. 5,
Murray, Baby Boy Castleberry
Mrs. Shirley Castleberry t. Rt.
9., Benton.
DISMISSALS
Kenneth Ray Keel, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Evonne James
Phifer, 206 Carter Rd., Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Arnetta Vivian
Roberts, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Sarah Katherine Duke, ,Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Leonard Ray
Barrow, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Hilton Lee Hale, 900 Coldwater
Rd., Murray, John Hardings
Grogan, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Cathy Jane Jackson, Rt. 1,
Almo, Master Todd Alan
Fuqua, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs.
Mary Lee Ramsey and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Patsy
Ann Thorn, 312 S. 10th St.,
Murray, Mrs. F,dna Metzger
expired. 1605 Kirkwood,
Murray.

•
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QUANTITIES LIMITED!
Prices Good While
Quantities Last.
Shop Roses

BARGAINS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT!!

SATURDAY, NOV. 25-6 to 10 p.m.

8 Save!

MEN'S DOUBLE KNIT

LADIES SLACKS

LADIES SWEATER
100% Acrylic

POLYESTER SLACKS

100% Bonded Acrylic

Sizes 29-40-Reg. '10.97

Long Sleeve-Turtle Neck - Wide

Bold plaids, stripes and prints

Array of Colors-Sizes S-M-L

washable. Sizes 8-18

Reg. '4.96
MEN'S KNIT

DRESS SHIRT
Long Sleeve-6 Prints
to Choose Select From
Limit 2

PANTY
HOSE

PANTY
HOSE

Sizes S-M-L

Asstd. Styles

Reg. 66'

and Colors

BOY'S or GIRL'S

20" BICYCLE

LADIES PUMPS

Regular 539.94

The Classic Pump in a wide assortment
of colors.

$488

Reg. '1.37

'p
Limit 3

FATIQUE MAT
For Kitchen, Office - Many Uses!

BMIKAMERICA110
ome

,s11.88

SMARTY
PANTS DOLL

WILD RIDER
by Marx

Several Styles
Varied Colors
Size S-M -L

Reg. 39'

Limit 2

Reg.

PANT TOP

Fashion Colors

p 38

Limit: 3 Pr.

LADIES
SHORT SLEEVE

Name Brands

CHILDREN'S
SOCKS

•-•

5 ROLL

Reg. '13.88

Football Outfit

GIFT WRAP

Helmet, Shoulder Pads,
Jersey, Pants

20 Inches Wide

You Talk! She Answers!
(12 Only)

Beautiful Prints

Reg. '9.97

Reg.
12.91
TWIN SIZE

$594

Model 3840

AM/FM
PORTABLE
RADIO_

Beautiful
Quilted Floral

63- & 84- - Variety of
Fabrics & Colors

PEPSI
or 7-UP

•Vinyl Cover
•Antenna

Limit 4
No Deposit,

•Operates on AC or DC

No Return Bottle

ASSTD. DRAPES
Reg. '5.94

IRONING
BOARD

THROW PILLOWS
Extra Large

CLOTHES HANGERS

CHERRIES

FOR SKIRTS, DRESSES, SUITS

Limit 2

DISH DRAINER
STRONG, ATTRACTIVE PLASTIC
Assorted Colors

10-0z. Box

Beautiful Prints

YARD
RAKE
Limit 2

Reg. 99(
Regular 57'

Pkg.

Reg. '1.17

IPANA MOUTHWASH
8-0z. Size
Reg.
3/i I

CON FIDETS

POLAROID 108
COLOR PACK FILM

SANITARY NAPKIN

Reg-. '4.57

I 2345
678IL:-

LOU
DEL
NOR
CA
TE
AS
TE
EA
SO
N.

FAVORITE
c•Am
ALCORN
C. W. POST
HENDERSON
NEBRASKA
PRESBYTERIAN
TENNESSEE ST
TEXAS
TEXAS SOUTHE
UTAH STATE
GAM
ARIZONA STATE
ARLINGTON
CHATTANOOGA
CLEMSON
COLUMBIA
CORNELL-N.Y
GRAMeLING,
HARVARD
HOLY CROSS
HOUSTON
ILLINOIS
IOWA STATE
L. S. U.
LOUISVILLE
MCNEESE
MASSACHUSE
MIAMI-FLORID
MICHIGAN ST
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
NORTH C ARO
NORTHRIDGE
OHIO STATE
SE
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Sat of 4 tires start
plus 10.61 F.E.T
4-PLY CRUSADE

Sovrtiside Sh

Reg. '4.27

Reg. '19.96

CHOCOLATE
COVERED

• • •

All Steel Construction

Pantyhose Costs
Can Be Snagged
• Pantyhose represent a considerable investment in
one's fall wardrobe, so a little forethought and good
care should be used to extend their life, especial!),
with the sheerer kinds.
Start with the way you put
them on. It's not a bad idea
to wear gloves — saves
snagging with a rough fingernail. At least remove any
rings. Gather up the leg all
the way to the toe. Slip foot
In, and pull up smoothly to
calf. Repeat with other leg,
then ease up each leg a few
inches at a time, alternating.
Of course, make sure that
toenails are smoothly filed
and kept short.
Wash Pantyhose nightly in
mild suds, using lukewarm,
not hot, water. Hot water
weakens -fibers. Swishing
.stisehiwtoi thrhkugh „suds in a •
mesh bag Is better than using hands which may catch
In the stockings.
Never wring pantyhose,
but squeeze out excess water. Be sure to hang hosiery
on a smooth rod or plastic
clothesline.
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Future Of John Ray Doubtful
Unless Winner Produced Soon

THE CARR RATINGS
lI

.,./N cAlot

TOP TWENTY TEAMS - NOVEMBER 19. 1972
•

vio

1 234567810-

ALABAMA
SO, CALIFORNIA
NEBRASKA
OKLAHOMA
MICHIGAN
,
OHIO STATE
TEXAS
L. S. U.
TENNESSEE
PENN STATE

-

119.2
118 8
118.0
114,6
110,3
110.1
107.3
106.8
106.2
105.8

11 12 13 1415 1617 16 1920 -

AUBURN
COLORADO
NOTRE DAME
U. C. L. A.
IOWA STATE
NORTH CAROLINA
WASHING,TON
ARIZONA STATE
TEXAS TECH
GEORGIA TECH

-

105.5
105.5
104.4
102.5
102.4
102.2
102.1
101.9
101.8
101,7

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - NOVEMBER 19, 1972
1 - LOUISIANA TECH
2 - DELAWARE
3- NORTH DAKOTA
4 - CALIFORNIA-S,L.0
5 - TENNESSEE STATE
6 - ASHLAND
7 - TENNESSEE TECH
8 - EAST TEXAS
9- SOUTH DAKOTA
10..l W. LOUISIANA
FAVORITE

MARGIN

- 91.9
-88.6
-85.7
- 84.1
- 83.6
- 83.5
- 82.9
- 82 1
- 82.6
-82.5

OPPONENT

f 12 13 14 15 1517 IC 1920 -

CARSON NEWMAN
McNEESE
LIVINGSTON
DRAKE
NORTH DAKOTA ST.
ALCORN
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA
HAROJNG
GRAMBLING
ANGELO STATE

FAVORITE

MARGIN

- $2.1
- 81 8
- 81.7
-81.3
-81.0
- 80 8
- 80.7
- 80.4
- 80.5
- 80.2
OPPONENT

gAmcS OF I-23-72.

GAMES OF 11-25-72 - CONTINUED
•
ALCORN
10
JACKSON STATE
PITTSBURGH
PENN STATE
28
C. W. POST
17
HOFSTRA
PENNSYLVANIA
DARTMOUTH
I
HERDER SON
3
AUSTIN PEA
PURDUE
INDIANA
7
NEBRASKA
7
OKLAHOMA
RICE
3
T. C. U.
PRE Se VT ER IAN
14
NEWBERRY
COLGATE
10
RUTGERS
TENNESSEE ST.
ALABAMA STATE
28
SAN DIEGO STATE 14
LONG BEACH ST
TEXAS
14
TEXAS A It M
S. M. U.
7
BAYLOR
TEXAS SOUTHERN 21
PRAIRIE VIEW
VANDERBILT
TAMPA
3
UTAH STATE
28
WEBER STATE
KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE
la
GAMES OF 11-25-72
ARKANSAS
TEXAS TECH
3
ARIZONA STATE
7
ARIZONA
TULSA
NORTH TEXAS ST.
28
ARLINGTON
7
ARKANSAS STATE
COLORADO STATE
UTAH
35
CHATTANOOGA
3
EAST TENNESSEE
WAKE FOREST
10
VIRGINIA TECH
CLEMSON
SOUTH CAROL INA
WISCONSIN
MINNESOTA
3
14
COLUMBIA
7
BROWN
NA
A DIVISION C 1 PLAYOFFS
CORNELL-N.Y.
PRINCETON
3
ARSON NEWMAN
LIVINGSTON
3
GRAMBLING
RENO
28
EAST TEXAS
CENT. OKLAHOMA
3
HARVARD
I
YALE
PRO FOOTBALL - 11-21-72.
HOLY CROSS
CONNECTICUT
14
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
10
HOUSTON
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
28
NEW YORK JETS
3
ILLINOIS
1
IOWA
PRO FOOTBALL - 11-26-72
IOWA STATE
OKLAHOMA STATE
14
ATLANTA
DENVER
L. S. U.
7
FLORIDA
BALTIMORE
NEW ENGLAND
17
LOUISVILLE
17
CINCINNATI
DRAKE
CHICAGO
1
McNEESE
14
S. W. LOUISIANA
14
CLEVELAND
BUFFALO
MASSACHUSETTS
I
BOSTON COLLEGE
LOS ANGELES
7
NEW ORLEANS
PHILADELPHIA
MIAMI-FLORIDA
MARYLAND
10
14
N. Y. GIANTS
MICHIGAN STATE
NORTHWESTERN
14
OAKLAND
KANSAS CITY
1
MISSISSIPPI
MISSISSIPPI ST.
10
MINNESOTA
PITTSBURGH
3
MISSOURI
6
KANSAS
HOUSTON
10
SAN DIEGO
NORTH CAROLINA
EAST CAROLINA
WASHINGTON
17
GREEN BAY
10
CALIFORNIA LUTH
21
NORTHRIDGE
PRO FOOTBALL - 11-27-72
OHIO STATE
MICHIGAN
MIAMI
ST LOUIS
3
21
SEASONS RECORD
MISSED-459
PCT-783
HIT-1656
TIES-34
COPYRIGHT 1972 BY THE CARR RATINGS SERVICE
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Boston Bruins Extend Streak
To Four Straight In NHL Play

tyles
olors

1.37
•

By DAVE O'HARA . .
Associated Press Sports Writer
BOSTON ( AP)- Thanksgiving Day is a time to be thankful, and the Boston Bruins have
(offered their thanks for victories the last eight years they
have played on the holiday.
The Bruins posted their
fourth consecutive victory and
extended their record to 6-1-1 in
the last eight games by defeating the California Golden Seals
4-2 Thursday night before the
usual packed crowd of 15,003 atthe Boston Garden.
The Bruins built a 3-1 lead on
a pair of goals by superstar
Bobby Orr and one by rookie
Gregg Sheppard, but had to
survive a scare as the Seals
came to life in the third period
of the National Hockey League
game:
_•
• In the only other NHL game
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SEARS BEST 4-PLY
NON-BELTED TIRE

594

2!3040
5sit of 4 tires starts as low as 140.60
plus S1.61 F.E.T. per tire for Soars
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00.-13 sixa.

Sears •CatalogMurray.
Sales gffica
KY
Southside Shopping Center

Western Loss Is Last Of
Heartbreaking Season

By BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Although there has been no specific announcement,the University of Kentucky must decide
within the next 18 days the future of football Coach John
Ray.
Ray's four-year contract expires Dec. 12 and, for all the
glowing promises of greatness,
his teams have won just 10
games in the past 32. That
means a lot of fans want his
scalp.
Certainly, a victory - or
even a near victory - over
powerful Tennessee in Kentucky's last game of the season
Saturday would salve the sorest
of feelings among the anti-Ray
fans.
But, honestly, that is highly
unlikely.
When, then, if Kentucky gets
dumped by the Vols as is expected? Will Ray be fired outright? Will he resign? Will he
get at least one more year to
work on a building program
here?
The university officials who
know or at least have some
firm idea what action will be
taken are silent on the matter.
Publicly, they say any hint before the season's end might
hurt the team.
A reporter's call to university
President Otis A. Singletary the subject matter of his inquiry required in advance drew a response that the call
probably wouldn't be returned.
It Wasn't.
Singletary, as university
president, is chairman of the
athletics board that will decide
Ray's future. All other mew-
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247-4525

Pro Football Standings

STOCKING
HONDA. p^;
A Christmas stocking
big enough to hold a
small motorcycle? Yes!
It's free when you purchase a
new little Honda 0A-50. or Mini Trail 50
as a gift for your youngsters. Or a CT-70 for
yourself. This crazy giant stocking will be fun
this Christmas and many Christmases to come.
The Honda will be fun all year long.
NOTE Do not stand motorcycle on end
Keep both •beels on the ground

TOMORROW

/(
,(

ill

How to fill it:

)

Saturday, November 25th

OA 50

\

108

tiated.
••
The most recent noted that
Ray Callahan had resigned as
coach at the University of Cincinnati and let it be known he'd
love to return to Kentucky,
where he once was an assistant
to Brad:haw.
curbstone
If
coine
ntentators seem busy, you
should tkoar the buzzing within
the university itself. Nobody
seems to know anything and
everybix y seems to want to
talk about everything.
More often-than not, the comments you get are more questions or feelers than any knowledge on the part of university
personnel.
But putting it all together,
the most probable outcome of it
all is that Ray will be offered a
year-to-year contract, at least
until he shows he can win here,
and he will take it.
Ray is a proud man who never coached a loser before. He is
too proud to leave a loser if he
can still stay in the ballgame.
And the university knows that
Ray needs at least a fifth year
so he can field a team that he,
himself, recruited in total. Next
year then might tell the whole
story.

Battle Expects Kentucky
To Throw This Weekend

LQ

NIMINIIMIN1111111111•

bers routinely refer any queries
'to him.
Ray has said he wants to
stay at the university, so the
possibility of his resigning is
shin unless such a resignation
is a forced one.
But one source learned that
the athletics board could give
,him a year-to-year contract
with orders to make major
changes in his staff of
assistants.
Such an order could be more
than Kay- would want to swallow. In the past at Kentucky
as at most other schools head coaches are given leeway
to operate their programs as
they see fit, within the confines
of athletic regulations and
budget requirements, of course.
However, Kentucky apparently doesn't want to find itself in
the same position of a decade
ago, paying two head coaches
and still losing more football
games than it was winning.
When Blanton Collier failed
to produce the winner that Kentucky wanted, the university
bought up his contract - paying him his regular salary and hired Charlie Bradshaw in
his place.

By Joe Tom Erwin
Jeff Votaw was passMurray State's heartbreaking receiving leader with 23
defeat by Western Kentucky receptions for 352 yards and two
last Saturday in the last game of touchdowns. Bill Farrell caught
the season gave the Racers a 4-6 19 for 412 yards and two TD's.
record for the season.
Chuck Cantrell led the OVC in
The loss was the last of
several bitter ones for the punting with an average of 40.
Racers who would likely have yards for 61 punts but he failed
made a strong challenge for the to break his Murray season
record (If 40.7 set two seasons
Ohio
Valley
Conference
championship but for a series of ago. Pat Hagarty was punt
return leader with an average
injuries to key personnel.
of 9.9 for 14 returns.
leading
The Racers were
Tackle Jerry Stanley was
Western 6-3 in the fourth defensive leader
with 76 tackles
quarter and had stopped the and 26 assists. Safety
Paul
Toppers on their last two Coltharp had 76 tackles
and 8
possessions before Murray assists and linebacker
Bruce
fumbled a punt on its 25-yard Farris had 73 and
31. Stanley
line which led to Western's go- also recovered 2
fumbles.
ahead touchdown.
Farris recovered 3, intercepted
"The teams were very evenly 2 passes, and blocked an extra
matched and I think we could point attempt. Coltharp had 2
have held our lead if we hadn't pass interceptions. Other
fumbled, Murray coach Bill defensive leaders were Bill
Furgerson said. "We made a Fryer with 45 tackles and 19
couple of errors that really hurt assists, Joe Echert with 44 and
and Western was good enough 23, Tony Menendez with 39 and
to take advantage of them. I'm 19, and Hagarty with 38 and 23.
Collier had had five winning
certainly not blaming the young Hagarty, Fryer, and Menendez
seasons in eight years, but
man who fumbled. He's a good each had two fumble recoveries
those were just barely in the
football player and he'll be fine and Hagarty and Fryer each
blue-the best 1954's 7-3 mark.
had two interceptions.
one before he graduates."
But the change was exTaelve Racers, all starters,
pensive
and futile. Bradshaw's
Murray tailback George completed their
The ARMY will
eligibility. The
best effort was 6-4 in 1965, and
Greenfield rushed for 88 Yards 12 seniors
are Rick Fisher. who
that
was the only year in his
train you to be a .
in the game to bring his OVC- missed the season with a knee
seven at Kentucky that his
leading season total to 1155 injury,
Fryer. Hagarty, Mike
teams won more than they lost.
MILITARY
yards. His total is a Murray
Tepe. Larry Brock, Votaw,
Collier, meantime, was winseason, breaking the one of 1078 Cantrell,
POLICEMAN
Greenfield, Mike
ning the National Football
yards. set by Rick Fisher last Perry,
Joe • Glorioso, Stanley,
League title with the Cleveland
year. Greenfield also set a new and Stan McDonald.
We
will
also
Browns, it might be mentioned.
rushing attempts record for the
•
So
Bradshaw
guarantee
left,
too,
and
you
16
season with 251. He also holds
John Ray entered the picture.
yards rushing s259) and rushing
months
of
duty with
They ( Kentucky alumni and
attempts I 39) records for a the
fans)
still
were
dreaming
of
single game. He was also
their heyday when Paul (Hear)
Murray's leader in the kickoff
Unit of Your Choice
Bryant took the Wildcats to
returns with a 21.3 yard average
bowls
and
had
winning
camfor 15 returns and in scoring
From Maryland to
paigns in all of his eight seaBy FSCAR THOMPSON
with 36 points. He was named
with 36.
sons
here.
California
Associated
Press
Writer
Those 17 interceptions came
the OVC's offensive player of
What now? Since any disKNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP I - from 167 opportunities. That's
the week three times this
or
Kentucky doesn't throw the snaring 10.18 per cent of all cussion with university officials
season.
Hawaii or Alaska
football a lot, but Coach Bill thrown. The 1970 percentage is out of the question, the ruF'ullback Bob Marshall was Battle
says he expects the was 10.06 on 36 thefts out of 358 mor mills grind daily.
Check
with your
the team's second-leadihg Wildcats to
One recently had George
give the Vol pass opposition passes.
rusher with 333 yards in4I1 defense
nearest
Blanda,_
the
aging
"youngster"
a thorough test here
"I'his is as dependable a seccarries. His 6.8-yard average
Army Recruiter
Saturday.
ondary as I have seen in col- of the Oakland Raiders moving
was the team's best.
-Dinky Mckay is the best lege football," Battle said. his family to Lexington. That
!pike Hobbie completed 35 of quarterback I've seen at Ken- "They have developed to the proved false.
One had Louisville Coach Lee
91 passes for 572 yards too lead tuck2, since I came here," point that they discourage a lot
Today's Army
Corso as the successor to Ray.
the team in that department. Battle said. "He is a fine pass- of throwing."
Wants to Join You
Toni Pandolfi completed 35 of 87 er who scrambles until he finds
If McKay, who has completed That, too, couldn't be substanfor 432 yards. Each threw for his receiver. Most teams 80 of 185 tosses for 879 yards
against Tennessee this fall have and one touchdown,
two touchdowns.
doesn't
FREE GIANT
stressed running. Battle says he take to the
air, Kentucky probexpects Kentucky to come out ably viill reiy
on the running of
throats:tag_ the ball.
Alfred Collins and Gary KnutBut the Vol coact) indicated sOn
.
. Ciolliris. has carried the ballNational Conference
he wouldn't worry if the Wild, 115 times for 463 yards ,and
East
cats do take to the air.
Knutson Ill for 436.
W L I Pct. Pis, OP
-I am convinced that we
9 1 0 900 251 137
Wash
C
8 3 0 727 255 187
Dallas
The
Kentucky-Tennessee
HRISTMAS
have a very fine secondary,"
6 4 0 600 223 198
NYGhts
he said, referring to corner- series dates back to 1893. Ten2 7 1
250 93 222
2 7 1 .250 129 208
St.LOuis
backs Conrad Graham, David nessee has won 39.garzies, KenAllen and Danny Jeffries and tucky 19 and nine ended in ties.
Central
Tennessee, the nation's No. 12
G Bay
7 3 0 700 202 171
safeties Tim Townes and Eddie
Detro,t
7 4 0 636 277 219
team, is a solid favorite to win
Brown.
Minn
6 4 0 600 244 176
The Vols have intercepted its eighth game of the season.
Ch,caqo
3 6 1
350 170 199
West
1015 17 passes this fall. But The Vols, with a 7-2 record, will
San Fr
6 4 1 591.297 706
percentage wise they are ahead meet eighth-ranked Louisiana
LA
5 4 1 550 718 193
Atlanta
5 5 0 500 212 207
of their thefts in 1970 when they State in the Astro-Bluebonnet
NewOrl
1 8 1
150 149 280
tied the NCAA season record Bowl at liouston Dec. 30.

You've Had The Turkey . .
Now Have he Trimmings!! ,

ILLOWS
1

Thursday night, the Buffalo Sa- tawa could get on the board the
bres came from behind to de- Cougars were ahead 5-0.
feat the New York Rangers 5-3,
Wayne Connelly's unassisted
the first time Buffalo has beat- goal early in the second period
en New York in the three years was decisive for Minnesota,
the Sabres have been in the which built up a 4-0 lead and
league.
then had to withstand Los AnIn World Hockey Association geles' charge. Mike Curran, the
play, Chicago trounced Ottawa Minnesota goalie, had to make
8-1, Minnesota nipped IAos An- 34 saves in the final two perigeles 4-3 and Houston edged ods.
Winnipeg 6-5 in overtime.
Keke Mortson netted his
The Seals were out-shot 30-18, fourth goak of the year with
4a14. fai,ard the Bruins even in 4:03 gone i*.ie the 10-rninute
the third period. They drew overtime fry fileuston'sNictory:
within one goal as Rick Smith,
The Jets had taken a 4-2 lead
a former Bruin, was credited with four goals in the second
with a tally on a shot which period, but the Aeros came
was blocked, the puck falling back with a trio of goals in the
behind goalie Eddie Johnston.
third frame to go ahead 5-4 beHowever, the Bruins pulled fore Bobby Hull tied the score
out (if danger with less than liz for Winnipeg at 16:52, sending
minutes to play as Mike Walton the game into the overtime.
wxesid4d-with .a tally,
Smith accidentally poking r•
puck into his own net.
The Sabres came up with
three goals in the third period
NFL
American Conference
to defeat the Rangers.
East
With -the Rangers leading 3-2,
VV L T Pct. Pts OP
Rene Robert scored on a 35- m.am, 10 0 0 1.000 278 127
N Y Jets
6 50 .545 323 257
footer to tie the score, then
Balt
3 7 0,300 159 205
Gerry Meehan put the Sabres Buff
3 7 0 300 195 277
2 8 0 200 133 323
ahead with a goal with five N Eng.
Central
minutes to play. Don Luce Pitt
7 3 0 700 257 160
added the final goal, his second Clev.
7 3 .0 700 188 175
5 5 0 500 188 172
of the game, into an open net in Cmc
Nous
1 90 100 114 256
the final minute.
West
6 3 1
650 266 189
Dan Loclboa started the rout Oak
K City
5 5 0 500 219 183
for Chicago with a goal in the S Cheq0
3 6 1 350 196 241
first 30 seconds, and before Ot- Denver
3 7 0 300 201 269
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Racer Basketball Team 1San Francisco Routs Cowboys
Hurting On Player Depth For 31-10 Thanksgiving Win

t

4
The South Australia Cross-F,aters, Saturday opponent of Murray State, whoop it up after winning
the Australian National championship. The Crow-Eaters, several of whom are Australian Olympians, will play 18 games in the United States. Murray is their first stop. After Murray, they will play
Notre Dame, I.S.12 and Memphis State.

Trigg County Going For Second
Class A Title Against Pikeville
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1API —
The state Class A and Class AA
high school football titles are
up for grabs tonight as Trigg
County takes on Pikeville and
Lexington Tates Creek meets
Ashland.
Trigg County and Pikeville
open the twinbill at 4:30 p.m.
on Stoll Field at the University
of Kentucky campus. Trigg
County looking to make it two
in a row in Class A.
Tates Creek will be seeking
its first high school championship in Class AA when it battles
Ashland at 7 p.m.
Many coaches believe that
Trigg County may have passed
its biggest obstacle to its second title last week when it upset Richmond Madison 191-0 in
a seminfinal bout.
Trigg Coach Joe Jaggers is
confident of a win, but says its
not in the bag, even after last

week's victory.
"We've still got to play Pikeville," the coach said, "and
they have to have a good team
to beat Lynch and get this far."
Lynch was the first and only
school to win consecutive Class
A titles, during the first two
years of the playoffs in 1959
and 1960.
In the second match of the
day, Ashland will get a shot at
the Class AA crown which it
missed last year.
"Last year we didn't get to
the playoffs," said Coach Herb
Conley, "but we felt we had a
team which could fake won it
if we had had a shot at it. We
never got that chance."
last year Ashland defeated
all 10 Kentucky teams it
played, but lost the district title
to Hazard, because Hazard
posed a higher Dickinson rating. In a showdown with Raz-

ard this fall, Ashland won 50-6.
This year Ashland beat 11
straight Kentucky teams.
Tates Creek, however, the
surprise team of the year in
AA,seldom passes and favors a
straight-ahead power running
attack.
"Tates Creek runs the ball
right at you," Conley said,
"and all their backs look good.
Ite,,,won't be able to key on just
one.'
"gut I think we've got tough
kids on defense, so it ought to
be a heckuva game: he said.
"Most likely the breaks will decide it because both teams are
so much alike."
For Tates Creek, a win would
give Lexington its second
straight high school football
championship and would be the
13th win in a row for Tates
Creek. Lexington Bryan Station
captured the Class AA crown
last year.

By Joe Tom Erwin
Murray ,State basketball
coach Cal Luther reports his
Racers have encountered lots of
problems on the eve of their
season-opener Saturday against
the Australian Nationals.
"We've lost two players from
the squad, another may be
drafted next month, and
another has missed a week of
practice," Luther said. "It
looked earlier as if we'd have
some depth for the first time in
years but we're down to our
usual squad of 10 players."
Steve Bowers, 6-4 guard who
missed all of last season
because of knee injuries, is
having knee problems again
and may be forced to sit out this
season
as
well.
Greg
Carrington, a 6-4 freshman
given a chance to see lots of
action, has dropped out of
school because of his father's
critical illness. Mark House,a 67 forward-center and a possible
starter, is to report for the draft
Dec. 18, and Phil Melillo, a 5-11
guard, missed last week's
practice because of an illness in
his family.
"Because of these things and
the number of new, inexperienced players on the squad,
we're far behind where I'd
hoped to. be at this stage of
practice," Luther said. "But
maybe we can use the
December schedule to continue
our development. I'm eager to
see how the team will do against
the Australians Saturday.
They're a good team and should
be a strong test for us. We'd had
good effort in practice and
despite our slow progress I
think we'll have a good team."
I,uther has settled on three of
his starters but the other two
spots are still up for grabs. Les
Taylor, last year's outstanding
player in the Ohio Valley
Conference and the eightleading scorer in the country,

will be back at forward and
Steve Barrett and Darnell Adell
will be the starting guards. The
other two spots are being fought
for- among. Marcelous Starks,
House, and Mike Coleman...

By DENNE H. FREEMAN.
Associated Press Sports Writer
DALLAS (AP) — George Allen and his Washington Redskins, sitting all comfy in their
living rooms, were the
recipients of a Thanksgiving
Barret, 5-9, started last
Day present from San Franseason and averaged 7.3 points
cisco, which shattered a successtarter
a game. Adell,6-0, was a
sion of jinxes with a 31-10 rout
on last year's freshman team
of defending Super Bowl chamand averaged 19,2 points a
pion Dallas.
game. Starks was starting
Of course, the 49ers had purecenter for the Racers last year
ly selfish .motives as they surand averaged 14.3 points and
ged a half game ahead of Los
10.9 rebounds. House, the Racer
Angeles in the National Confersixth man last year, played in
ence.West with the sweet victoevery game and averaged 3.2
ry on a 6-4-1 record.
points and 3.8 rebounds.
However, the Redskins can
Coleman, 6-6, was scoring and
clinch the host spot in the NFC
rebounding last year's freshEast with victories in two out
man team with averages of 32.0
of their last four games, leavpoints and 17.6 rebounds,
ing the Cowboys to scramble
Racers'
opening
opThe
for the "wild card" berth.
ponent is national champion of
Dallas is 8-3 and 11 2 games
Australia and six members of
behind the Redskins. The "wild
the team have represented
card" spot in the National
Australia in world chamFootball League playoffs is givpionships and Olympic consen to the division runnerup with
petition. The Aussies average 6the best record. Right now,
3 as a team and have one player
that's Dallas in the NFC.
6-9 and another 6-10.
In Thursday's other NFL
Murray will be their first stop
clash, Detroit quarterback
on an 18-game tour of the United
Greg Landry tossed for one
States. They will play at Notre
touchdown and scored two othDame next Monday, at MSU,
ers on quarterback sneaks as
Nov. 29, and at Memphis State
the Lions beat the New York
Nov. 30.

Jets 37-20. The expected passing duel between Landry and
New York's Joe Namath never
materialized as three players
broke 100 yards rushing—Altie
Taylor of the Lions and John
Higgins and Cliff McClain of
the Jets.
Taylor scored on a 38-yard
touchdown run with 1:49 left
after linebacker Charlie Weaver intercepted a Namath pass.
San Francisco linebacker
Skip Vanderbundt ran 73 yards
with a recovered fumble and 21
yards with an intercepted pass'
for touchdowns and quarterback Steve Spurrier turned in 3
poised performance as the
49ers blasted the Cowboys.
It was the first victory for
49er Coach Dick Nolan over
Landry, his former boss and
old teanunate, and marked the
first time in 15 games Dallas
had lost in Texas Stadium, its
plush $21 million football palace.
With Dallas leading 7-0 and
driving, Dave Wilcox and Vanderbundt teamed for a spectacular play that turned the nationally televised game around
in the second quarter.
Wilcox clobbered Cowboy
quarterback Craig Morton.
Vanderbundt said, "The ball

took one bounce and there it
was. I just scooped it up and
ran. It may have looked as if I
was trottin', but I was running
for my life."
Spurrier, playing in place of
the injured John Brodie, hit 16
of 24 passes for 177 yards, including a 12-yard touchdown
pass to tight .end Ted Kwalick.
Spurrier too* the 49ers on a 94)ard touchdf5wp drive to open
the third quarter arui,hit eight
consecutive passes in one
stretch.
Besides the fumble, Morton
suffered two interceptions before he was roundly booed and
replaced by Roger Staubach.
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ROME ) AP) — It looks like
1972 is the big year for American Tennis. Two Americans
have entered the semifinals of
the $50,000 World Championship
Tennis final in Rome and they
are ready to score their country's first victory in the professional tournament.
This would complete the
triumphs of Stan Smith at Wimbledon and of the U.S. Davis
Cup team, which won its fifth
straight challenge round.
Second-seeded Arthur Ashe
eased by Yugoslav southpaw
Nicola Pilic 7-6, 6-1 in the quarter-finals of the WCT tournament Thursday night to join
Bob Lutz of Los Angeles in the
semifinals.
Ashe, from Miami, Fla.,
plays Tom Okker of Holland in
one semifinal on Saturday. He
beat the Flying Dutchman in
three sets last week in Rotter,dani.
Okker, playing erratically,
survived a slow start to beat
Marty Riessen of Evanston Ill.,
7-6, 6-4 in the Rome quarter-finals.
Lutz beat top-seeded John
Newcombe of Australia in a
major upset to make his way
into the semifinals against Cliff
Drysdale of South Africa. Both
Americans were favorites to
win Saturday and face each
other in the final on Sunday at
Rome's Sports Palace.

College Grid Results
By The Associated Press
Oklahoma 17, Nebraska 14
Texas 38, Texas A&M 3
CW Post 54, Hotstra 6
Jackson State 28, Alcorn
A&M 14
Tennessee State 43, Alabama
State 0
Quantico 34, Xavier, Ohio, 0
Texas Southern 13, Prarie
View 0

No Lay-Away

No Exchange
No Refunds

Rog- $259.50 Pine Res tocrot
Recliner-Rocker

Now

$229

For the holidays and for years to come, a
Restocrat is everyone's favorite relaxer. Rock
or enjoy total comfort in two body-adjusted
reclining positions. It's a handfiome add on
to any home,and a generous gift of lasting
thanks! Upholstered in your choice of stainresistant polyester plaids, solid color textured
olefins, or luxurious vinyls.
Convenient
Credit Terms...

Reg. $265 ... Wood Trimmed
Restocrat . . . Recliner-Rocker .... Now

$235

I BASKETBALL

TOP FO
1 - U.
2 - FL
3 - SE
4 -M
5 -M
6 - S
7 -0
8 -L
9-N
10 11 12 13 14 IS - 191
16 - 0
(7 IS - N
19- B
20 FAVORITE
GAM
BENEDICT
CENTRAL OKL
COLORADO ST
EL PASO
HOUSTON
NEW MEXICO S
NORTH DAKOT
SO. DAKOTA S
YANKTON
GA
ALABAMA ST
AUBURN
AUGUSTA NABRADLEY
CAPITAL
CHICAGO STA
EARLHAM
E. C. OKLAH
FURMAN
LEMOYNE-0
MAR YMOUNT
MINNESOTA
MISSOURI
MOORHEADNEBRASKA
NEW HAVEN
NORTH CARO
NORTHERN
OKLAHOMA
OTTER BEI N
PEPPERDIN
ST BERNAR
ST. THOMA
SANTA FE
SO, CALIF°
S. W LOUI
TOLEDO
TOWSON ST
TR I-STATE
U. C. L. A
UTAH STAT
WAYNE-NE
ALLEN
AUGUSTA
BRYAN
CARSON 61
CHATTA
C. W. POS
DENVER
E. KENTU
E. NEW IA
EL PASO
FORT HAY
HARDIN SI
HOUSTON
JACKSON
KANSAS
LAMAR U
MARS HI
MO. WEB
MOREHE
NO. CAR
NORTH D
N. E. LO
W. LO
OGLETH
OHIO ST
0KLAHO
OKLAHO
RIDER
SOUTH 0
S. F. A
TULSA
UNION-T
VIRGINI
W, KEN
BAYLOR
BELHAV
BENTLE
CALIF.
CENTE
CLEM
E-AST C
E ILLI
FLORID

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT...

Reg. $228 Wing Back Restocrot4tecliner

By ALEX SAUD
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Garrett Suspended
FOXBORO, Mass. (API -Carl Garrett, the New England
Patriots' top ground-gainer has
been suspended without pay for
the last five weeks of the season in an apparent "get tough"
—policy by the National Football
League club.
Garrett was suspended by
General Manager Upton Bell,
with approval of new interim
Coach Phil Bengtson, Thursday
after he missed a practice for
Sunday's game with the Buffalo
Bills.

The Carriage House... 114 North Third St....Phone 443-6257443-6258
• 4

Michiga

$195

Reg. $248 Wing Restocrrt Rocker-Recliner
NITED HOME FURNISHINGS COMPANY

Carriage House

Paducah
. (.,
443-625:
114 North Third St.... Phone
vettient Credit Term% ...
shop Our Complete Accessory Department For Holiday Idea,. .

2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE
Buy One Pair at Reg.

All
New Fresh
Price, Get A Second Pair Free!!
This offer includes Men's, Womens' and Childrens' Shoes!
Nationally
You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!
510 Main Street
Advertised
Glenn C Wooden,
-Merchandise
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Michigan-Ohio Game To Decide Big Ten Title; Rose Bowl Hopes
By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
Even before the dust has a
chance to settle in Lincoln,
Neb. following Thursday's Big
Eight triumph by Oklahoma's
Sooners over the defending national champion
Nebraska
Cornhuskers, a couple of Big
Ten teams are expected to
raise some dust of their own
Saturday in Columbus, Ohio.
That's where third-ranked

Michigan, 10-0, will square off
against ninth-rated Ohio State,
8-1, in a game which will decide the Big Ten championship
and also the league's representative for the Jan. 1 Rose Bowl
against No. 1 Southern Cal.
"The team that makes the
least -mistakes has the best
chance of winning," declared
Michigan Coach Bo Schembechler, logically enough. "We've
got to play our best game, and

By DON

we expect Ohio State to play its
best."
The Wolverines have already
clinched a share of the Big Ten
title, with a 7-0 mark, but need
either a win or a tie Saturday
to gain the Rose Bowl berth. If
Ohio State wins the nationally
televised contest, the Buckeyes
will tie Michigan for the Big
Ten crown and earn the trip to
Pasadena.
Oklahoma, meanwhile,
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FRIDAY-NOVEMBER 24, 1972

- U. C. L. A.
2 - FLORIDA STATE
3 - KENTUCKY
4 - MARYLAND
5 - MAROuETTE
6 - S. W. LOUISIANA
7 - OHIO STATE
8 - LONG BEACH STATE
9 - MINNESOTA
10- MEMPHIS STATE
11 - NO. CAROLINA ST.
12- SOUTH CAROLINA
13- HOUSTON
14 - PENNSYLVANIA
IS -MICHIGAN
16 - ORAL ROBERTS
17 - TENNESSEE
18 - NEW MEXICO STATE
19- BR/GHAM YOUNG
20 - SO. CALIFORNIA

-99.9
-96.6
- 95.8
- 95.2
- 94,8
- 94,6
-94.4
- 94.2
- 94.1
- 94.0
-93.4
-93.3
- 93,0
- 92,9
-92.6
-92,5
- 92.4
- 92.3
- 92.1
-91.6

21- ALABAMA
-01.4
22 - INDIANA
-91.3
23- PROVIDENCE
- 91.1
24 - KANSAS STATE
- 90 4
-90.2
25 - EL pASO
26- TEMPLE
- 89.7
27 - ST. JOHNS-N.Y.- 89.6
28- JACKSONVILLE-FLA . 89.5
29 -.VANDERBILT
- 89.4
- 89 2
30- ST. LOUIS
- $9.1
31 - CINCINNATI
32- VILLANOVA
- 89.0
33- NORTH CAROLINA
- 88.5
- 88 4
34 - VIRGINIA
- 88.1
35- MISSOURI
-87.9
36 - DUQUESNE
- 87.4
37 - ST. JOSEPHS-PA.
-87.1
38- MOREHEAD-KY.
-87.0
39- LOUISIANA TECH
40- NORTHERN ILLINOIS - 86.9

OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
GAMES OF 11-28-72 - CONTINUED.
METRO STATE
14
FORT LEWIS
MARION
24
FRANKLIN
LOYOLA-MD
GEO.WASHINGTON
16
BEREA
GEORGETOWN-KY, 12
TN I-5 TA TE
3
HILLSDALE
27
HUNTI NGDON
LAGRANGE
16
GEO. WILLIAMS
LEWIS
MAR YVILLE
12
L. M. U.
CLEVELAND ST.
MIAMI-OHIO
20
TOLEDO
7
MICHIGAN STATE
CLINCH VALLEY
17
MILLIGAN
LOUISIANA TECH
4
MISSOURI
PANHANDLE
5
N. M. HIGHLANDS
FULLERTON
NORTH TEXAS ST. 19
OZARKS-ARK.
28
N, E. OKLAHOMA
GRAND CANYON
10
NO. ARIZONA
GREEN BAY
24
NO. ILLINOIS
L. A. 6/
1
44.PTIST
OCCIDENTAL
16
CENTRAL MICH
12
OHIO U.
WILBERFORCE
OTTERBEIN
28
BAPTIST CHRISTIAN
OUACHITA
27
ST, PAULS
RANDOLPH MACON 23
ROOSEVELT
21
ST. XAV/ER
ST. MARYS-MD.
SHEPHERD
17
AUGSBURG
17
SO. DAKOTA ST.
27
HOFSTRA
TEMPLE
SOUTH ALABAMA
17
TEXAS
1NAYLAND
22
TEXAS A a M
YORK-PA.
29
TOWSON STATE
GAMES OF 11-29-72
TOUGALOO
23
ALCORN
27
NORTH ADAMS
AMERICAN INT.
BAKERSFIELD
11
ARIZONA
CONCORDIA-NEB.
18
BETHANY-KANS.
HUNTSVILLE
BIRMINGHAM SO,
25
FLORIDA TECH
BISCAYNE
36
BRYAN
CHARLOTTE
34
DENVER
COLORADO ST.
10
VERMONT
27
DARTMOUTH
WOFFORD
29
DAVIDSON
LAMBUTH
31
DELTA STATE
ST. MARYS-MINN.
14
EX PAUL
CHATTANOOGA
7
E. TENNESSEE
WEST VA. STATE
25
E. MICHIGAN
18
OHIO DOMINICAN
FINDLAY
MERCER
GEO.WASHINGTON
3
ANDERSON
HUNTINGTON
7
ELMIRA
21
THACA
LEHIGH
2
LASALLE
MORAVIAN
40
LAFAYETTE
MARtST
31
MANHATTAN
BROWN
27
MARYLAND
MORRIS HARVEY
14
MOREHEAD-KY
SAMFORD
26
MURRAY
HAVERFORD
44
NAVY
CALIF. POMONA
22
NEW MEXICO
FRANKLIN PIERCE
NICHOLS-MASS.
28
FULLER TON
OKLAHOMA STATE 19
MOUNT UNION
24
PITTSBURGH
CLARKSON
27
POTSDAM
PENN STATE
PRINCETON
6
14
RUTGERS
GEORGEr.900-9-.4;_
SUFFOLK
18
ST. ANSELMS
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
ST. JOSEPHS-IND. 33
HUMBOLDT
29
SAN JOSE STATE
LAS VEGAS
9
S. W. LOUISIANA
N. W. LOUISIANA
11
S. F. AUSTIN
ST. JOSEPHS-ME.
26
STONE HILL
APPALACHIAN
27
VIRGINIA TECH
LORAS
18
WESTERN MICH,
WILM/NGTON-DELA.
WIDENER
34
GAMES OF 11-30-72:
24
MALONE
AKRON
TREvECCA
12
BELMONT
4N.
ST. JOHNS-6441,
30
CREIGHTON
ROCKFORD
ELMHURST
26
SHEPHERD
IS
FAIRMONT
MESSIAH
21
GETTYSBURG
GAMES OF 11-25-72;
CENTRAL MISSOURI
35
ILLINOIS STATE
ST. MARYS-TEXAS
14
BAYLOR
WESLY
TENNESSEE
ST.
24
KENTUCKY
MILLSAPS
23
BELHAVEN
16
COLUMBUS
LAGRANGE
GORHAM
39
BENTLEY
MERRIMACK
11
NEW HAMPSHIRE
HAYWARD
12
CALIF. S.L.0.
FRANCIS MARION
28
NEWBERRY
SO-WESTERN-TX.
31
CENTENARY
HAYWARD
39
PACIFIC
GEORGIA TECH
14
CLEMSON
HAMFDEN SYDNEY
45
ROANOKE
BALTIMORE
14
EAST CAROLINA
24
McKENDREE
SO. ILLINOIS
7
N. E. MISSOURI
E. ILLINOIS
LOUISVILLE
VANDERBILT
3
PALM BEACH AT.
30
FLORIDA 50,
PCT-352
-D-1133
.111T-4277
MI5-SF
LAST SEASONS RECORD:
COPYRIGHT 1972 BY THE CARR RATINGS SERVICE

OPPONENT
MAR GIN
FAVORITE
GAMES OF 11-24-72
MORRIS-S.C.
BENEDICT
22
BETHANY NAZAREN6
12
CENTRAL OKLA.
3
UTAH STATE
COLORADO STATE
DOANE
EL PASO
39
NEW ORLEANS
19
HOUSTON
ANGELO STATE
32
NEW MEXICO ST.
HURON
25
NORTH DAKOTA
TAR KJO
23
SO. DAKOTA ST.
SPRINGFIELD-5.13
15
YANKTON
GAMES OF I-25-72,.
28
OIL LARD -ALABAMA STATE
GEORG/A TECH
9
AUBURN
PLATTEVILLE
AUGuSTANA-ILL,
25
WABASH
BRADLEY
38
OHIO DOMINICAN
CAPITAL
27
17
N. E. ILLINOIS
CHICAGO STATE
URBANA
EARLHAM
14
BETHANY
NAZ.
OKLAHOMA
14
C.
E.
WILLIAM & MARY
FURMAN
14
MOREHOUSE
12
LEMOYNE-OWEN
45
METRO STATE
MAR YMOUNT
29' IRVINE
MINNESOTA
OHIO U.
MISSOURI
II
HURON
MOORHEAD-M1NN
15
8
NORTH TEXAS ST.
NEBRASKA
26
NEW PALTZ
NEW HAVEN
BISCAYNE
27
NORTH CAROLINA
BUENA VISTA
22
NORTHERN IOWA
N. W MISSOURI
25
OKLAHOMA ST.
16
OBERLIN
OTTER BEIN
19
DOANE
pEpPERD1NE
HUNTSVILLE
24
ST. BERNARD
44
S. W. MINNESOTA
ST. THOMAS-M.
PANHANDLE
2
SANTA FE
17
LOYOLA-CALIF.
SO. CALIFORNIA
ANGELES ST.
LOS
LOUISIANA
49
S. W.
20
GREEN BAY
TOLEDO
SHIPPENSBURG
19
TOWSON STATE
9
MAR IAN
TR1-STATE
WISCONSIN
27
U. C. L. A.
INDIANA STATE
8
UTAH STATE
16
BRIAR CLIFF
WAYNE-NEB.
GAMES OF 11-27-72.
TALLADEGA
22
ALLEN
GEORGIA-SW.
14
AUGUSTA
ATLANTA
31
BRYAN
12
UNION-KENTUCKY
CARSON NEWMAN
7
NO. KENTUCKY
CHATTANOOGA
DOWLING
24
C. W. POST
NO. COLORADO
23
DENVER
33
CENTRE
E KENTUCKY
PANHANDLE
15
E. NEW MEXICO
4
NEW MEXICO ST.
EL PASO
¶0
FORT LEWIS
FORT HAYS
14
CENTRAL OKLA.
HARDIN SIMMONS
SO. MISSISSIPPI
42
HOUSTON
WILLIAM a MARY
JACKSONVILLE-F. IS
17
SAN DIEGO STATE
KANSAS STATE
WA YLAND
LAMAR LI,
18
cLAFLIN
20
MARS HILL
TARKIO
15
MO. WESTERN
CHARLOTTE
12
MOREHEAD-KY.
APPALACHIAN
NO. CAROLINA ST. 37
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
28
NORTH DAKOTA
S. E. LOUISIANA
15
N. E. LOUISIANA
NICHOLLS-LA.
5
W. LOUISIANA
ATLANTA BAPTIST
12
OGLETHOR PE
MILWAUKEE
3/
OHIO STA-TE
INDIANA STATE
6
°KLAN°Mel
ARLINGTON
IS
OKLAHOMA CITY
DICKINSON-PA
22
RIDER
KEARNEY
DAKOTA
20
SOUTH
HENDERSON
14
S. F. AUSTIN
SAMFORD
26
TULSA
LANE
12
UNION-TENN.
WILMINGTON-DELA
41
VIRGINIA COMM.
OLD DOMINION
6
W KENTUCKY

COMMUNITY ROTARY AUCTION
1. All down-town stores will be open.
2. There will be a parade, including Santa.
3. There will be concessions
4. There will be giveaways
5. There will he bazaars
6. There will be a drawing for a 25" color T.V.
7. There will be merchant gift certificates.

Plan to attend this event!
Saturday Nov. 25 1:00 P.M.
Courthouse Square Murray
Proceeds will be given to support our Callo-wiy County Band-Senior
Citizens-other civic needs. This ad sponsored as a community service.

Federal Savings and Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th

153-1921

gained a measure of revenge
The Longhorns, 9-1, put the
by coming from a 14-0 deficit to game away with three second
defeat Nebraska 17-14.
half touchdowns, including a 61In last year's Turkey Day yard punt return by Moore.
classic, No. 1 Nebraska outIn Thursday's other games,
scored No. 2 Oklahoma 35-31 at reserve quarterback Mickey
Norman, Okla. and went on to Doyle tossed a six-yard touchthe national championship. The down pass to tight end Frank
visiting team won again this Anderson with 4:20 remaining
year, as the fourth-ranked to lift Utah State to a 20-16 vicSooners toppled the fifth-ranked tory over Weber State, and
Cornhuskers, who had been fa- Quantico Marines, which is givvored by about a touchdown.
ing up football after this seaDefenses dominated the first son, closed out on a winning
half, with the only score com- note by trouncing Xavier 34-0.
ing as a result of a fumble. OkThe nation's two top-ranked
lahoma's
Kenneth
Pope teams, USC and Alabama, have
couldn't handle a Nebraska the weekend off. Both return to
punt, the Cornhuskers recov- action next Saturday, with
ered, and went on to score on a Southern Cal meeting 11th14-yard run by Bill Olds.
ranked Notre Dame and the
Another fumbled punt set up _ Crimson Tide playing 10thNebraska's other touchdown. In rated Auburn.
the third period, Jerry List of
Nebraska took the ball away
from Oklahoma's Joe Wylie on
the Sooner 24, and Dave Goeller scored from the one.
Then Oklahoma quarterback
Dave Robertson went to a
weapon the Sooners did not
have to use very much in their
first nine games-the forward
pass.
With the Cornhuskers keeping
Oklahoma's nationally top-ranked rushing attack in check,
Robertson took to the air to
spark a 76-yard scoring drive
that took 11 plays. He then connected with freshman Tinker
Owens-brother of former Heisman Trophy winner Steve
Owens-on a 22-yard scoring
pass to tie the score 14-14.
A fumble by Nebraska QB
Dave Humrn set up Rick Fulcher's game-winning field goal
in the final period. Oklahoma's
Derland Moore recovered on
the Nebraska 27, and four plays
later Fulcher split the uprights
from 41 yards out to give Oklahoma the victory.
In the other big Turkey Day
battle, Cotton Bowl-bound
Texas overpowered traditional
rival Texas A&M 38-3 as quarterback Alan Lowry threw his
first touchdown pass of the season and ran for two more
scores to lead the Longhorns to
victory in the Southwest Conference game.
With Texas trailing 3-0, Lowry connected with Jimmy
Moore on passes of 39 and 29
yards to set up touchdowns
The first score came cot a
three-yard run by Lowry, the
second on a 10-yard pass to
tight end Julius Whittier.

In other major games this
Saturday, No. 6 Penn Stateheaded for a Sugar Bowl clash
with Oklahoma-rates as a
four-touchdown favorite over
Pitt. No. 8 Louisiana State,
bound for the Astro-Bluebonnet
Bowl, rates as the heavy choice
over Florida, while No. 12 Tennessee, which will oppose 1SU
in the Astro-Bluebonnet game,
will host Kentucky.
Missouri, ranked 16th and
headed for the Fiesta Bowl,
plays Big Eight rival Kansas,
while No. 18 Arizona State will
battle Arizona in a night game
for the host spot in the Fiesta
Bowl.
Also, No. 17 Iowa State plays
at Oklahoma State and No. 20
Texas Tech hosts Arkansas.

College Cage Season To
Get Under Way Tonight
Another college basketball oithin hailing distance of the
season gets under way this all-time collegiate winning 1:
weekend and right off the bat streak of 60 set by San Franthe UCLA Bruins, the national cisco back in 1955. It is a I*
champions, go after their 46th record the Bruins, led by big
straight victory.
Bill Walton, would like to break
Picked to win their seventh as another feather in the cap of /
consecutive national crown in the canny Wooden.
the Associated Press preseason
The season actually gets unpoll, the charges of Coach der way with a scattering
Johnny Wooden open at home major games tonight highSaturday night against
lighted by North Texas at Newisconsin of the Big Ten.
braska and Colorado State at
A victory by the Badgers Utah State. Other Saturday
would be an astounding upset games include Indiana State at
like the 71-69 victory Houston 1.14ah ..State, Ohio U. at Mischalked up several years ago souri, Auburn at Georgia Tech,
snapping the Bruins' winning UCal-Irvine at Minnesota and
streak at 47.
Los Angeles Loyola at Southern
Now the Bruins again are

Save cold cash
on Gulf Winter Tires
4-PLY POLYESTER CORD

Gull Vikinglany size

19.....9..,. Sil to*
3.16 depending on
size. Tubeless, Load
Range I-reversible
white/black sidewalls.

Bowling
Standings
DilIar Or Dollar

Team
W..L
Strike Outs
29
15
Pin Drops
25
19
The FlubberS
23
21
GO Getters
23
21
The Friendly Four
22
22
The Daisies
)9
25
Goo- Dooda's
18, 2 25'
Gamma Gamma
16' 2 27' 2
High Team Game (SC)
Pin Drops
The Daisies
Goo Dooda's
High Team Game INC
Pin Drops
826
The Daisies
794
Goo Dooda's
782
High Team Series (SC1
Pin Drops
1780
The Daisies
1680
Goo Dooda's
1679
High Team Series (NC)
Pin Drops
2338
Goo Dooda's
2255
The Daisies
2217
High Ind. Game (SC)
Hilda Bennett
231
Bobbie Garrison
212
Mary Smith
195
High Ind. Game (HC)
Hilda Bennett
270
Bobbie Garrison
242
Mary Smith
225
High Ind Series (SC)
Hilda Bennett
536
Mary Smith
500
Bobbie Garrison
491
High Ind. Series (HC)
Hilda Bennett
653
Gayle Egnor
609
Kay Addison
590
Mary Smith
590
Ethelene McCa[Ion
590
High Averages
Glenda Hill
164
Bobbie Garrison
157
Mary Smith
157
Jane Knight
154
Jane Buchanan
152
Margaret Morton
147
Hilda Bennett
147
Pat Scott
143
Candy Jenkins
141

Knute Rockne Bowl
PITTSBURGH 1AP) Slippery Rock State College
meets unbeaten Bridgeport University tonight in the Knute
Rockne Bowl, to be played indoors at Convention Hall in Atlantic City,
The Rockets, 8-1-1, earned the
bowl trip by defeating West
Chester 29-27 last Saturday in
the Pennsylvania Conference
title game.
The opponents from Connecticut are J.0-0 and their
'Itreak of 20 straight victories
over two seasons is currently
tho longest in'the.NCAA college

*Suggested trade-in price at participating dealers.

Look for our Winter Tire Store Banner.
•

Think of us as a
Tire Store
C..i.e•r

S

Check These Gulf Locations For Their Prices On Gulf Winter Tires

LOVETT BROTHERS

GREEN'S

Sycamore
Service

Gulf Service
4th & Elm Streets

9th & Sycamore Streets

TROTTER'S Gulf

CAIN'S Gulf Service

Service

6th & Main Streets

U.S. Hwy. 641 & Glendale Road

DEL'S

Gulf
Service

WILSON & HOLSAPPLE

Gulf Service
Hazel, Kentucky

Five Points

Think Of Us As A Tire Store

40.
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Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
JEREMIAH AND HIS TIMES
Jeremiah, the son of Hilkiah the priest, was born in the small
village of Anathoth, some three or four miles northeast of
Jerusalem, about 645 B.C. This village preserved the calm of
country life and allowed Jeremiah to grow up more impressed by
the grandeur of Judah's wilderness than by the splendor of
Jerusalem's streets.
In 626 B.C. Jeremiah was called of God to be a prophet. The only
thing that was unusual about his call was the simplicity of it. His
call came from God when he was in a state of calm and exalted
meditation and when-Jeremiah and God.tvelone in intimate
conversation. In the very beginning of Jeremiah's call-experience
God's purpose for his life was revealed to him.
As Jeremiah meditated on God's purpose for his life, the
conviction was formed upon his mind that a combination of circumstances and events which took place before his birth were
determining factors in his becoming a prophet. He came to realize
that everything that he had received or that had happened to him
worked together, under the hand of God, to prepare him for the
work to which he was being called. His awareness that he had
been in the thoughs of God before his birth must have stirred the
sensitive young man to the depths of his being. His encounter with
God made an indelible impression upon him.
Jeremiah's ministry began in 625 B.C. and continued approximately forty years. During those difficult years there was a
tremendous upheaval in world affairs. The rich were powerful,
unscrupulous, oblivious to the need of the poor, and interested
primarily in that which would bring gain to themselves. The poor
were driven to toil as slaves with practically no opportunities for
improvement. Eliscontent, hatred, and envy filled their minds as
they endured the misery of the passing days. Family life was
deplorable. Robbery, murder, lying, and a constan striving for
material gain characterized the lives of the people. Morality was
at an extremely low ebb for material gain characterized the lives
of the people. Morality was at an extremely low ebb. The nation
was falling to pieces because of the sins of the idolatrous people.
To God's choice of Jeremiah, the instinctive reaction of the shy
and sheltered young man was a feeling of utter inadequacy.
Jeremiah was convinced of his inability for such a task as he was
called to perform. He thougth that his youth, his lack of experience, and his lack of eloquence were insurmountable handicaps. As Jeremiah hesitated to do what God wanted him to do,
God reassured the timid and hesitant young prophet of divine help
in the discharge of his prophetic duties +vs. 7). Thus Jeremiah
found himself thrust into the forefront of great events and clothed
with an authority that terrified him.
Jeremiah anticipated strong and fierce opposition. God
deliberately and purposefully touched Jeremiah, placed His
words in his mouth, and assured him of the help which he would
need in delivering God's message, and of protection and
deliverance from his enemies. The secret of his success would not
be his own strength and words of wisdom, but rather the
proclamation of the living Word of God which He would place on
his tongue. Safety, strength and success were guaranteed to him
as he gave himself to the task which God had assigned to him.
How encouraging'
The awareness of a specific and challenging call from God, the
assurance of the presence and power of God, and the divine
pledge to provide the words which he would need to express the
will of God encouraged the relunctant prophet to do his best in
discharging his prophetic.
Jeremiah's reluctance to attempt the performance of the task
was understandable, prior to dutries. God's promise to give him
an adequate supply of well-chosen words which he would need to
express the divine will to a rebellious and sinful people. An additional factor in making the assignment so difficult was that
others were promising peace and prosperity to the disobedient.
The task to which God called Jeremiah was two fold in nature,
namely, to tear down and to build up, or to destroy the evil and to
produce the good. God is still expecting His prophets and people to
engage in this same twofold work, and assuring those who do so
faithfully that He will provide the ability and strength to perform
this task. It should encourage Christians to know that God never
requires His. people _to do anything _without giving them the
strength to do it.
Jeremiah 26:12-15
Courageous and godly Jeremiah faithfully and forcefully
proclaimed God's message to the people. He insisted that they
forsake their idolatry, repent of their sins, and become obedient to
God. Jeremiah prophesied that unless righteousness and justice
were practiced that Jerusalem would be destroyed and the nation
would suffer defeat. The corrupt officils and their blind supporters declared that Jeremiah was guilty of treason and
demanded that he be put to death.
What was Jeremiah's response to their demand that the death
penalty be inflicted upon him? Instead of retracting what he had
proclaimed and predicted as his opponents most likely anticipated that he would do, Jeremiah staunchly reaffirmed that he
had faithfully delivered God's message to th, and did not
therefore have any intention of trying to please them.
Acknowledging that he was at their mercy, Jeremiah told is
accusers and adversaries that, if they were determined to slay
him, he was ready to die, but that his death at their hands, instead
of nullifying God's message, would certainly add to their guilt
because he was innocent of the charge which they had brought
against him. Moreover, let it be kniiwn that, in the event of his
execution, a terrible tragedy would befall the officials, and many
others who failed to object.

Read The Want Ads

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

Western Kentucky's Most Unique Restaurant

FOR SATURDAY,NOVEM BER 25, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Don't permit trifles to be
blown out of proportion,
distorting your innate perceptiveness and good judgment.
Aim to ease tensions in close
circles,
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Go about your affairs with
zeal and confidence since there
is little likelihood of difficulty
now. Be guided by past experience, however.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
A splendid day for innovations and experimentation.
Don't hesitate to pioneer in new
fields, and with new methods.
CANCER
(June
to July 23)
Leave no loose ends in
matters nearing completion and
don't start enterprises you may
regret later. Look up past
records and returns in planning
present procedures.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124:
Solar influences highly
auspicious. Pep yourself up
early and keep the ball rolling.
Emphasize
your
innate
generosity and understanding
of others.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Even if not prepared to
conclude pending negotiations
immediately, give some
thought to next week's business
and commitments. You may get
some new ideas.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Some requests may annoy,
but think them over carefully.
Compliance COULD prove
profitable in the long run—and
bring you happiness as well.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Especially favored now:
Business interests and personal
relationships. Display your
efficient and amenable side and
you can't help but earn credits.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Something pleasant, and
unexpected, should bring you
great joy and lift your spirits for
a long time to come. It could be
either good news or a romantic
adventure.
CAPRICORN
iDec. tcr Jan.
Don't let emotions dictate
your actions—a tendency now.
In all situations, face facts and
be realistic.

80

Wed , Thur., & Sun 59

99'
Plus 75c
Handling
and Delivery

$1 extra each, no age limit in group
Photographer will be here

UNCLE JEFF'S
Nov. 24, 25, 26
11:00-6:00 Daily
1:00-5:00 Sunday
Family!

p.m.

Cr, & sat 510 o.m.
Liosecl Mon. & Tues.

U3 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

crliecBrass`Lantelfiltestaulkt
AURORA, KY

Ou
101

S

gIZZLEIS
PRICES GOOD SUNDAY ONLY
OPEN 1 P.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

CLIP THE COUPONS FOR BIG SAVINGS!
UMW

AN-110.111)k
:
"Golden '*
Book" 5

VALUABLE COUPON

PLAYslePL
ASSORTED

PUZZLES
GIVE-A-SHOW

U
5

C-51

4

DON'T
DUMP THE DAISY

tPROJECTOR

bles would stay Where
they're out. lf they don't
the daisy will dump
Take and put cards plus
marbles.'2- 4894

ra

. WITH COUPON

tiliatikllgV

Vi4LUAB1E COUPON

990

5

Assorted jigsaw puzzles on heavy Chipboard. 3 to a box.
Each B's 10". 12 to
18 pieces each. 72-401

UNIT 1

4

ViiglaBillthillETZEM11411144i4
411414.114E

REG. $3 19

For 2 or 4 Players
REG717.33An vas, game lithe mar-

WITH COUPON
Projects giant color pictures
up to 8 scj ft. on wall. Complete with 1(2 slides of TV
characters. Battery operated
Less batteries) 72'
-5 2 UAW 1

VALUABLE COUPON

LIMIT 1

box

aimmtkv

MAMMA
"5

'DONAU

PERCOLATOR
30-Cup Size

TREASURE
FINDER

SAVE $5.68
REG. $13.68

REG. $29.94

Complete
Ready to
Use!

17.

5

WITH COUPON
WITH COUPON
Automatic with signal
light. self-closing faucet
and cord set. Avocado
color, 52-32.54

1/etects metal and minerals Solid state .
circuitrs Witterprtiof search coil can
be submerged With 0-volt transistan
batters. swan, LIMIT 1

E

•Jr. Grid" vinyl with NEL
hield and valve. 0.313.1

.4
4

LIMIT 1

UNIT 1

%4144414411EUEMPViiiiiiiMUMP
AW1111110VA LUASLI COUPON :1t.WUP1.

8x10

Two Por

featuring
Char-broiled Steaks

FURCHES JEWELRY

Fox
600

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A relatively easy day—once
you get the gist of trends and go
ahead at a steady tempo.
Personal relationships highly
favored.
YOU BORN TODAY are
noteworthy for your integrity,

LARGE

Limit: One Por Subject,

Now is the time to make your
reservations!

Twin bands of 14 Karat Solid Gold signify husband
and wife . . a lustrous synthetic stone of the
month marks the birthday of each of her children.

)ef

LIVING COLOR

Instantly.

CHRISTMAS PARTIES

A Rogisterod frodtroaa of Goodin Bros. Mfg. Corp.

SUNDAY
OPEN
OTASCO

"Doll 'Em Up & Bring lEm In"

Day Santa Claus Pictures will
- • taken and developed

91 AAA's

RP%

AQUARIUS
Jan, 21 to Feb. 19)
If, during the early part of the
week, you missed out on
something that is still desirable,
try for it now. Planetary influences are helpful and
cooperation from others will be
available.

I

Nor
Oriotittao
aub
for-curt.

wisdom, tolerance and affectionate nature. You are
something of a dreamer but, if
you can make yourself "come
down to earth," there will be
nothing to stop you from attaining any lofty goal to which
you aspire, for your talents are
many. You have an affinity for
science, a gift for the technical;
would make an outstanding
chemist or engineer. Business
management, the law and
diplomacy are also excellent
outlets for your abilities. If
attracted to art, painting, music
and architecture would be your
best bets. Whatever you undertake, however, your activities will cover a wide scope:
you will never be happy in a
subordinate position. Birthdate
of: Andrew Carnegie, industrialist, philanthropist;
Gaetano Donizetti, Ital. composer; Joe DiMaggio, renowned
baseball outfielder.

HEY MOM

Thanksgiving

717,elkasscLantefil

AUTOMATIC

evatpu,
z

VALUABLE COUPON

111V.IVAPIftt iltrInktriV

st,

"Mod-Pod" Videosphere

PORTABLE

CM OPENER

REG. $139.95

and KNIFE SHARPENER
_

REG $12.38

Opt

WITH COUPON

r
5.

WITH coupos
Magnetic 14.
R enioya ble cutter
7Fassentirls. Automatic
Astir ado
color. .1.101.-ii

EMERSON

• HANG a
• YOYE II
• 1100r IT
• SH(00 11
(fix tans .tit
silt or hatlet

TABLE RADIO
"•_.'

g 5 Solid Stoll( o IMMO& 7,

LIMIT 1

14,0

)N' ,'

b and whi

Open 9-8 Mon.-Sat
Sundays 1-5:30

LIMIT

vn

toed af

Kt, I,
Inc 1,,,. .. c.

ailiaaffillIEMMiitiViiiiiiiirit4Pi ftilitilikil

OTASCO

PAGE NINE

AI

REG. $9.96
WITH COUPON
Eli si,j islitti'yi
j)fast
al)
n ill.1. ,111
riNtIll

LIMIT

CLIP & SAYE

Bel Air Shopping Center

USE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR

------Phone 753-8391

,
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SEW FOR YOU

You know what's you;
and what isn't; if you didn't you wouldn't sew in the
first place. We're sure you'll find yourself
at your price at Hancock's.

Our Entire
Fancy Polyester

CARDINAL POINT SHOPPING CENTER

Paducah, Ky.

Our Entire Stock Knit-Away
100% Polyester Double Knit

Knits

98

Special

498Yd.

Yard

•Every piece a coordinating story
•Plaids, florals, checks
•All current this season looks at
Last Season Prices
•Hurry, Hurry, The Best Will
Be First To Go!
VW%
!don
ok"

Such Brands As: Stehli—Heller—Foxco--Jarmel
Exquisite—Milliken—Southport
D.H.J.--Ouorum—Woolman
•All The Finest Ouality 0 All The Newest Patterns
•Pick Yotu Own Sale Item

•Reg. $598 Yd.

Just Arrived!
The New "Betsy Johnson" Look Of

Polyester Knit Remnants
Special

$ 49

The Fantastic Wool Knit
Look of

Yard

11
box

"WM
tM
g
g
me
.
...V
V,....
',....
Compute..
Ready to • .,,,,7
Use!
7M
.,„

—*Ito 3 yam( pieces
•60-Inch Wide
•Values to $6.98 Yard
•Hurry, Only 2,000 yards
•Some slight imperfections included

Double Knit
Special

Dan River Tartan Plaids

.--,
.......
:
',-...I,

N

ACRYLIC

Special 911C
Yard

i ilk

49
Yard

•Reg. $4.98 to $5.98 Yard
•60-64" Wide
•Machine Wash
•Hang or Tumble Dry

AVE $5.06

.,44. sow st,o,, 4
search coil
4.colt transistor

4-

asaittilk.;10

•45-Inches Wide •Permanent Press
•Solids to Match •Reg. $1.98 yard
•Ideal for smocks! Great with Levi's!

ciuiwvwkpJ

Quilted Plaid Taffeta
0
5

Special

$

5
5

iv*****-sltilitwoItIt

ON

•The "In" look for the holidays
•45-Inches wide

!IS( OCIR I- 4SY
CR(DIT OR

=Ma,
6

•Chromspun acetate/
dacron filled.
•Reg. $3.98 yard.

2913_

Special

Yard

And

•The Penny Candy Collection
•Popsicle Plaids
•Jawbreaker Dots
•Parfait Plaids
•Candy Pills
•Double Bubble
•All 60-Inches Wide
•85% polyester-10% cotton-5% silk

A Real Door Buster!!
Peppertone Wool Blend
Tweeds and Plaids

98
Yard

PASTEL KNITS
$
98
$-"'

11‘11111‘11-01ololgitzWIt
It 1i Pt-11111v* 011-***-111111
Iv*
It*IC 11 *ItirIr*
*S-*it11it*IhtlitILA
*11.

Special

98C
Yard

HANCOCK FABRICS

•60 Inches Wide
•Plaids, Houndstooth,
Donegal Tweeds, etc.
400 Frce Parking Spaces
Cardinal Point ShooPinq Center
O Values to $6.98 yard
OPEN 9 A.M.--9 P.M. MON. THRU FRIDAY, SATURDAY 9 A.M.--6 P.M. BankAmericard Welcom‘

441
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Re-Discover Kentucky

ST JOHN'S JOURNAL

Kentucky Beauty In
Washington Exhibit
By Helen Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—A
group of Kentucky artists hope
their works will be the means
through which many others will
discover and rediscover the
beauty and heritage of the
Commonwealth. Nearly 100
paintings, representing 16
Kentucky Heritage Artists, are
on exhibit Nov. 14-30 in the
nation's capital in Washington,
D.C.
The Kentucky Heritage Artists exhibit in Marvin Hall
Gallery at George Washington
University is sponsored by
Appalachian Regional
Hospitals, Inc., as a part of the
Health Care System's 10th
anniversary.
"It is a privilege for Appalachian Regional Hospitals to
be able to sponsor this Kentucky
Heritage Art Exhibit," said
T.P. Hipkens, Lexington,
president of ARH. "In distinct
ways, both this group of
remarkable artists and AFtH
Health Care System share a
common purpose—to contribute
to the quality of life in Kentucky.
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper is
Washington chairman of the
exhibit and hosted a reception
for the artists the evening of
opening day. The Kentucky
Society in Washington also
hosted a reception for the group
Thursday evening.
In welcoming the public to
view the paintings during the
exhibit, Mrs. Cooper said the
event "brings together all of us
who, according to
our individual talents, are privileged
to serve the great Commonwealth of
Kentucky and
its people."
Visitors to the gallery will see
paintings by Harold Collins of
Lexington, Douglas Adams of
Morehead. Alan Cornett of
Lexington, Don Ensor of
Louisville, Judge A. Jack May
of Danville and wildlife art by
Ray Harm.
Also on display will be
selections by Russell May of
Prestonsburg, Mrs. Nellie
Meadows of Clay City, Joseph
Petro of Rome, C.G. Morehead
of Owensboro,Robert A. Powell
of Frankfort, Jim Smith of
Lexington, Mrs. Joyce Williams
of Ashland, John Stamper of
Lexington and Helen Price
Stacy of West Libery.
In addition,. works,of .),be late
Paul Sawyier of Frankfort also
are included in the Kentucky

Heritage Exhibit.
The exhibit will be taken from
the Washington Gallery to
Frankfort for showing at the
Capital Plaza Dec. 6-28.
On Oct. 10 the artists were
honored at a recognition-dinner
in Lexington, where they
received gold-edged certificates
of appreciation.
The certificates were signed
by Gov. Wendell Ford who said,
"We join others throughout the
state in honoring you for excellent achievement and consequently for selection as the
Commonwealth's representatives at the Kentucky
Heritage Art Exhibit in
Washington, D.C. Governor
Ford added that, "Your
collections reflect the state's
history, beauty and charm, and
I know Kentuckians will benefit
from your art work touring the
state."
Tentative plans call for the
be shown
paintings to
throughout Kentucky in a
touring exhibit.
The artists' work
is
representative of Kentucky.
Landscapes portray the eastern
armountains, southern
chitecture, the grandeur of Red
River Gorge, the grace and
beauty of the state's birds,
animals and flowers. There are
scenes of the Bluegrass as well
as other regions of the commonwealth.
KenMany transplanted
tuckians living and working in
the Washington area will have
opportunity to visit the gallery
before the show closes. After
that, it is hoped that countless
others will view the exhibit
when it returns to Kentucky for
th December show in Frankfort.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Service November 22, 1972
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 8
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 646 Est. 2400
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents
higher Sows steady to 50 cents
lower
US 1-2
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 28.50-29.00
US 1-3 200-250 lbs. 28.00-28.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 27.50-28.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 27.00-27.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 22.00-22.75
US 1-3 350450 lbs., 21.007_22.00
US 2-3 450-650 tbs., 20.50-21.00
Boars 20.00

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Ir

a

Phone
753-578

Murray
Nursery
Cornp•ny
•

* Growing To Serve You
* Free Landscape Design
Fctimate

Fruit Trees

Hours:
•
Mon. thr
Sat. 8-5
Sunday
1-5

Dwarf & Standard
•Apple •Peach
•Cherry •Pear
•Plum •Nectarine

Grape Vines
42.

•Concord •Niagara •Fredonia •Catawba

FALL BULBS
40 Varieties To CHOOSE From
Approximately 30 Days Left to Plant!
•Tulips •Crocus •Hyacinths
•Narcissus •Daffodil •Allium

INDOOR PLANTS
Large Plants
•Bougainvillea •Dracina
Marginatta•Rubber Plant
•Norfolk island Pine •Dwarf Gardinia
4

Face I
Advi

Intellectuals promote
turmoil and despair
By JEFFREY
ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — For fully a
decade American intellectuals and academics of the liberal to left persuasion have
articulated, sustained and
justified a decided anti-Americanism because of U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
With the war winding down
and a negotiated settlement in
sight, what issue will U.S, intellectuals seize upon to further indict America?
The question is important to
the American people and their
political leadership for two
fundamental reasons.
First, the discontent and despair of a sizable segment of
American intellectuals and
acadenucs during the last decade produced a hostile and
angry educated class,
The Vietnam war and Sen.
FORTRESS OR CHURCH—Built originally as a giant defense installation by the Pre-Hittites In
Turkey's Goreme Valley these rock towers were later enlarged by the Cappadocians to include vas'
subterranean tunnels and chambers which housed more than 350 churches and could accommod
40,000 persons.

Goreme Valley hides
Turkey's other world
By MARY
FRANCES ARNOLD
Copley News Service
ANKARA, Turkey — Have
you ever stayed in a hotel
room where wine ran out of
the taps? In Turkey there's
Just such a place.
A hotel built next to a huge
vat encased in natural rock
makes it a simple matter to
pipe wine into each room. You
can, for an iki bucuk two and
one-half Turkish lira or 18
cents) hold your pitcher under
the spout and proceed to enjoy
a life comparable to
Dionysius, god of wine, who
played a leading role in
myths of this region.
Settling into this hotel (or
others) in the Goreme-Urgup
province, you can branch out
to see Turkey's "Wonders of
the World." Approaching
Goreme Valley you might
imagine you've taken_
Apollo flight instead, since the terrain looks more lunar than
earthly.
The territory for miles
around is dotted with
pyramid-shaped cones of
limestone and volcanic tuft
which gives the feeling of
being in another world. These
tent-like formations, soft
enough to allow the Cappadocian religious corn,
munity who lived here to
carve dwellings and churches
inside, provided protection,
blending in with the creamy
white earth enough to be
naturally camouflaged.
English-speaking guides
are available to lead travelers
L.hrough
these
ghostly
.averns, sometimes three
stories high. Benches, tables
and stairways chiseled out of
porous
rock
acthe
commodated homes and 350
churches containing ecclesiastical murals dating
back to the 8th through the
llth centuries.
Surprisingly, a few of these
structures are still occupied
and meager gardens grow in
the parched soil, particularly
near Uch Hisar (three forts).
Pigeon cotes line other cones,
from which the villagers
gather eggs and use the guano
as fertilizer.
more
recently
The
recognized area, Derinkur,),
an
underground
city,
gradually ranks among archaeologists as one of the
great wonders of the world.
Originally built as a giant
defense installation by the
pre-Hittites (3000 to 2000
B. C.),
later
Hittites,
Romans, Byzantines and
Cappadocians added to these
vast subterranean chambers.
Derinkuyu is 52 kilometers
from Urgup in the Goreme
Valley,
This complex where 40,000
persons could
be accommodated connected
opening, merely a hole in the
hillside.
After paying a snail fee a
guide admits you to a room where-a'th-ort flight of stern-leads to a smaller alcove
hewn from rock.
From here, tunnels branch
off in all directions, yet quite

unlike the maze at Crete.
An authority in Ankara
estimated that one-half
million persons could take
shelter in the combined underground cities during atvillages along a 9-mile chain.
Another entrance has opened
at Kaymakli but long sections
remain unexplored.
Very few outsiders knew
about this subsurface city
until 1965, when the Bureau of

Judge Gives
Speck Up To
1,200 Years
PEORIA, Ill. (AP) — Richard Speck, who once said "The
chair is a-good-war to--straight.„
en a fellow out," sat silently in
the courtroom as the judge sentenced him to serve up to 1,200
years in prison for the murders
of eight nurses on Chicago's
South Side.
The scene Tuesday in the Peoria County Courthouse was
similar to that of June 5, 1967,
when Judge Herbert C. Paschen sentenced Speck to die in
the electric chair for the slayings.
"People deserve the chair
when they kill somebody,"
Speck also was quoted by two
physicians as saying during an
interview shortly after he was
arrested for the July 14, 1966.
massacre.
The original execution order
was put off pending a number
of appeals. Then on June 29,
the U.S. Supreme Court declared the death penalty unconstitutional in mbst cases and
the Illinois Supreme Court ordered a hearing to determine a
new sentence for Speck.
"Anybody who is opposed to
capital punishment is silly,"
Speck had told the medical examiners, according to statements read into the trial record
in a 1967 hearing in Judge Paschen's chambers.
"How are you going to control people?" Speck said in the
statements, which were not
presented to the jury which
convicted him April 15, 1967.
"They deserve the chair when
they kill somebody."
- On Tuesday, Judge Richard
J. Fitzgerald of Cook County
Chicago) Circuit Court, presiding in the Peoria courtroom,
said, "The only fair and just
sentence in this case is one in
which the defendant would be
confined for life."
He then sentenced Speck to
400 to 1,200 years in prison;
eight consecutive terms of 50 to
150 years in prison — one sentence for each death count.
Speck, who toldi. a newsman
he had anticipated "they're going to lower the boom on me,"
-304- he was .promised a—iini-tor's job in prison.
"I'll be able to watch all thi,
television I want and it -vvpn'
be hare work," he said.

Tourism sensed an added
attraction. It's highly unlikely
that a stranger could find the
doorway to this unbelievable
area himself. Someone will
lead you to the obscure
tack. The "city planning
commission"
included
numerous provisions making
life bearable underground in
Wartime. Several air shafts
still provide fresh, adequate
ventilation. Descending
through the dark passages,
you quickly notice the change
in air temperature — cool in
summer and warm in winter.
Fresh running water can be
lapped along the tunnel at
frequent intervals,
Food storage, kitchens,
family quarters and even
burial chambers line the
passageways. Archaeologist
presently hesitate to estimate
how many man-hours — and
lives -- were taken in the

completion-. of
this
monumental task. The cities
were not intended for long
periods of habitation. Constant invaders made the
preservation of life costly.
Derinkuyu
appropriately
means "deep well." If you're
the adventurous type, an
Eagle Scout or looking for
excitement, come to explore
this mysterious, unsolved
puzzle.

George McGovern's seizure of
the Democratic Party provided a ready outlet for the
angry and alienated intellectual and academic.
The defeat of the McGovern
forces at the polls and the
prospect of an end to the war
leaves such false intellectual
fury without a case or an outlet.
Second, the history of an intellectual class denied political power has often provided
the primer cord for the explosion of vengeful violence, re
vealing an antidemocratic
and totalitarian turn of mind.
Dr. Lewis Feuer, formerly
at University of California,
Berkeley, and now professor
of sociology at the University
of Toronto, contends that the
1972 Democratic convention
"was the first in American
history that could be called
the 'convention of the intellectuals."
Feuer contends, moreover,
that the McGovern intellectuals tended to speak and act
in nondemocratic terms,"
reinforcing their rhetoric with
threats of violence by vowing
to produce another "Chicago
1968" if McGovern were not
nom ina ted
So, a sizable element of
McGovern's intellectual and
academic support in this
country opposes violence
overseas, but is fully prepared to employ violence as a
means.- to aehieve--pollticaL,
ends at home.
It will be difficult for the
radical McGovern intellectuals to claim that the defeat of
McGovern was the product of
a "rigged election," Therefore, the issue they are likely
to substitute for the Vietnam
war is the U.S. economic and
political system itself.
The basis for this transition

by intellectuals from a foreign
to a domestic issue has already been laid by the environmental and consumer
movements in the late 1960s
and early 1970s.
Richard J. Barnet spelled
out this new assault on America by the radical intellectuals
in his book, "Roots of War,"
He emphasized the economic issue as an intellectual linkage to the Vietnam war when
he wrote: "The most crucial
intellectual and political task
of the 1970is is the development of an alternative vision
of a world economy, based on
the values of just distribution
of economic and political
power, and the priority of human growth over economic
growth."
These are intellectual code
words for socialism with power placed in the hands of intellectuals like Barnet and other
alienated U.S. intellectuals.
The danger America faces
in the post-Vietnam war period is the absence of solid
counterintellectual opposition
to refute the irrational power
lusting of the likes of Barnet.
During the last decade, the
rise of the intellectual radicals and the passive acceptance of their anti-Americanism has been due almost exclusively to the absence of intellectual opposition. Because
of this absence of opposition,
many well-meaning and oldline liberals slowly accepted
the doctrine of denunciation
and despair when it came to
the United States.

One is Amherst professor of
history Henry Steele Commanger. "We have grown increasingly callous- to crimes
against humanity," writes
Prof. Comrnanger of America
in reviewing Barnet's "Roots
of War."
Dr. Henry Kissinger, when
acknowledging the tentative
agreement with the North
Vietnamese prior to the presidential election, expressed
the belief that the end of the
war would bring about national unity which our "Vietnam
involvement has made impossible."
Tragically, this will not
bring about national unity,
because the intellectual and
academic class in American
society which helped sow the
seeds of distrust and disunity
over the last decade has a
vested interest in keeping
America in a state of turmoil
and despair.
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Looking for a great
Christmas Idea?
Give Anniversary Prints,
gifts of beauty

•• I

1.•

M-NIGHT MEETING
November 27th - 7 p.m.
at the BRIENSBURG BAPTIST CHURCH
Bro. Harold Cathy, pastor of East Baptist Church i
Padueah, will bring the Message.
There will be special Music from the Briensburg Choir and
others.
Everyone is welcome and urged to attend this important
meeting of the Blood River Baptist Training Union,
Cletus W. McDougal, director.

Do You Like ...
TO MAKE UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFTS?
FIND NEW HOBBIES?
GET OUT OF THE HOUSE AND AWAY FRO
ROUTINE?

If So, Try Ceramics!
FREE INSTRUCTIONS
BEGINNING AND ADVANCE CLASSES
WORK AT HOME OR IN THE STUDIO
GOOD SELECTION OF CERAMIC WARE AND
SUPPLIES AT

Estes Ceramic Arts
104 No. 13th St
Phone 753-0373
Tues. & Fri.
9:30 AM
to

Pm -

-

This beautiful painting, commissioned by the MSU
Alumni Association, as part of the 50th Anniversary
Celebrations, will make a wonderful Christmas gift
for anyone on your list.
Each print is personaly signed by President Harry
M. Sparks and by the artist, C. G. Morehead, Owensboro. It bears the University Golden Anniversary
symbol.
The print is 18" x 24" and packaged in the new
folio carry-out with story of "Oakhurst" oy L. J,
Hortin, Director of Journalism.
Order your copies Now. There is a limited edition of
5,000 copies, and like oche) Morehead prints, are
certain to increase in value. Price per print is $20
with the money going to the General -Scholarship
Fund.
This year let the MSU Alumni Association help you
with your Christmas shopping.
Mail Print to

Address
City

Sat
9:30 AM
to
1:40 PM

- -Other. hours by-arrangetpentT

Anyon
of guy.
the wo
We'r
for a II
get it.
An a
Itinchl
We wa

your Ii
vice,

Loan

Name of Purchaser

4

OPEN..
Wed. & Thur
9:30 AM
to

OAKHURST

$7,5
State

Cost + Tax +
I Please mail/my print framed
$41 S2.05 $6
will pick up/my framed print $41 $2.05
Please meil/my unframed print $20 $1.00 $3
I I will piek up/my unitarmici ptint $20 $1,00

Zip
Total
$49.06
$43.05
$24.00

$21.00

Please forward payment with order to Murray State —
University Alumni Association, Murray, Ky. 42071:.
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STEVE SHARBUTT
AP Newsfeatores Writer
NEW YORK I AP) — Women
should prepare themselves for
old age much as they do for a
career.
"We're all going to get old —
birth and death are the only two
things we're certain of — and I
think we should develop interests to continue when we're
old for our professions. _Then
tting old wouldn't be so
raumatic," said
author
vinia Russ.
"The ultimate horror, aside
orn sickness and poverty, is
Ileeling useless. There should be
a way to make grandmothers
chic and fashionable," she
added.
The 68-year-old author of "A
High Old Time, or How to Enjoy

By F. RICHARD CICCONE .
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO API — Declaring
Being A Woman Over 60," mother's."
that the trial judge took an "ofbegan takine notes at age 10 for
With fashion hints, travel tips ten antagonistic attitude toward
the day when she would become and discussions of health and the defense," a federal appeals
an old lady.
leisure, Mrs. Russ talked about court has overturned the conRemembering her grand- what she called the 60s syn- viction of five antiwar activists
mother and days spent "being drome.
in the case-of the Chicago 7.
company" for the lonely lady,
"One of the most pleasing
The ruling Tuesday by the
she
always
vowed
would
she
fringe benefits there is in U.S. 7th Circuit Court of Apwear sleeves because old ladies writing a book is the feedback. peals climaxed a controversial
did not have pretty arms. She The commerical reviews are case which stems from street
said she would never, ever, niie, but it is heartwarming rioting during the week of the
after age 60 wear a dress with a when someone responds to the Democratie National Conbelt. She would seek advice book and takes time to write.
vention here in 1968.
"Only two of the letters I
from a banker or lawyer about
The five antiwar activists
financial moves. She would not received were unfavorable, and
be a bore, reporting her every those certainly were not who were convicted two years
whim and problem to friends disagreeable One woman was ago of inciting the rioting were
disappointed that I had not David T. Dellinger, 56; Renand family.
She would give her children found a strong faith and the nard C. "Rennie" Davis, 32;
the joy of spoiling her. Most of other was sorry I had not em- Abbot "Abbie" Hoffman, 33;
Jerry C. Rubin, 33; and Thomall, she would not be responsible phasized exercise more'
Mrs. Russ said she began to as E. Hayden, 32.
for the groan "This is the
They were sentenced to five
Sunday we have to go to your regret the subtitle for the book
when one lady wrote about the
years in prison and fined 85,000
book's hints on hats
each.
"She had a tam-o-shanter,
and wanted to wear it. I said
woman over 60 should not. But
of course, she should wear what
is becoming to her. It all
depends on the individual. I
think that subtitle smells of
arrogance," she added.
The former children's book
buyer, juvenile editor and
stylist in specialty stores who
began making her living by
writing when she was 50, is
happy about having a high old
time in her 60s.
"It takes a lot of doing to have
a sunny approach. People say
'It's easy enough for you.' But I
have low moments like anyone

of his office in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday
Phone 753-4576

'

Closed All Day Thursday

nts,

alarm dodc
could
cetvou a
Ida
loan.

else It takes a lot of pulling in
your gut to keep a light feeling
when it's so much easier to
slump as you get older."
Sex is a matter she did not
mention in her book, and she
says when she travels that it's a
topic she's often asked about.
"Death is a topic like sex used
to be. People never talk about it
Acceptance adds much more to
today, for we live more fully
when we know our time is
limited," she said.
Mrs. Russ thinks people who
are involved in something live
longer. The passivity in older
people is not due to lack of
health or strength, she feels, but
rather to being-cut off from the
lifestream.
"Loving keeps people going —
not necessarily conventional
love, and certainly not the lady
bountiful, self-glorifying love,
but the pure love of others. That
keeps people alive," she said.
Mrs. Russ feels that incentive
in old people is killed by the
present social security system.

"Essentially, I have a big
streak of 'ham' in me. I'm not
apologetic about being 'on' all
the time especially when alone.
If you are a character in a play
or a novel, you aren't whining or
defeated. It helps you to stand
aside as a critic in the last act of
the play. I want to put on a good
performance when I'm alone, so
I won't be prey to despair or
depression," she said.

Designer Offers
New 'Impressions'

ned by the MSU
0th Anniversary
1 Christmas gift

President Harry
orehead, Owenlden Anniversary

Anyone enslaved by an alarm clock is ow- kind
of guy. He works. He's a solid citizEn, fie makes
the world go around.
We're already on your side. So when you ask
for a holiday loan, chances are gxxxl you can
get it.
An alarm clock. A paycheck stub. A battered
lunchbyx. Signs. Good signs of good pewle.
We want to do business with you,so phone us for
your holiday loan. Enjoy people-to-people service, where you're always Number One.
Loans and financing in any amount up to
$7,500, including loans on real estate

ZIP

+ Tax + Mailing - Total
$2.05 $6
$49.05
112.06
$43.05
$1.00 $3
$24.00
/ S1.00
$21.00

ler to Murray State
Aurray, Ky. 42071.

Before it ended there were insults, the gagging and binding
in court of Seale, the stoic testimony of Mayor Richard J. Daley, the sarcastic comments of
the judge, the theatrics of poet
Allan Ginsberg, the insults by
defense attorney William
Kunstler and the obscenities
and comedies staged by the defendants.

Those citations were set aside
earlier this year by the federal
appeals court and the government says it plans to bring the
nine men to trial on the contempt charges.

The decison Tuesday by the
appeals court held that Judge
Hoffman erred in several areas
during the trial and displayed
"a deprecatory and often anBy Feb. 18, 1970, the jury of tagonistic attitude toward the
10 women and two men — defense ... from the very beweary of the long trial during ginning."
which they had been sequesJudges Walter Cummings,
tered in a Chicago hotel — con- Thomas Fairchild and Wilbur
victed the five men of actually F. Pell said that Judge Hoffinciting rioting.
man erred in failing to allow

In Washington, a Justice Department spokesman declined
to comment on a possible retrial until the appeals court decision is analyzed.
Defend...1%gs
C01,11.14: STATION, TeX.
\o -•ohid scientific
evidence- existx to prow that
eating eggs can lead to heart
disease. according to Dr. LA'.
fibrin'. of Chicago. president
of the Poultry and Egg Natinnal
Hoard,
aelm, speaking

hi LI
nutrition conference at Testis
A eiM I niversit,., said eggs are
not the %Mains the base lwen
made out ii, be in int•reiesing
cholesterol in the blood.
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lrrBel-Air Center
Ross Wilder, Mgr.
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Mural?: 7
Ph: 753-5573

Having made an impression with his designs in
loung,ewear, Jon Haggins is
doing outerwear for a iiew
company called Impressions.
Always fertile with dress
ideas, he has come up with a
double-dress concept for his
first collection, which is for
the holiday-resort season,
Using all washable fabrics,
Haggins! starts with a simple
underdrell'in a slip, princess
or wrap style, puts a Second
dress over it to double as a
light coat or be worn alone.
Examples: A yellow jersey
wrap dress with a black jersey shirtdress over it, both
long for evening; a wrap
knit apricot A-line dress with
a bateau neckline beneath a
wrap dress to match, both
short. Typically Haggins,
there's no trim. The outfits
are for the wearer to dress
up or down.
He sees the idea as practical for a day-into-evening
schedule, since the beneathdresses are bared enough to
go out for late-day.
Field 'mire n;;;Wriicerage
abiait Ill to the .aere in Issue
land.

WE SELL LOWER BECAUSE
WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
VISIT OUR STORES
AND WE'LL PROVE IT!

Importedfrom Europe & Far East

Regular 4.99 to 19.99 yd.

HOLIDAY
FABRICS
/1,11 ro
5.88yD.

"It's impossible to live on
with any grace at all unless
augmented by help from your
children, and that is the
ultimate shame. If you get a
job, you lose money There
must be a way to keep old
people from feeling useless and
on the dole."
Mrs Russ hopes the book will
bring her an opportunity to
write a regular column for older
women. In the meantime, she is
working on some radio spots for
children's books.

sociation help you

Judge Hoffman immediately
passed sentence. A few days
before, after the jury had been
sent to deliberate, he had Unposed contempt sentences on
all the defendants and their
lawyers.

Opening

Your

limited edition of
ehead prints, are
e per print is $20
nera I -Scholarship

The defense contended from
the start that no conspiracy
was involved. Abbie Hoffman
often remarked,"How could we
conspire to do anything? We
couldn't even agree on lunch."
The trial began Sept. 24, 1969.

Announces the

great

aged in the new
khurst" oy L. J

But the appeals court ruled
that their constitutional rights
may have been violated in the
bitter four-month trial before
U.S. District Court Judge Julius
J. Hoffman.
The appeals court ruled that
the government could retry the
defendants. But it added:
"There is evidence in the
record, which, if believed, arid
inferences favorable to the defendants drawn, would lead a
jury to acquit."
Two other defendants in the
case, Lee Weiner, 33, and John
R. Froines, 32,
were acquitted by the jury. All of the
seven. were acquitted of conspiring to incite the rioting.
An eighth defendant, Black
Panther leader Bobby Seale,
was severed from the case because of outbursts in the courtroom and the government declined to bring him to trial
again.

sufficient questioning of potential jurors as to their attitudes
about the defendants' long hair
and lifestyles; that he did not
properly inquire into the effect
of pretrial news coverage; and
that he erred in communicating
with the jury through a U.S.
marshal.
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Appeals Court Overturns Conviction Of Chicago 7

Dr. H. C. Denham
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WE SELL FOR LESS
DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC
BECAUSE!
t We Own Our Own Mills
t We Operate on Lower Overhead
f/Our Tremendous Buying Power
Enables Us To Obtain
Volume Discounts

For those who appreciate truly Fine Fabrics, here is the greatest collection of
Couturier Fashion Fabrics ever shown in this country. Our buyers have combed
the market in Europe and the Far East to bring you these exquisite Designers
Fabrics at savings up to 50% and More!
• MULTI-EMBROIDEREO BROCADES

• LUREX HIGHLIGHTED BLISTER BROCADES
• EMBOSSED & PRINTED VELVETS

• HAND SCREENED PANNE VELVETS
• QUILTED METALLIC BROCADES

CRUSHED VELVETS

Ti TO

Rail and checked taffetas
Exciting fabrics at exciting
savings'

VWe Sell the Newest Fashion
Fabrics Direct From Our
Own Apparel Plants.

• ORIENTAL TAPESTRIES

45"- 50" PLAID TAFFETAS
in flocked or printed styles.

VOur Huge Volume Allows Us to
Sell at Lower Profit Margin

88

You must see these to

appreciate the fine quality

2.99YD

Exciting and beautiful
colors to choose from at

ONLY REMNANT HOUSE
GIVES YOU A WRITTEN GUARANTEE
OF LOWER PRICES!

YD.

giant savings.

I

MATTE JERSEY

POLYESTER SUITINGS

For the new Slinky Soft
Loot ... at an all time
low price. All the Holiday
s including the important black.
_

44

cob.,

YD.
•

72" WOOL FELT

99

Lowest price anywhere on
first quality 72" Wool Felt.
All full bolts in a complete
array of the most wanted
color'

,

YD.•

1005, Woven polyester suiting
in the new Gabardine, Crepe
and Boucle weaves. Choose
from 20 different colors all
45" 'de completely machine
washable

n
YD.

t.: LOWEST PP!CE
GUARANTEE

FELT SQUARES
All the wanted holiday and
decorator colors. Hurry,
the price will be higher
when present stock is sold.

0

EA.
...

GIVE HER THE GIFT SHE CAN CHOOSE HERSELF!

GIFT CERTIFICATES NOW AVAILABLE!
0ift Certificate

ASK
OUR
SALES
CLERKS

S••• •fto• OdWo
•goo •••••Yams* ••••

ASK

OUR
SALES
CLERKS

ow ••••

ow•ow •

,
V • ,o•• Or.-.1
sw

It We/

204 W. WASHINGTON

If after purchase of Fabric el
ta from REMNANT HOUSE '1
1-, you find that you can purLu
the identical first quaI")
lity fabric from an other
retailer in the trade area at
aLu
lower
price. R EMN ANT
HOUSE will cheerfully re- i
t..) fund the difference.
toise,
0
0:0
eWeek
Purchase of Fate's from
Remnant

GUARANTEE OF LOWEST
PRICES ON 1ST QUALITY
• V,
p FABRICS!
as. .il. J,5 41:L.• .11

I 4CTUREFO

Paris, Tn.

SateStarts_Monday Morning At 9:00

9 - 5(M - Th)
9 • 6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
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Harassed
Formosan
tells all
TASTE OF FREEDOM; by
Peng Ming-min; Holt Rinehart and Winston; 270 pages;
$6.95.
Reviewed By
JOHN P-ENKEIMAN
Copley News Service

Murray Vocational Center Future 'Business Leaders (Chapter Formed

Sewage Gran ts To State
Communities Down Half
By WILLIAM BRADFORD.
-- Dr. Myron Lord, a FrankAssociated Press Writer
fort physician, for installing a
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — package sewage treatment
Kentucky Communities appar- plant at his home here after the
ently will get only $12.6 million commission had refused to isin federal money this year, less sue him a permit to do so.
than one.halLthey received last
year, to help build sewage ' -The commission- also issued a
permit for a sewage system for
treatment plants.
Ralph Pickard, deputy state' the Baxter Methodist Church in
health commissioner for the en- Baxter, Harlan County, after
vironment, said Tuesday that being told plans had been
Federal Environmental Protec- changed so the plant would not
tion Agency officials in Atlanta discharge into a nearby
had confirmed the cutback in stream. The commission prefunds. Pickard disclosed it to viously had refused to issue
the Kentucky Water Pollution such a permit to the church beControl Commission at its final cause the discharge would have
regular meeting before being been into the stream.
replaced by the Environmental
Quality Commission on Jan. 1,
1973.
The cutback in funds, Pickard said, was because President Nixon has said he would
only make $1.9 billion available
for sewage treatment plant construction nationwide this year.
The recent Congress authorized
$5 billion for that purpose

The matter of Formosan independence is remote from
the thoughts of most Americans, from Washington on
down. However, it and the
hatred many Formosans have
for the Chiang Kai-shek government that runs their island
( Taiwan), comes through
loud and clear in scholar Peng
Ming-mm's autobiography —
Taste of Freedom."
The Oriental mind, Oriental
traditions and Oriental mistreatment of fellow man all
are generally known to many
Americans. However, Chinese cruelty usually is associated with the Chinese Communists.
And, even though occasional news dispatches tell of
subjugation of China on
The new federal law, together
Taiwan, no such story could
match the bitter tale told by
with a 1972 state law, also will
Peng.
make such projects in KenBorn in 1923 as the son of a, tucky eligible for 55 to 75 per
successful doctor, Peng at an
cent federal funding, instead of
early age became ambitious
30-33 per cent as under the old
in the academic world. He
studied in Formosa, Japan
Kentucky was going to get
and Canada, and was outaround $26 million in federal
standing among his peers. He
money for the sewage plant
was in Japan during part of
program, about
construction
World War II, losing an arm
the same as it got last year,
in a U.S. bombing and later
before the cutback, Pickard
seeing the second atomic
noted.
bomb fall on Nagasaki.
He returned after the war to
If the old law and formula
a high position in a Taipei uniwere retained, Pickard said,
versity, saw what he called
the federal money probably
plunder of his island by
would have financed construcChiang•s retreating army
tion of treatment plants which
from the mainland, an island
altogether would cost around
that had been brought to high
$70-74 million. Kentucky alduring
50
living standards
ready has $160 million worth of
years of Japanese occupation.
such projects waiting to submit
His downfall came in the
for federal funding.
great attention given him by
students
science
political
"The better job a state has
through his discussion of the
been doing, the less money they
Formosan question."
will get now," Pickard asHe was too popular and the
serted. "Those that had some
urge for independence was
nothing still have greater needs
spreading — with the result
and will be getting the most
that he was arrested, jailed,
money now."
and later sentenced to eight
On another matter, the comyears in prison.
mission membrs were given
Released in less than a year
summaries of testimony that
with a Chiang government
was give at a series of hearings
hope that he would switch to
their side and soft-pedal the
around the state on the comunderground
independence
mission's proposed stream-use
,movia01%...Paaii refused to
classification for intrastate rivcooperate. He letir-intel"'"
rogated time and again, he
The commission will have a
and his family were followed
special meeting Dec. 12 to act
everywhere and the pressure
on the proposed classification,
of secret police on his friends
which will determine how
was considerable.
clear the river wholly within
Finally, he made his escape
Kentucky will be kept. The profrom Formosa — he tells few
posal prepared by the commisdetails on how this was managed —and was received as a
sion's staff would have put 2,political refugee in Sweden.
000 miles of intrastate stream
Eventually he was able to
into the lowest classification of
travel to the United States and
agricultural and the other 38,other countries and has con000 miles into the highest clastinued long interrupted
sification of recreational.
scholarly ways.
On other matters, the comDominant to the end in his
mission authorized its staff to
life story, however, is his
take legal action against:
—haired for Chiang and his
men. Friends of the Republic
of China, and there are many,
FOOTBALL FIRST
will not like Peng's story. But,
On Nov.6, 1869, the first forit is a compelling narrative
mal intercollegiate football
and does bare one phase of
game was played between
doesn't
get
Oriental life that
Princeton and Rutgers.
too much attention,

Reed Music

Benton, Ky.
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The Future Business Leaders
of America Chapter of the
Murray Vocational Center was
officially installed Thursday
night, November 16, at the
Murray Vocational Center.
The Calloway County High
School FBLA Chapter, under
the direction of Sabrina Tucker,
served as the officiating
chapter .during the formal
ce.reniony..
Presentation of the Chapter
Charter was made to the
Executive President, Coleen
Cavanaugh. Membership cards
were also presented to each of
the charter members.
a,Charter members for the new
tehapter are Yolanda Brown,
Lynnette Burkeen, Anita
Butterworth, Hazel Carson, Ann
Carter, Coleen Cavanaugh,

Patty Cooper, Sharon Darnell,
Evie Erwin, Billy Flora, Carol
Foggo, Cindy Harrell, Patricia
Jones, Vicki Kalberer, Sherry
NolM, Mary Kay Oakley, Donna
Robinson, Sue Robinson,
Brenda Russell, Barbara Sledd,
Teri
Simmons,_
Sandra
Stevenson, Marilyn Thomas,
Connie Underhill, Gail Vaughn,
Barbara Williford, Melanie
Wilson, Connie Witherington,
and Nora Wyatt.
Following the ceremony,
refreshments were served to
the officiating chapter during
an informal get-together.
FBLA
is
a
national
organization designed to
develop strong, agressive
leadership so that these
students as future businessmen
and women may participate

more effectively in the business
and community life of which
they will be a part.

Vocational Center for the
current school year are as
follows:

"This organization provides
its members with experiences
which cannot be paralleled in
the ordinary school setting.
Participation in such an
organization helps the individual become a better person
and contributes to a better
community, a better state, a
better America, and a. better
world," a spokesman said.
Several projects and activities will be carried out
during the school year by the
new chapter. These projects
will normally fall into one of
four major categories: service,
education, fund raising, and
promotion.
Officers of the Murray

Morning Session—Donna
Robinson, president; Cindy
Harrell, vice-president; Ann
Carter, secretary; Mary Kay
Oakley, treasurer; Hazel
Carson, reporter; Marilyn
Thomas, historian; Barbara
Sledd, assistant historian;
Wiliford,
Barbara
parliamentarian
Afternoon
Session—Coleen
Cavanaugh, president; Sandra
Simmons, vice-president;
Connie
Witherington,
secretary; Sherry Nolin,
treasurer; Patty Cooper,
reporter; Anita Butterworth,
historian; Teri Stephenson,
assistant historian; Billy Flora,

parliamentarian.
Chapter activities and
projects will be under the
direction and supervision of
Mrs. Brenda Nix and Mrs.
Martha Crawford, chapter
advisors.
State biriiiimpoeted
TALLAHASSEE. Ha.
41.1'11 — The entire present
iagmlation of lAniisiana s state
«kits
bird, the brtemi
invik.rted fr.Int Florida, , according II) a Florida game
Nicial.
Director Earle Fr)e of the
Florida GaPle and Fresh titer
Fish Commission sass the
Louisiana population of the bird
disappeared a fee. ',ears ago,
hut that pelicans imis.rted friem
Florida succeeded in hatching
some (hicks last !.ear.
The oldest niinn twtoeen the
Rocic.
and
Alleghen
Mountains is Sault Ste. Marie.
Mich- established in !MA.

BIG K OPEN At DAY THANKSGIVING
CHECK YOUR CHRISTMAS CIRCULAR FOR
THESE AND MANY OTHER SPECIALS!

General-purpose drill with
gearing and chuck to handle
those bigger, tougher jobs.
Double-reduction gear system delivers full torque drilling action. With accessories
it can be the handiest tool
you can own.

MODEL 7100

DUAL-ACTION

1 Snake
2 Sick
3 Rhoer in
Scotland

MODEL 7421

DUSTLESS SANDER ASSORTMENT
- Lever control changes action from orbital
action for finest finishing sanding. Dustless sanding attachment works with tank
type vacuum cleaner. 14 pieces: includes
deluxe dual-action finishing sander, dustless sanding attachment, 10 sheets of assorted grit abrasive paper, can of wood filler, spatula.

44,t..„ ,
MODEL 7412

MODEL 7539
DELUXE 2-SPEED
SAW KIT
Two-speed jig saw lets you
pick the speed to suit the
job. Low speed for metals,
high speed for wood. In.cludes 2-speed jig saw, rip
fence, jig saw blades and
carrying case.

144441066744.400.10,/
,i
iiiii t

DUSTLESS

-

MODEL 7116

SANDER

BEATL

3/8" DRILL KIT
ASSORTMENT

26 pieces include:
3/8" drill, twist drill
bits, grinding wheel,
buffing wheel, chuck
key and holder, rubber pad, grit discs,
wheel arbor, plastic
case.

12 pieces include finishing
sander with orbital action,
dustless sanding attachment
and 10 sheets of grit paper.
Perfect for any man's home
workshop

3/8" VARIABLE SPEED
DRILL CADDY KIT
ASSORTMENT

MODEL 7518

40,9
MODEL 7301

•The Finest In Pianos

1 Opera by
Verde
Stalk
Bushy clump
Killed
Measure
duration of
14 Greek letter
15 -Gratify .
17 Pronoun
18 Lubricate
19 Dolphinlike
cetacean
21 Dart (colloq.)
23 Shams
27 Above
28 Girl's il,rne
29 River island
31 Man's
nickname
34 Pronoun
5 Let tall
College degree
(abbr.)
9 Condensed
If
moisture
41 Posed for
portrait
42 Body of water
44 Note of scale
46 Lately
48 Commcmplace
51 Tropical fruit
52 Decay
53 Army officer
(abbr.)
55 Sell to
consumer
59 Devoured
60 Indefinite
amount
62 Rise and tall
of ocean
63 Through
64 Send forth
65 God of love
5
9
12
13

DELUXE

MODEL 7122

PROVINCIAL
CONSOLE
Superbly hand-shaped to achieve the
style noted for its sturdy simplicity
and flowing grace. Authentic design
follows through in the companion
piano bench. Premium hand-rubbed
finish on genuine Cherry. Fruitwood
or distressed Pecan

Crosswor
ACROSS

BLONDS

5 mi. SW on Hwy. 58,
Turn at sign at Barns Groc.

THE FRENCH

PUT
TO

2-SPEED JIG
SAW KIT
Kit includes 2-speed jig
saw, 4 assorted blades with
plastic pouch, rip fence
and custom carrying case.

Big K will be open every
night until 10:00 P. M. thru
Christmas, for your shopping
convenience 1-6 Sunday

7
1
/
4

CIRCULAR SAW

1 HP motor. Safety approved
for 71
/
4" and 6'h" blades.
Bevel and depth adjustments
easily made. Exhaust keeps

A place for everything in the lightweight easy to carry, orange vinyl
dritl caddy. 21 pieces: 3/8" variable
speed drill with speed lock that lets
you choose the suitable speed, drill
caddy, 10 sanding discs, 5" rubber
backing pad, wheel arbor, 5" lambswool bonnet, 3" buffing wheel, 3"
grinding wheel, and 3 drill bits.

* ACRES OF FREE PARKING * 153-8771
We Resetve The Right To Limit QuantitieS.

BANKAMERICA

MODEL 7305
71/4" CIRCULAR SAW
Powerful 11
/
4 HP motor handles toughest jobs with
ease. Wrap-around sturdy
steel shoe for added support. Safety approved for 71
/
4"
and 6'/2'' blades. Exhaust
keeps sawdust away from
cutting line.

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
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ORGANIC GARDENERS

They come from
all walks of life
Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Editor's Note: This is the
first of two articles on organic
gardening.

000 00000 000
000 MOM 0M0
030000 0000130
303 0E030
00130 WM E301331
000 OnO DOOM
EU M30 0113 00
MIAMMO sua 000
000M 000 2003
001100 002
WIMDURO 322000
0813 ii0303 MOO
DUO BOOM 030

4 WaS ready for
5 Beer mug
* Note of scale
7 Large bird
8 Army meal
9, Bodies of
soldiers
10 A state
11 Stupid person
16 Scoffs
20 Made suitable
22 Sym-bol- for
mprum
23 Remunerated
24 Ceremony
25 Printer's
measure
26 Drink slowly
30 Cylindrical
32 Son of Adam
33 Girls name
36 Paddle
37 Small
dining room
40 Author

1 Opera by
Verdi
Stalk
Bushy clump
Killed
Measure
duration of
14 Greek letter
15 48ratuty _
17 Pronoun
18 Lubricate
19 Dolphinlike
cetacean
21 Dart (colloq)
23 Shams
27 Above
43 A state (abbr.) 54 Man's
28 Girls i.,rne
nickname
45 Latin
River
29
island
coniunction
56 Ventilate
31 Man's
47 Proofreader's
57 Artificial
nickname
mark
language
34 Pronoun
48
Snare
58 French plural
35 Let tall
49 Repetition
article
38 College degree
(abbr.)
50 Otherwise
61 Note of scale
9 Condensed
I
1
3
4
7 8
.0,. 5 6
10 11'
9
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.....
1 Posed for
•
•
••.'t3
12
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16
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By JEANNETTE BRAN1N
Copley News Service
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TREli'VE 501LT A 5IX5TORY PARKING GARA&E,
AAUGH!I CAN'T STAND It

YOU STUPID
PEOPLE!!

Liou'RE PARKtN6 ON
MY MEMORIES 1!!

BLONDIE
WI-Pr'
NOT?

DEL 7539

PEED
KIT

THE PHANTOM
ALMOST FORGOT--AFTER !
RUNNING TWO DAYS TO
BHP You! ITS ABOUT THE

w lets you
Suit the
or metals,

GIA741'--1-AT-XAMSAV-13111815:t

wood. I ng saw, rip
lades and
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NANCY
LATER
MODEL 7305

BREAK
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SAW

haust
from

_
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,
remrottar,

LIL' ABNER
AH LOST
LONESOME
YOKUM ---

-BECUZ Ak
DISOBEYED TH'
PREDICTION!!
DON'T VO'DO
DOUNCE.Y
EL-LE!!

The wife of a La Jolla,
Calif., stockbroker goes into
her garden every morning
and does what she calls, "the
dance of the seven snails."
A retired postal clerk goes
to the beach after high waves
and gathers seaweed.
An interior decorator
checks to see if praying man"Handicapped persons can
tises are hatching in trees in
garden. The poor can have
her yard.
food that kings would envy.
A physician attaches a siOrganic gardening is so
phon to an elaborate sprinsimple, so cheap and so helpkling system that will autoful that it's a crying shame
matically fertilize his garden
that more people don't know
at 2 a.m.
about it.
A
young
man
adds
"Organic gardening opens
vegetable trimmings to the
up a better world."
compost pile which will enrich
Miller is convinced that
his garden and to another beseaweed, or kelp, is the perlonging to his girl friend.
fect fertilizer. "And it's free
A farmer opens his country
for the taking," he says. "Go
Lane vegetable stand for busito the beach at low tide, and
ness,
there it is, waiting for you."
All six are strangers to each
Seaweed, he says, contains
other, but members of the
these ingredients with which
same fraternity that could be
it enriches the soil "fancalled the Society of Organic
tastically:" silicone, strontiGardening Enthusiasts.
um, chromium, boron, alumiIt's one of the most rapidly
num, copper, iron, magnesigrowing brotherhoods in the
um, phosphorous, sodium, poworld today, and its membertassium and chloride.
ship is drawn from EstablishLarry Watson and his wife
nient homes and unconvengrew up on farms in the Estional hippie communes alike.
condido area, just north of
They have the same objecSan Diego. He became a
tive, good pure food, unteacher, but had a compulsion
tainted with cllemical ferto get away from the job and
tilizers or insectiSdes.
back to the soil, he said.
And they all share a respect
"I wanted to do something
for the good earth and a growpositive and good for the
ing concern about its univerworld," he said. "Too many
sal abuse.
people are doing their best to
Organic gardening is somedestroy it."
thing of a mystery to the unHis farm demonstrates how
initiated. It becomes an oborganic gardening functions.
session with its converts.
"It exemplifies the interdeCarl "Pops" C,anaday, the
pendence of plants, birds, inpresident of the Organic Garsects and animals," he said.
dening Club of San Diego,
"It is the creation of ingenious
Calif., defines organic garways to outfox pests and
dening simply.
blights without poisons. It's
"It's taking material that
salvaging and scavenging
once lived and returning it to
useful materials for life-givthe soil as enriching coming .compost."
post," he says.
Watson says that compost is
It also is using natural inthe key and the clue to sucgredients to control destruccessful gardening. "Rich,
tive insects such as aphids
dry, black and sweet-smelling
and mites .. a garlic-onioncompost is created when misoap spray instead of DDT,
croscopic organisms work
for instance.
over old vegetable and animal
It is "companion planting"
materials."
such as practiced by Johnny
Miller,the retired postal clerk
Next: Rebels against a
who is vice president of the
"plastic" %odd.
Organic Gardening Club.
He plants potatoes beside
potatti plant-repels --,. A -new • lasedysuit-.1or sprig
features a snappy shirt collar
the bean beetle; the bean vine
and guimpe in wisteria and
repels the potato bug.
%vitae checks. The body suit is
"That's symbiosis at its
meant for wearing with a
best," he says. "The intimate
coordinated gingham skirt.
living together of two dissimi-

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

BEATLE BAILEY

hanwith
turdy
supr

lar organisms in a mutually
beneficial relationship."
Miller says that even a very
large family can dine in
luxury and health from the
bounty of one very small garden, and he's making it his life
work to tell the public about it.
"I spent the first 50 years of
my life getting all I could," he
says. "Now I want to spend
the next SO _years helping
others."
Miller lectures anywhere,
anytime, without charge, on
gardening.

"Fg-/ROW AWAY
WRAPPER.M)14477ER
HOW DAPPERThrREAL PRIZE IS
/Al 77-/'5P073 &EEO'
YORE .EYES -

FRANKFORT, Ky.—With the
goal of an all-volunteer army by
July 1, 1973, recent newspaper
articles may have given the
impression that the draft will
end on June 30, 1973. An article
of this type is incorrect and.
only the induction authority
expires on that date,
Young men still will have- the
obligation to register. Local
boards will continue to assign
"lottery numbers" after the
national drawing and classify
and order registrants for
physical examination.
Congress has placed upon the
system a requirement that it
maintains an adequate pool of .
acceptable and available
manpower in the event that the
armed forces are not able to
maintain the voluntary force, or
other circumstances should
require a rapid build up
through other methods than
voluntliy.
Re"cently there have been.
isolated instances in which
riung men have been late
registering for the draft. Their
lack of interest in complying
with the law generally has been
that the draft will expire
shortly, and why take the time'
to go to a board and 'register?
This 'column is intended to
caution young men that they
have a responsibility to comply
with the. draft law with respect
to timely registration, even
though the authority to induct
may not beextended after June
30, 1973.

Failure to register is a serious
violation of federal law and
carries a possible simprisonment and fine if convicted.
A young man has 30 days
before and after his 18th birthday to register. He may go
Selective Service local
board of location designated for
registration. The address he
gives at the time of registration
will determine the local board
of jurisdiction and he remains
under this board at all times.
A young man who registers
with his local board on time
normally will receive a Notice
of Classification. The clas is 1H. This is an administrative
holding classification. Only the
local board of jurisdiction can
classify.
A registrant born in 1954 will
receive his lottery number from
the drawing to be held in 1973
The "luck of the draw" will
determine whether an individual born in 1954 will
remain in Class i-H or whether
he will be ordered for physical
examination and subject to
further classification actibn.
The National Director of
Selective Service established an
processing
administrative
number and those having a
lottery number above the adininistrative
processing
number can assume that they
will remain in 1-H unless there
should be a change in circumstances.
is
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ABOUT you —
from the
U.S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

HEALTH SCHOLARSHIPS RAISED—Maxscholarship
imum
awards from the NaInstitutes
of
tional
Health for study in
osteopathy,
medicine,
optometry,
dentistry,
podiatry, pharmacy or
veterinary
medicine
have been raised to
annually. -The
scholarship aid for stuavailable
is
dents
through public or nonprofit educational institutions offering these
courses of study.
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES—The
Federal
government
has awarded about $8
million in contracts in
Illinois, Arkansas, Florida, Ohio and Califordemonstrate
nia
to
modern
emergency
medical service systems
which would prevent
needless deaths from accidents and other medical emergencies. The
money will be used for
training ambulance personnel, emergency room
nurses and physicians,
radio linkage systems,
and new equipment.

HELP FOR VETERANS
—An estimated 40,000
veterans will be helped
to use their educational
benefits under the GI
Bill. The Veterans Tal-

ent Search has been
given $5 million for
projects in States with
high concentrations of
underemployed or unemployed veterans. Veterans who lack a high
school diploma will be
given special courses
lasting from six weeks
to three months to prepare them for college or
vocational school.

WELFARE CLIENTS
REGISTER TO WORK
—About 1.5 million welfare recipients who are
able to work have begun
to register as a condition to receiving continued public assistance.
The ruling is part of the
Work Incentive Plan to
help welfare families
become self-supporting.
MORE AID FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS —
President Nixon has
signed a new Education
Bill which will provide
scholarship grants and
loans to more college
students than ever before. Every qualified
student will be eligible
for a combination of
Federal grants and subsidized loans to make up
the difference between
college costs and what
his family can afford.
Applications can
be
made through the college.

B

"sE LESEM
1'1 Food Editor
N El& YORK (1.111 — Two years of Ira% cling ith her ehildren
in Europe and Asia Minor convinced Jan Linn that trips abroad
are for the young — parents as well as children.
mans people wait until they retire to go,- said Mrs. Linn. a
former newspaper food editor from Cincinnati. Ohio,
think you should (rate, ss hile you're young. You has,' nuiri•
energy and stamina. Non get noire out of trips."
In her non case. Mrs. Linn already has pin her experience in
trat cling with small children to good use. She is a public relations
agency account executive here for a haby food manufaeturer.
Gerber Products Co.
In an interview, she said her younger son vtas only I I months
old and her older one, nearly hair years. %%hen she and her N% Hierh.ianii.TA
E
They lived on an Ionian island for a year a—
nd-t"riTs7'..
another year. Ibiring -that time.. theY ate many meals in
restaurants. Mrs. Linn said she also eonied under conditions so
primitive that she had to take batter for a birthday cake to the local
baker on one island because their house hail no(nen.
'We had a tbortable bottled gas stote and no refrigerator,- she
said. -We ate a lot of canned tuna, eggs. oatmeal or rice for breakfast, and cheese.(din es. fresh fruit and bread for lunch.
-Greeks hate meat onit. once or to ice a eteek. and you don't
really need meat every day %% hen you can get eggs. feta la salty
tAllite Greek cheese l. lentils and f)ther dried beans,Irs. I.inn said their four-year-old took readily to some staples of
Greek cookery. including sou% lakia. or shish kebab. %%Inch is sold
oidely by street vendors. Another of his fatorites %%as Greek gyros.
or sandwiches sened in r
I rolls that are mostly soft crust.
They're filled with small chunk. of meat. rats tomatoes. rats
onions and parsley and 4ten eaten %s nit a .i4le (infer of garlicky
yogurt.
No problem
Food sening tvasn't much of a tiniblem. es en for the haby. said
Mrs. 1.inn. Iler •'stir% i% al
— a sotikottla. or handom,en stool
shoulder tote
est•r% thing Irian iI ia k'N and oak aged
to a baby sissm. a paring knifi• for fres'h
disposable stash
fruit, a Is Ade I pener-putich for canned juice. half-length drinking
straws cut from standard onus for use In t ht. Itskiler. and a plastic
bag of animal cookies for emergency 'haat
e carried split plastic bags to use as iilacennits for the
children in restaurants to keep the tablecloths clean.- she said.
-Restaurant 111'4 mle appreciated that.'•_
Familiar foods weren't entirely missing. said Mrs. Linn.
-SPaghelli n jilt meat %Mill' I. fairly imitersal. and macaroni
dishes are CI onmi4 in in (i'reeee.One that children like i. hmaslil ki,i, a macaroni, meal imtl egg
custard
'Mrs. Lunt said their
al..4) enjoyed grilled
Meal. rive, omelets and 1114• al
lant fresh Intel, and %egetables.
In the bigger cities. the% shortied for bottled formula and
WI Hi and
1-11fIlliir ea
erlisarpacked by subsidiaries
.r licensee. 4if kmerican matitifiwtmrs. _
apitreciati% e than e‘I'r of
Spart ail lis'Mg made her im
.1mericati comcniences such as supermarkets and prepared bolsi,.
and 'Inv.... Mrs. Linn added.
The experiences abroad oith her `411:111 fr% also corn 11101•41 her
that children are fle\Ade and go4KI trinelers.
-It.• the mothers olui get uptight.-

-.held

.1 RECENT GOVERNMENT REPORT
SHOWS IT TO RE MORE ECONOMICAL TO PATRONIZE A
LAUNDRAMAT THAN TO PURCHASE YOUR OWN
EQUIPMENT.
AND—WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES IN MURRAY
I. With our quantity discount tickets, you can launder for
only 20 cents - load.
2. Our standard washers spin drier—less Dryer time
required - - plus - you get a full 10 minutes Dryer time--dime,
3 The best equipment gets the best results.

Central HIGHLANDER Center
Central Center. 641 North
Always attended
753-9074

8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Dails
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Car Cleanup
Move Receives
America Award

MURRAY STATE ATO'S RAISE MONEY FOR TELETHON-The members of the Alpha
Gamma
pledge class of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity at Murray State University recently raised $1,022.67 for
the Lions Club Telethon of Stars. The money was collected at road-blocks in Murray
and Benton:
during the Murray -Western football game: by performing odd-jobs; from a car-wash
and from a
raffle. ATO wishes to thank all those who contributed in making their project a success.

MONEY MATTERS

Consumer dollars
picture economy
By CARL W. RTITER
Copley News Service
Gross National Product the nation's output of goods
and services for a year, expressed in dollar terms - is
far from being the ideal Oleosurement of economic wellbeing that is implied by its
widespread use.
Its relationship to the overall economic picture is about
the same as that of the Dow
Jones industrial average to
the stock market as a whole.
Personal consumption expenditures are considered by
some economists to be more
revealing than GNP.
"These expenditures comprise the dominant component of GNP and should be of
more interest to the average
person than they have been
over the years," says David
K. Blake.
Blake deserted the executive ranks some years ago to
plot economic charts and pursue the fuller life of browsing
among avocados in Escondido, Calif. As a business economist, he had instructed at
GetieCaTElectrie
Personal consumption expenditures, according to
Blake, relate directly to what
he terms "multiplying dollars" in developing a highly
graphic picture of what is
really taking place in the
economy. The dollars are labeled primary fresh or new
in Blake's computations.
He employs a rather simple
formula to determine U.S.
economic health. Out of it
comes what he believes is an
essential comparison of the
economic effectiveness of
presidential administrations
which is ordinarily not
brought to the public's attention.
President Nixon is found to
be doing commendably in
overcoming the excesses of
the -get the economy rolling
again" years, although Blake
sees a difficult period in 1973
as the result of a dangerously
rising loans-to-deposits ratio
in the commercial banking
system.
A pullback, or slowdown, in
lending to business, would reduce economic momentum to
the point of some kind of recession, while to keep traveling the present route of declining bank liquidity would
feed inflation, Blake says.
Thus, he sees the nation's reluctant choice as either of two
evils.
"(jr 8 to 9 per cent rate of
increase in GNP, including a
three and one-half per cent
rate of inflation, is not sustainable. "We will have to get
down to around 5 or 6 per cent
- or even lower -- as in the
1920s without inflation. This
would improve the situation
considerably for several
years.
'Professional economists
have neglected to pay attention to this fact although
bankers are aware of the situation."
The trouble with the banks,
Blake feels, is that the major ,
commercial banks are already operating with an 87 to
percentage-rate of loans_
measured against bank demand and time deposits,feav,
ing virtually no room for expansion of lending when and if
an upsurge in loan demand
comes

penditures and they expand
This appears to Blake to be
themselves through transacforthcoming, riding a wave of
tions.
renewed business confidence
Blake has found that' their
on the heels of the Nixon remultiplier effect was 3.10 and
election. A compounding fac3.25 in the Eisenhower admintor is an emerging reluctance
istrations; 2.44 for President
on the part of consnmers to
John Kennedy: 2.40 for Presikeep savings at earlier high
dent Lyndon Johnson; and
levels and an increasing will3.23 per cent for President
ingness to withdraw savings
Richard Nixon over his fitst
to spend.
three years.
A declining rate of savings
The latter multiple was
coupled with a soaring de"unwittingly sabotaged" in
mand for funds could bring us
1972. however, according to
back to the days of credit
Blake, by the Internal Revecrunch.
nue Service's overvrithholding
Against this potential backof
income taxes from paydrop, Blake calls attention to
checks, so the multiplier fell
his method of determining the
back to 2.78.
multiplier effect achieved by
'Devotees of the 'moving
recent presidential adminiseconomy' seem to have overtrations. GNP is averaged out
looked the commercial bankover a four-year term, as is
ing system," Blake says.
PCE personal consumption
The consumer barely gained
expenditure). The latter is
by the Kennedy devices, consubtracted from GNP to detinued by Johnson." And what
termine the average number*
little was gained was tempoof multiplying dollars.
rary, leading first into tight
These are increment dollars
,money and later, into severe
from the sum of private doinflation that the Nixon admestic investment and net exministration has been forced
ports, plus government exto battle.

TVA's Junk Car Collection
Program was among nine top
winners of awards presented
Thursday in New York by Keep
America Beautiful, Inc.,
honoring outstanding action
programs to preserve and
improve the environment.
"The succesSof thfS -prop dirt
has been possible only because
of the work of many local
governments
other
and
oganizations in the Tennessee
Valley, and all of them share in
this award," .TVA- Chairman
A.J. Wagner said in accepting
the award.
TVA set up the demonstration
program in 1970 to help coinmunities solve the
accumulating problem of abandoned cars. Special collection
vehicles are loaned on request
to Tennessee Valley cities and
counties for use in local
collection drives. Designs also
have been developed which can
be used locally to converta used
truck inexpensively to an efficient vehicle for collecting
abandoned cars.
More than 16,000 junk cars
have been collected and
recycled since the program
began, and 22 city and county
governments in six Tennessee
Valley states participated
during the past year.
Keep America Beautifu,
was established in 1953 to
combat littering as a first step
toward solving broader environmental problems. The
organization works with grass
roots groups throughout .the
country.

BrANTADS
WANT TO BUY

For All Your Christmas Gifts
******

HANDMADE QUILTS; living
room suite; T.V. stand; lamps.
WANT TO BUY Old furniture, Phone 753-8160, or see at 727 Nash
attic junk, or anything of value. Drive.
N24C
Phone 436-2135.
December28C
HURRY TO Bill's Mobile Homes.
12'x60', three bedroom, new' 1972.
WANT TO BUY trailer type disc One only at $4,495.00. A lot full of
plow, in good condition. Phone other selections. Also used 8' and
492-8784.
'N28P 10'. Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900
Beltline
South
Highway,
Paducah,Kentucky,1-4436150.
N25C

Wools and Knits - Solids, Big Plaids,
Patterns, Stripes
******
Great Selection

The annual conference of the
Kentucky Parks and Recreation
Society is scheduled at
Louisville's Ramada Inn,
December 3-5.
Professionals, students and
interested persons from across
the state will convene under this
year's theme: -Ecological
Man and Leisure Man." Special
emphasis will focus on park
maintenance, -therapeutic
tstion
and
s
recreation and recrea ion or
Senior Citizens.
The Kentucky Commission on
Aging is working closely with
the Society. Together they will
stallation methods, vapor sponsor workshops and sessions
control, attic and crawl space on December 5 which are
ventilation, and storm windows geared to those involved in
and doors-ail valuable in recreation for Senior Citizens.
lowering heating bills.
Registration will open at 7:00
Recommended amounts of p.m., December 3, with the first
insulation are 6 inches over the general session scheduled to
ciling, 31 2 inches plus a vapor begin at 9:00 a.m., December 4.
barrier in outside walls, and 2 Dr. Donald Clayton, Director of
inches and a vapor barrier Graduate Recreation programs
under the floor. The insulation at George Williams College in
folder emphasizes that the Downer's Grove, Illinois, will
vapor barrier should always be deliver the keynote address at
placed toward the room side of the initial session.
the structure.
At the closing banquet,
Other methods of conserving Tuesday
evening, December 5,
heat are to caulk around door Dr. Joseph
Maloney, Director of
and
window
frames, the Institute of
Community
weatherstrip outside doors, Development
at the University
doge the fireplace damper of Louisville,
will be the
when not in use, and utilize the featured
speaker.
heat from lighting. The experts
The conference is open to a
say to find comfortable ther- interested
persons. Direct
mostat setting and leave it inquiries
to Jean Bocko,
there-"jiggling" a thermostat Secretary,
P.O. Box 1334,
will run up heating costs Louisville,
Kentucky 402I3i
needlessly.
Full insulation also can cut
the home builder's initial in- Drinking more sherry
NEW YORK (UM vestment, so TVA has staged.
more than 70 demonstrations American consumption of
Spanish sherry more than
for home builders across the tripled between 1%1 and
Valley in cooperation with local 1071, going from 483.243
power distributors and builders' gallons to 1,440,690 gallons.
associations. This demon- The figures are from the
stration recently was recorded National Association of
Importers.
on videotape so it can reach a Beverage
broader
audience-including Washington, D.C..
During the 15 years prior to
student, consumer, and civic
1960, imported sherry sales in
groups
the United States had increased by only 3 per cent. The
Sherry Institute attributes the
rapid growth since then to
advertising
heat y
and
inv ittgA1 I•ampaigns and to
an afftffem iaiety seari:h for
a -inialit)- image.
A New York gate court
found the Waldorf-Astoria
Wre.erorr. 1111nroleer
Hotel fradulently surcharged
it p hi
guests a total of $113,203 and
%bow
.1 loll llllllow. „r
\;„,i,„,„,
ordered the money paid back
;;4 Hearin \1 tin.
to those who demand a reinglitpa lune 41111111teerel Ito
fund
*owl, oil construction of it MN sl
"anvil channel in Ike eentral
-The sum represents a 2 Per
surcharge
tacked
cent
onto
4
II' la,
I
I/
Mit
bills-of 64,336 guests between
OW01 kV 411.44. V4•4:. paii .iii
Dec 2. 1969, and May 21. 1970,
"rk afor learning Olaf die
OW
for taking telephone mesflood ionirof project need.
sages
1
loll, of Men for Are jot,.

COLLEGE SHOP
All New Fall and Winter Selection
Wools and Knits, Solids,
Big Plaids, Patterns
All Sizes - Great Selection!

SUITS
******
SPORT COATS

SHIRTS & TIES
******
Jarman & Bostonian
SHOES
All

OF

" atioasailir'

cgte-cae cPacePto-.,

LONG BROWN coat with fur
collar, $15.00. Also 1966 Pontiac
IRMans two door hardtop, V8
automatic with power steering
and AM-FM radio. $600.03. Phone
753-8780 after 5:00 p.m.
N25C

******
Great Selection Gift Items
******
1 Group Long Sleeve SHIRTS 1/2 Price

AM-FM Multiplex stereo with
turntable and 2 Pioneer speakers,
$175.00.Phone 753-8455.
N25C

1 GroupKNIT

TWO UNI-LUG rime wheels with
tires, wheel size 15x8'2 and 2
Crager mag wheels, size 14x6.
Also General Electric chord
organ with bench. Phone 7536614.
N25NC

The College Shop

PANTS niae725%Off
1 G"'" WOOL SUITS
Now Priced from 20 to '40

k •

!NICE CARS, but
wouldn't you
like something
more modern?
eo,%,00k.,,,e8sweo,k

Across From MSU Library
Phone 753-3242
School Is Out- Plenty of Free Parking

VA LOANS,no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobile
Homes, 3900 South'
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., JUST IN time for Christmas!
443-6150.
N25C Cuddly Apricot Toy Poodles, AKC Registered, 6 weeks old. 1
Special Reduced
A GOOD buy,..give it a try. Blue male,2females.
N3OP
Lustre America's favorite carpet price. Phone 753-6690.
shampoo. Big K, Belaire ShopN25C
ping Center.

_CAI _____
About Our

CRIB A-NclinlIge-sg.11W.
toaster oven, $9.00. Corn popper,
$6.00. Deep fat fryer. $7.00.
Playpen, $4.00. F.M. radio.
$7.00. Garden sprayer, $7.50.
Phone 753-9371.
N24C

Check today's

WANT
ADS
For A

New Car,
Boat,
Bike,
Trike,
Scooter
WhatHave-You
Buying or Selling, it
makes sense to use
the Want Ads.

111

••

&4.

11,-)

Want Ads

753-1916
- Ledger
& Times

Aluminum Plates

25m each

ONE FEMALE wire haired
terrier, one female Weimaraner,
three tiny white Poodles. All AKC
registered. Very nice. Phone 7536488.
N25C

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

SCHULT MOBILE home, fully
furnished, with washer, dryer
and air conditioner. Located in
Fox Meadows. Phone 7534001
after 6:00 p.m.
N23C

WANT TO BUY

Antique Clocks
We buy and sell old clocks,
cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. -We
repair clocks. J & B Music
Center. 753-7575.

EI.ECTRIC UTILITY pole, both
110 and 220 current. Cheap. Also
1961 Chevrolet pickup truck, has
1967 motor, air conditioner. In tip
rve
Baxter Bilbrey 753-1257.
N27C
LARGE TWO door Wizard
refrigerator with freezing unit at
bottom, $60.00. Baby car bed,
$5.00. Large electric light for
outside, $12.50. Service pole for
trailer, $50.00. Old wooden tbcrl
box,$5.00. Phone 753-1566. N27C

FOUR AKC male Dachshund
pups. Phone 753-2378.
N24C

SALE
Baldwin & Kimball
Now Is The Time

IF
YOU WANT A
PIANO
We've Got The
Selection & Prices!

CONRAD'S PIANOS
and ORGANS

USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
619 Bwy. Paducah, Ky.
Used Baldwin organ. Used
Baldwin grand piano. limardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
N24C PAIR OF Beagle pups, ready to
ain. Also. 19" RCA portable
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. television with stand. Phone 435Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo 4981.
N27NC
Piano .Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
N24C WHITE FUR coat, size 4. 1.ike
NZiNC
new. Phone 753-2868.

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Countoi Boy Stores. FINEST IN FM stereo reception.
Army Surplus, 9 miles from 10 static free FM stations are
ilopkinsville. Junction Kentucky available. for your listening
HUNTERS & TRAPPERS.
117 and 164. Open Sunday until pleasure. For more information
November 27, 1 will start buying
4:00p.m.
N24C call Murray Cablevision 753furs at my home. 3 miles south of
5005.
December 14C
Murray on Hwy. 641. Some furs
will be cured and the market
firmly established, so bring or
send them to me. I have always
appreciated handling you. furs.
Open weekly Monday 'through
Friday. Douglas Shoemaker,
- BULLS or HEIFERS
Route 4. Murray. Phone 753From 1 Week to Weaning Age
3375.
N24C
7
-

HOLSTEIN CALVES

-;
re' WAN-1,4,11 -BUY good, used
upright piano. reasonable. Phone
753-6009, before 2;30 min. N241'

For Further Information .

Phone 489-2161
'gaffer

UCT1ON SALE,
'ovember 25, 1
:.zzell Grocery
y. This is the seco
rplus auction to
ation. There w
othes of all kinds,
'its, shirts, co
ks, raincoats,
ything you co
re will be tools
tarpaulins, te
ique items.
ood and drinks
(tune dressed for
Sue conducted by
Auction Service, wt
apprentice auctio
formation phone
Grove,or 489-2373.
the Chester Way."

AUCT
SA
Saturday
25
Hazel Aucti
Hazel,

November

Two bedrol
dinette set, c
end tables, des
sewing mac
couch with
and her chai
stove, wringer
organ
stoo
cabinet, wash
cans, glass-d
buffet,
hut
pictures, pictu
large
sel
glassware,
Many other
mentioned.
Wilson &
Auction
Wayne Wilso,
Charles
Apprentice
•

BEDROOM SUITE, electric
stove, apartment size. Table and
four chairs. See Carl Todd, 205
Ash Street.
N27P

FIBERGLASS
PANELS,
national brand, factory seconds,
for patios, carports, storage PRO-MODEL bass fishing boat
houses, fences, trailer skirting. with 65 H.P. Mercury motor, all
As low as 8 cents per square 1972 models. Trolling motor and
foot. Three colors number one trailer. Phone 753-2386.
N24C
paneling, 82.85 per sheet. New
and used money safes, from
SNOW TIRES, size E78-14. I,ike
$40.00 to $100.00 each. Plexiglass new.
Phone 753-5920.
N24C
for storm doors and windows and
combine cabs, 50 cents per GOOD
USED G.E. washer and
square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
dryer, cheap. Phone 753-3244
& Merchandise, open 6 days a after 4:00
p.m.
N24C
week. Phone 901-587-2420. N25C

r

Waldorf-Astoria
to refund $113.103

Come To The

Styles and Colors

insulation-Offert Best
Means To Save On Power
How in the world do you get
people interested in insulation?
That's a problem facing the
Tennessee Valley Authority and
the region's local electric
systems. They are not in the
insulation business, but are
doing their best to promote it.
Electric heat represents the
biggest single chunk of home
power consumption in the
Tennessee Valley region, arid
proper
insulation
offers
homeowpers the biggest chance
to save on heating bills and
avoid wasting electricity.
Power use specialists are
convinced that most people
have no idea just how much
they are missing in savings if
they skimp on home insulation.
A typical example:
Smith and Jones build houses
next door to each other-each
about 1300 square feet, one story
over a crawl space, using
electric baseboard heat with
walls and ceiling insulated.
Smith "saves" more than 100 by
nra bothering to have insulation
installed under his floor as well.
While Jones has his floor insulated, this cost is offset
because he can install smaller
heaters. So far their costs are
about even-but the insulated
floor will save Jones roughly $50
every winter, year after year,
on his electric bills.
Mr. Jones'insulated floor also
conserves a couple of tons of
coal each winter at -some TVA
power plant. Two ton by itself
may not be an impressive
amount, but 700,000 homes are
heated with TVA power.
Overall, adequate insulation
can cut home heating Costs by
at least 50 percent and cooling
costs by 30 percent, compared
to a home without insulation. To
help tell the story, TVA has
prepared a new-folder "Insulate
for SavAgi s and Comfort." It is
available-- on reque771
-Orii-ffie.
Of17i e
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902.
The folder covers the proper
insulation amounts ,and in-

AUCTION SA

a••••••..

ADORABLE AKC registered
black toy Poodles, male and
female at reduced price. Phone
753-7941 or 753-5496.
N25C

Air

Call
753-19

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE.

FURS WANTED; Hunters and CHRISTMAS TREES; flocked,
trappers, I want to buy your furs, painted, etc. Birdsong Shop,
will pay you best prices possible. behind Mo-Go Service Station,
I've been in fur business for 641 North, one mile from city
N25P
years. I know furs and will grade limits.
your Inrs correct. Market looks
12'x60', two
gooa for better pricesThis'Season. MOBILE HOME,
conditioned,
bedrooms,
air
My place is half mile west of TrCity, Ky., Highway 94, 12 miles carpeted throughout. Located in
west of Murray. Watch for fur Murray. Phone Owensboro, Ky.,
N25C
sign in front of my house. Conic 684-0230 after 5:00 p.m.
anytime except Mondays.
TEIEVISION, COLORED. like
Tony Dalton.
1TP
new, $400.00. Power saw, X1.9,
ricks of wood,
WANT TO BUY good used like new plus 3
00 Phone 474-2317 after 5:00
trombone. No student models. $135
"
N29P
Phone 753-7276.
N27P P*"'

•

Recreation
Conference
Scheduled

FRIDAY-NOVEMBER 24, 1972

After 5:00p.M.
Nola.'
-- '

•

411'

•`

•

HELP

OPEN
for KIT
and BU
-Above- Av.
Please App
CAPTAIN'S
Hw..
WAN TED M
and clean up.
license,
A
McKinney Da
Street, to Bern
WANTED MA
vice station. E
years old, m
Apply in p
Standard,Eas
SALESLADY
store, perma
resume to
Murray,Ky.
NEEDED ON
Murray are
furnished f
pleasure. Gro
insurance, r
per cent by
$12,000 first y
have previo
or sales aptit
be held any
on Saturday
Orkin in Pad
for appointm
LADIES W
information
tory by hou
$1.60 per hou
giving name
telephone n
U, Murray,

TWO BEDR
and mattr
tables, hig
tress, pans,
of clothin
uniforms. P
GUTTER
aluminum
Installed o
factory on
I.yles at
estimate.
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Sell It With A Classified Ad
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AUCTION SALE

•
ifts

olids,
ns
ection!
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FOR RENT

SERVICES OFFERED

AUCTION
SALE

ems
Price
5% Off

'40

hop
Parking
SUITE, electric
nt size. Table arid
Carl Todd, 205
N27P
ILITY pole, both
rent. Cheap. Also
pickup truck, has
conditioner. In tip
:Trifereds
:
=797ffie---"'
• 753-1257.
N27C
0 door Wizard
ith freezing unit at
• Baby car bed,
electric light for
Service pole for
Old wooden tbol
ne 753-1566. N27C

TOO,'1

4:00 and 6:00 p.m.

NOTICE

VERNON'S SHOE STORE
607 So. 4th Street
Phone 753-9885
- Across From K&N Root Beer -

12 Different Styles

HARNESS BOOTS

FOR RENT

Hazel, Ky.

NOTICE

NOTICE

UCTION SALE, Saturday, TWO BEDROOM furnished FOR THE finest FM stereo
to
subscribe
'ovember 25, 1:00 p.m. at trailer, air conditioned.One mile reception,
zzell Grocery in Coldwater, from Murray. $85.00 per month. Cablevision. 10 static free FM
y. This is the second big Army Garbage pick up and water stations are available for your
listening pleasure. Call Murray,
rplus auction to be held in this furnished. Phone Cadiz 522D14C
N27C Cablevision 753-5005.
ation. There will be Army 6332.
thes of all kinds, pants, shoes,
BARBER
ts, shirts, combat jackets, FURNISHED APARTMENT, HORNBUCKLE'S
ks, raincoats, gloves, and three rooms, with screened in Shop, 209 Walnut. Haircut $1.25.
ything you could mention. porch and utility closet. Phone 9:00 aiii.-4:00 pin, weekdays.
Saturday 9:00-6:00 p.m. Sunday
re will be tools of all kinds, 753-6524. Available December
N28C morning by appointment. Shoe
tarpaulins, tents, and some 1.
Shines by Rube Young, 25 cents
ique items.
ood and drinks will be served. THREE BEDROOM brick house, pair, boots 50 cents pair. N25NC
e dressed for cold weather. electric heat, fireplace, double
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
conducted by Otto Chester's carport. On Kentucky Lake, near
on Service, with Dan Miller, New Concord. Phone 436BY
OWNER; four bedrooin
N28C
entice auctioneer. For in- 2427.
,home, with large den, large
tion phone 435-4042, Lynn
private patio, large utility room,
ve, or 489-2373. "It pays to sell
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
Chester Way."
N24C
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE sell. Bank loan available to right
•
3 miles from Court Square
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
Has den, living room, kitchen, 75 342 nights.
TFC
dining room, and utility room.
Electric heat,storm doors and LAKE COTTAGE, Panorama
windows.
Shores, lake view, goes to TVA "THE
SKULL THE'-( FOUND
Available December 1.
line. Central air and heat. All new
`,46E`
Saturday night,
mAN
A MILL ION AND A
carpet, one bedroom. Phone 436Phone 435-4852 between 2160.
November 25, 6:30 p.m.
YEARS.
a
YOU'VE
SEEN AC11NG
N24C
Hazel Auction House

Several New Designs Just In From the Factory!
Be sure to come in and see the boots that won the 1972 American
Boot Designer Award.
iekID TO '
HALE MORE
1_11<E IT,

Harness Boots

$3000 Boots
For
n
Oly

Reg.
'
20.97

$ 1 697

$ 1 497
ANTIQUE BRICK two level
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
home, walkout basement, four
Two bedroom suites,
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, bedrooms, two baths, large
dinette set, coffee table,
New Shipment Men's and Women's
wtM presenis
living room, kitchen, bathroom family room, garage, paved
end tables, desk, old Singer
with shower and bath. One or two drive, trees and shrubs.
sewing machine, new
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- Available February. Phone 753MINNETONKA
couch with matching his
ments, South. 16th Street, 753- 8731.
N25C
and her chairs, electric
Decemberl4C
stove, wringer washer, old 6609.
Reg. '10.97
THREE BEDROOM brick home
organ
stool,
sewing
$697
TWO BEDROOM furnished or at 1614 Belmont Drive with 1 1 2
cabinet. *ash kettle, milk
unfurnished apartment, central baths, patio, den and outside
cans, glass-door pie safe,
Double Deer Skin and Double Water Buffalo
•heat and air. Good location. storage. Phone 753-5287.
N29C
buffet,
hutch, lamps, • Available October 1. Phone
753pictures, picture frames. A
4331.
E
linA
ter
Tu n AT,e
TFC NEWLY DECORATED two
We Have All Types ...
large
selection
of
115e lispPY Song-filt
bedroom
conditioned
air
house.
glassware, grab boxes.
APARTMENT, FOUR rooms, at 600 Broad Street. Under
• Many other items not furnished.
Reasonable rent, $8,000,00. Phone 753-6418 after
• mentioned.
$75.00. Gas heat, nicely fur- 4:30p.m.
N25C
nished. Phone 753-2891 after 5:30
Wilson & Thompson
p.m.
N25C TWO LOTS, Panorama Shores.
Auction Service
•
Lake view, goes to TVA line.
All Seats 75'
Wayne Wilson, Auctioneer
NUMB1111Th•MIL1111R
N24C
DUPLEX, unfurnished, two Phone 436-2160.
bedrooms. Within two blocks 9f
Charles Thompson
University. Electric heat and THREE BEDROOM brick house,
sieeacs000000000000000009
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back WILL BABY-SIT with one child
Apprentice Auctioneer
carpeting. $92.50 per month. storage, space for washer and
INVITATION TO BID
If You
dryer. Phone 436-5580.
N30C hoe work. Phone Rex Camp in my home, days. Phone 753- The Calloway County' Board of
See What's New
Phone 753-5421 after 5:00 p.m.
8531.
N29C
753-5933.
TFO
N25C
Education is asking for bids on
Miss
at The
- -tmt
BY OWNER; three bedroom'
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest one hundred I 100i band uniforms.
HELP WANTED
TWO BEDROOM Mobile home, house at 416 South 8th Street. ,MALLWORLDELECTRONIC5 Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South Specifications are on file in the
Please Phone
307 N. 4th 753-6091
in a quiet place. Rent can be Wall to wall, carpet, lots of
13th Street. "Every day you Board's office and interested
Your
RADIO, TELEVISION,
baths, plenty of
worked out as carpenters helper, cabinets,
in Aurora, Ky.
bidders may obtain a copy there.
lelay lets bugs have their
SMALL
APPLIANCE
closets, carport, porch and
full or part time. Call 753All
bids
must
be
in
the
Board's
way."
TFC
SALES 8, SERVICE
4770.
Office, 200 South 6th Street, on or
N25C utility. See H.B. Turner or phone SPECIALIZING IN CB 8 CAR
for KITCHEN HELP
753-6426 or 753-6753.
N27P RADIO REPAIR
YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service. before 12:00 Noon, December 4,
and BUS BOYS
For Everyone!
NEW THREE bedroom brick
grease 1972.
If No Results:
HOUSE-2 ACRES, 2'.2 miles JOHN'S REPAIR Service We clean septic tanks,
The
Calloway
Count
Board
of
apartment,
carpet,
central
heat
waste
of
kinds
all
traps,
-Above- Average Wages
STOCKING STUFFERS
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Education reserves the right to
Phone
and air7range,-disposal, washer south of Murray, recently
carpentry.Phone 753-5897 days or disposals. Phone Mayfield 247- reject any
ieniodeled,
paneling
and
carpet.
Please Apply In Person
or
all
bids.
.
and dryer hook up, large lot.
N29C
CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS
,
-- Deeember21C
753.7625 nights.
TFC 7048.
Priced to sell.
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC
House-4 acres 1 miles East of
-CANDLES4RIMS
Before 5:00 p.m.,
CAPTAIN'S KITCHEN
Montgomery Ward
Murray, 3 bedroom brick, barn BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
1293 Chestnut
Then
with fenced area, strawberry also bank gravel, fill dirt and
open 9-5 Weekday's
FOR RENT
Hwy. 641 N.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, HAVE YOUR BOAT
Sale, Wednesday only
patch. _
‘lodern Office Space-524
Open at Noon on Sundays
.
.m
a
n
.d
6
:3
p
.
0
mp
ti
:
1
3
0
After
un5
Returned
10
all
or
oft
percent
354-8161 after 5:DO p.m. TIC
sq. ft.-first floor, central
3 bedroom brick, barn with
Goods
TRAILER SPRAYED
WAN TED MAN for lubrication
heating, air, utilities
fenced area, strawberry patch.
Open till 7 00 P.M
wiring.
HOUSE
GENERAL
and clean up. Must have driver's
As of November 17, 1972, I will
furnished, parking space.
Lynn Grove home, 3 bedroom
SPRING!
BEFORE
too
job
license.
If interested contact
Apply
not be responsible for any other
Lassiter
brick, bedrooms and living room Installation or rework. No
big or too small. Call for estimate
McKinney Datsun, 604 South 12th
debts other than my own.
Western
carpeted. $21,200.
Dark
Fired
November 27P
Street,to Bernard Steen.
Ted Barnett.
Tobacco
TFC
58 acre farm, southwest of 436-2159, Jim.
N25P
Growers
Association, Tobacco,
Dexter, good bottom land.
BAND
-Tuesday.
PIANO TUNING. Registered
WANTED MAN to work in serBuilding, 206-208 Maple
$10,000.
NOTICE
Wednesday, Friday
753-9382 or 753-6995
vice station. Experienced. 25 to 30
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Nice 3 bedroom brick on Craftsman P.T.G. Phone Jerry
years old, married. Steady job.
and Saturday
Tels. 753-3341-3342.
Catalina Drive, kitchen-family Cain collect) Paducah 554It is necessary for the Water System to flush the fire
Apply in person to Scottie
room combination, living room 4636.
Decemberl2C
hydrants Saturday night, November 25th. The flushing
Standard, East Main Street. N25P
STONE'S RESIDENTIAL
carpeted. $19,000.
will begin about 10:00 p.m., and will be completed during
ONE BEDROOM furnished
AUTOS FOR SALE
Call: John Randolph Realty &
Heating-Air -Conditioning. 24
the night. If there is any discoloration in your water when
apartment, no children, no pets. Auction Co.,
hours service. Phone 436SALESLADY WANTED. Retail
753-8382, Keith
first turned on Sunday morning, flush well before using.
NEED HELP with your /176.
N3op 1961 FALCON wagon. Good
Hayes 489-2488, Joretta Ranstore, permanent position. Send $80.00 per month. Phone 753We are sorry for any' inconvenience, but it is required that
4759.
N27C dolph 753-8382.
hunting, fishing car. Runs good.
Holiday Sewing?
resume to P.O. Box 32-Q,
we do this twice a year.
N27C
TUNING-Repair- May: be seen at 1604 1 2 Miller
PIANO
Murray, Ky.
N28C
Blazers
A
Specialty
N29P
ONE BEDROOM house, 1616
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- Ave., Murray.
Murray Water &Sewer System
CARD OF 111ANKS
Phone 753-2353
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
NEEDED ONE salesman to work Farmer Ave. All electric. We wish to
express our deep
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, ,.PICKUP. 1970 Chevrolet, 29,000
Murray area. Company car Available now. Phone 753N27C appreciation to our many friends FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Murray:, Kentucky. Phone 753- miles, AM-FM Radio,6 cylinder,
rrra tra- • . C8 zr-rii-inrirs-trairtruirtrunnsirlurrTrwiriv
furnished for business and 3202.
and neighbors for their acts of
Dc,„nit,„.24: standard transmission. May be
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC 8911.
pleasure. Group hospital and life
kindness and sympathy extended
seen at 1613 Belmont Drive. N24C
insurance, retirement paid 100 TWO BEDROOM apartment, to us at the
passing of our loving
per cent by company. $8,000 to furnished, electric heat. One-2 aunt and
1968 FORE)truck with dump bed,
companion, Bessie
$12,000 first year potential. Must room office space. Available Canter.
Spiders
Termites
grain
bed plus cattle racks. Low C
have previous sales experience December 1. Phone R.W. We
are grateful to Dr. Eat Your Home
mileage, excellent condition. 1967
or sales aptitudelnterviews will Churchill 753-2736 or 753Marquart and to the BlalockOlds IS. Excellent condition
lb
N27C
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or 8395.
11111111 1„---•
Coleman ambulance drivers who
Phone 753-8090 after 5:00 piil.
Hwy. 641 North
Alma, Ky.
ic
on Saturday if necessary. Call
responded so promptly to our
N28C
PARTIALLY
FURNISHED
three
Roaches
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
Phone 753-0880
call. To the staff of the Murray
brick. Available
1970 MAVERICK, vinyl roof, new
for appointment.
TFC bedroom
Germs
Carry
Calloway
County
Hospital,
December 1. Couples preferred.
For AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
tires, low mileage. Excellent
especially the third floor nurses
condition. Phone 753-9997 or 753LADIES WANTED to gather $145.00 per month. 1669 Lyons
who labored so kindly' on her
• HURRICANE STRAPS • PLUMBING
TFC
N27C
8818. $1250.00.
information for new city direc- Ave. Phone 436-5870.
behalf, we say thank you.
tory by house to hiiiise canvas.
• PARTS • COLEMAN, DUO-THERM
The words of Dr. David Roos
1963 GMC pickup, 283 V8. Good
$1.60 per hour guaranteed. Reply TWO BEDROOM, 1 L2 bath and
Rev.
John
Jones
brought
condition.
brakes.
Has
new.
giving name, age, address and trailer, central heat and air.
& INTERTHERM FURNACES PARTS
$350.00. Phone 753-8124.
N29NC
N27C much comfort and hope to our
telephone number to P.O. Box 32- Phone 753-2744.
hearts. The quiet dignity of the
December4C
U, Murray, Ky.
staff of the J.H. Churchill
1963 OLDSMOBILE in good
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
MUSIC
Funeral Home made all things
condition. Need to sell. Phone
easier to bear.
day the year round...Winter and Summer.
FOR SALE
Puryear, Tenn., 247-3327 or 247The beautiful floral offerings,
N30C
5487.
the calls, the cards, the food and
Music Lessons
TWO BEDROOM suites, springs
Professional teachers of
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
presence of those who knew andl
LOST & FOUND
and mattresses, coffee, end
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
loved
most
her
are
gratefully
BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
LETS
accordion, drums and band
tables, high chair, baby mat•a
W
9-9-9 W LSI
9.A31 IL.9 ILIL9 L9
ILL9
instruments J 8. B Music
acknowledged and received. May
tress, pans, dishes. Many items
753
Center, Murray, Ky
weighing
calf,
BLACK
LOST
each of you know the comfort and
of clothing including white
7575.
about 350 pounds, about 5 miles
blessings of God's presence daily.
COLLECTOR'S
CORNER.
uniforms. Phone 753-6388. N24P
PEST CONTROL
east on Highway 94. Phone Leroy
Christmas Hour, 10:00 a.iii.-5j10
Bon I,. Canter and Family. 1TP
mdd 753-9198 or 753-8943. N301)
pin. Tuesday through Saturday,
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Pianos 'Organs
all
GUTTE'RS-SEARS
AVERAGE. HOME sprayed for 1:00-5:00 Sunday. Closed MonFOR SALE OR RENT
radio
stereo
10
STATIC
FM
free
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
aluminum seamless gutters
See why more people buy
day.'
Antique
rniture,
ria460:41.1.„.ziza.24Ltratted_
stations that can be found by $15.00. Six month guarantee. No
any cAr
-installed-5h
our- wAlFiltW_ sa_.thaner,it
depression
glass, 'candles,
Years
20
Over
Operated
and
monthly
Owned
:Home
contract
required.
piano
to
Installing.
FM
your
outlet
an
factory on wheels. Phone Larry
baskets, occupied Japan. Nett to
purchase Practice piano and
(in z
. acre private lot. Shown by
Licensed by State of Kentucky
existing cablevision installation. Superior Exterminating Comstudios. .,& B Mee
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
fair grounds. Phone 753pany..phone153dippiiintment
_
°My.
--'Phone
•
753Murray, Ky. 753-7575.
TviruiThy7-r-ba leVISITin, 753Member Chamber of Commerce
D14C
estimate.
.,,,21,•C •
Decemberk• 1X49t,J:
4534.
N251)
014C 7266,

CNisTMat

INT WC,
11118StOr
IN

MOCCASIN

WESTERN
BOOTS

SAT & SUN
1:00 til 3:00

Your Paper

Hitching Post

OPENINGS

Paper Carrier
First

UNIQUE GIFTS

_ -7
,
53-1_916

753-7278

E

MYHILt &WILSON

& Kimball

The Time

IF
WANT A
PIANO

•
•••••••••-.4
.
..

ye Got The
ion & Prices!

D'S PIANOS
ORGANS
y - Paducah,

Blue Marlin
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* New Location *

C

• aide pups, ready to
19" RCA portable
vith stand. Phone 435N27NC
coat, size 4. Like
N.27NC
• 753-2868.

FM stereo reception.
roe FM stations are
for your listening
For more information
v Cablevision 753DecemberI4C

LVES
to Weaning Age

5:00 p.m.

Bill's Mobile Home Repair

Protect Your Home!

1

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

`41

Kentucky Roundup
PIKEVILLE, Ky AP )-State and federal officials say plans
have been abandoned for a state park at Fishtrap Lake in Pike
County.
Park plans announced Oct. 8, 1970 by former Gov. Louis B.
Nunn were apparently shelved after Nunn left office last
December, officials said.
Plans, unveiled during a celebration at Pikeville College, called
for development of 20 separate locations, with camp sites, hiking
trails, and boat launching ramps.
However, negotiations to lease more than 16,000 acres of
lakeside property from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers fell
through, and the park was never officially made part of the parks
system.
SOMERSET, Ky.( AP -Pulaski County Judge John W. Garner, the new president of the Kentucky County Judges
.Assnriation, says revenue sharing can be like "a Santa Claus
coming to the poor counties."
His only concern is that misuse of the funds would result in
federal strings quickly being tied to the program.
To prevent that happening, Garner thinks that judges' group
should hold seminars for county judges and members of fiscal
courts to educate officials to the uses and potentials of the revenue
sharing program.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. ( AP)-Kentucky's new Public
Defender, Anthony M. Wilhoit is setting a fast pace as he travels
around the state to establish the new legal defense system.
The 37-year-old Versailles attorney, who was appointed by Gov.
Wendell Ford Oct. 17 to have the system in operation statewide.
Under legislation enacted by the 1972 General Assembly, any
indigent defendant facing a six-month jail sentence or a fine of
$500 or more is entitled to free counsel.
Wilhoit, who says he believes the quickest way to get the system
going is to meet with those directly concerned with setting up
plans, has meetings scheduled at London, Richmond and
Prestonsburg before winding up in Elizabethtown Dec. 1.
WINCHESTER, Ky.( AP1-Two children died and another was
critically injured in a Thanksgiving night fire that gutted their
one-story frame house in Winchester.
The victims, who were the children of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Barker,
were identified as Juanita Carol Barker, 2, and Roger Dale
Barker, 4.
Three-month-old Lee Barker Jr. was rescued from the blaze by
neighbors and admitted to the University of Kentucky Medical
Center in critical condition.
The cause of the blaze is under investigation.

World News Briefs
SAIGON (AP)-American B52s blasted supply targets for a
third straight day in their heaviest raids of the war in North
Vietnam, the U.S. Command said today. Meanwhile, a Navy
fighter-bomber disabled in a landing mishap became the 9th U.S.
aircraft lost in Southeast Asia in the last five days.
The Command said 14 missions by the Air Force stratofortresses, each with three planes, struck at military supply concentrations near the coastal cities of Vinh and Dong Hoi in the 24
hours ending at noon today. The big bombers have flown 41
missions in the area below the 20th parallell in the last three days
while bad weather has continued to curtail tactical fighterbomber air strikes.
LA PAZ, Bolivia ( AP)-Striking textile workers barricaded
themselves inside their factories and vowed to remain "until the
ultimate consequences" after the Bolivian government declared
a nationwide state of emergency to counter what it call an
"overt
plot" against the regime.
The workers began a 24-hour walkout early Thursday. Shortly
afterward the government announced the state of siege, ordered
troops, tanks anclpelice to surround the textile factory district in
northern La Paz, arrested an undeterniined nurribee OUtvorkers
and positioned army assault cars in working class neighborhoods.
HOLLYWOOD (AP)-Actress Marie Wilson, $6, who won
stardom as radio and television's feather-brainedrieeritary in
"My Friend Irma," died Thursday of cancer. She signed her first
contract with Warner Brothers in the 30s at 15 and appeared in
many movies, including -Boy Meets Girl," -Girl in Every Port."

People In The News
TARRYTOWN, N.Y. API-AFL-CIO President George Meany
has been admitted to Phelps Memorial Hospital as a
precautionary move after suffering slight chest pains.
"We have no definite evidence of. a coronary attack," Dr.
Raymond Phillips a local physician, said after Meany was admitted Thursday. "His condition is stable. He is good and well."
Meany, 78, and his wife had been staying at a motel, where he
suffered the chest pains while on a visit here to spend the
Thanksgiving holiday with their daughter and son-in-law at
nearby Briarcliff Manor.
COLUMBIA S.C. (API-Movie actress Yvette Mimieux and
director-producer Stanley Donen have been married at the home
of his sister.
Mrs. Larence G. Goldstein, the sister, had reported Wednesday
that the couple had changed their minds about being married in
Columbi, where Donen grew up, and had flown to the Virgin
Islands.
Mrs. Goldstein said Thursday however, that the two were
married at her house because leaving the city. She said she did
not know their destination.
NEW YORK ( AP i-Romano Mussolini, the youngest son of the
late Benito Mussolini. Italy's fascist ruler of World Wars!!, says
Italy today is returning to much of his father's political
philosophy.
Mussolini, 45, a jazz pianist, said in an interview that he has "no
political ambitions" but likes politics very much and thinks
"there are many who like to return to some part of fascism."
He is in New York for his first concert in this country at Town
Hall on Saturday night.
Having such as "infamous but respected"
name "has not
hurt my career," Mussolini said. "People naturally associated
me with my father but they know me for myself."
HOLLYWOOD ( AP i-Actress-singer Ann-Margret is
rehearsing for an opening next Tuesday in I.as Vegas which will
be her first appearance after recovering from injuries from a fall
during a performance.
The Swedish-born beauty recently had the wires remOved from
her jaw and a plaster cast taken from her left arm.
She suffered facial bone fractures, including a broken jaw, a
broken arm and a broken knee cap in the.30-foot fall before the
curtain went up on her night-club _act nine weeks ago at Lake
Tahoe, Nev.,
,
- -HOLLYWOOD I AP i-Actress Debbie Reynolds has fileirsiiiiarOna‘iorraer business manager Irvin Briskin, contending he
defraudee her of $335,000 by undervaluing stock she siltI him and
that he failed to make full payment on debts owed her.
She filed the suit earlier this week in Superior Court.
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Waterfield New Power Rescue Tool To
Room To Be Be Demonstrated Here Soon
Dedicated

December 14 is the date set
for a demonstration in Murray
of the new power rescue tool
called "jaws of life" developed
By Dwain McIntosh
by Hurst Performance InMore than two tons of papers
corporated.
and mementos reflecting the 30
Members of the Murray
years of Harry Lee Waterfield's
Woman's Club saw a similar
public and political career will demonstratio
n at the fall board
officially becorne-a part of the meeting at
Barren River State
Murray State University
Park in September and became
library collection Dec. 2.
interested in bringing the
During
ceremonies to
Midwest Fire and Rescue
dedicate the Harry Lee
Equipment
Company,
Waterfield Graduate Reading
distributors
of
the
tool, to
Room on the top floor of the
main library, the former twotime lieutenant governor and
1932 alumnus will sign papers
(Continued from Page 1)
finalizing the agreement made
part of all students by the time
three years ago.
they have completed the
A coffee and reception at 3:30 elementary
grades," Edward
p.m., followed by the formal
Curd, Coordinator of the Title I
program at 4 p.m. in the newlyprogram said.
renovated quarters, will make a
Remedial reading teachers
further tribute to the Calloway
are: Mrs. Jeannie Crittenden,
County native who is now a
Almo; Mrs. Margarette WinFrankfort insurance executive.
chester, Hazel; Mrs. Randa
Currently a member of the Cunningham,
Lynn Grove; Mrs.
university board of regents, he
Linda Smotherman, New
has been tied closely to the
Concord; Mrs. Lashlee Roster,
school since it was founded in
Faxon; and Mrs. Margaret
1922. As a young boy from the
Sims, Kirksey.
Tobacco corrununity he often
The reading
program is
worked and played on the farm
supported by three librarians.
that is now the site of the oldest
One librarian is employed to
section of the campus.
serve two schools. They give
The student anion building special
attention to those
was named in his honor in 1959.
students enrolled in the reading
He was the recipient of an
program, seeing that they
honorary Doctor of Laws
select books on their level and
degree in 1969. And earlier this
encourage them to read more
year he was chosen master of
books. A well equipped library
ceremonies for Day of
is located at each elementary
Rededication ceremonies to
center.
mark a milestone in the Golden
The librarians are, Mrs.
Anniversary Observance on the
Joanna Sykes, Lynn Grove and
campus.
Kirksey; J.W. Jones, Almo and
Four glass cases in the
Faxon; and Mrs. Patsy Pittreading room will feature
man, Hazel and New Concord.
displays of papers and
One Health Nurse, Mrs.
mementos tracing the life and
Lucille T. Ross, serves the six
poticial career of Waterfield.
participating schools. Her
'Mementos for the display will
services include coordination of
be selected from a wide range of
screening procedures for
items-nameplates, No. 2
tuberculosis, vision, hearing,
license plates from his terms as
dental, diabetes, and growth
lieutenant governor, office
and development. Much time is
decor, trophies and plaques, an
given to supervision of needed
historic
assortment of follow-up
and correction.
gavels. pens, souvenirs,
Mrs. Ross supervises and
commemorative symbols,
assesses the completeness of
trinkets and handcrafted obperiodic health examinations
jects, along with a wide array of
for the students and all school
gifts accumulated during his
employees.
years in public life.
Mrs. Ross also assists with
Papers in the display will be
health education programs for
chosen from books, documents,
parents and students. She works
manuals, correspondence,
closely with the teachers who
photographs and negatives,
have
referrals
for
tape recordings, movie reels,
psychological evaluations of
microfilmed data,..press-clipindividual students. pings and campaign buttons.
Both the reading program
The remainder of the
and its supportive services
Waterfield collection will be
including all equipment, and
housed in the special collections
supplies are
completely
section of the library.
financed under Title I, ESEA.
Charles F. Hinds, director of No local or state funds are
libraries and chairman of the required for this program.
planning committee for the
reading room dedication, called
the Waterfield collection "a
valuable asset" to the library.
He explained that it is part of an
emphasis to collect material
on modern politics.
Word has been received of the
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, death of the father of Harry F.
university president, will make Hampsher. The man died
the statement dedicating the Thursday after suffering a
reading room, and Hinds will cerebral hemorrhage at his
accept the new facility on behalf home.
of the library. Mancil Vinson,
Funeral services will be held
director of alumni affairs, will Saturday.
serve as master of ceremonies.
His son, Harry F. Hampsher,
now resides at 14 North Parkdale, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Hampsher and his family
formerly resided in Murray
while he was minister of music
of the First Baptist Church.
(Continued from Page 1

Reading Plan...

Harry Hampsher's
Father Succumbs

Library ...

seven additional projects for the
1972-73 fiscal year
and
additional $61,500 for four new
projects for 1973-74.
The first 7 new projects
received their
first checks
October 19, 1972 who were:
Bell county-Middlesboro$28,000; Fulton County-$1l,500;
Harlan CountyCumberland
Branch -$14,500; Jessamine'
County414,500; Logan County$10,000; Owen County-$11,000;
Scott County-$13,000.
The other 22 county library
projects are:
Barren
County -$7,000;
Bourbon County -$1 0,888.
Breckinridge County-49,329;
Butler County-$7,988; Calloway
County-$12,562; Edmonson
County-S7,988; Floyd County$7,276; Hancock County-$7,988;
Hart County-$9,166; Johnson
County-$11,832; Kenton County$30,000; LeRue County-07,8;
Leslie C,ounty48,224; Lincoln
(.'ounty-$9,778;. Lyon CountyMarshall County-69,255; Meade
Metcalfe
County-$6,500;
County-$7,988; Nelson County$11,620; Perry County-014,976;
Rowan County -$9,984.

Miss Dora Ross
Dies Wednesday
Miss Dora Ross of Alino
Route One passed away Wednesday at 3:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 83 years of
age.
The deceased was a member
of the Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. She was
born January 31, 1889, and was
the daughter of the late Elijah
Ross and Nancy Jane Redden
Ross.
Miss Ross is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Edith Hughes, 213
South 15th Street, Murray, and
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at eleven a.ni, at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Horne, Bentoti, with Rev. James
Garrett and Rev. Eura Mathis
officiating.
-Infei--menrylinbe in the Mt.
Carmel Cemetery in Calloway
County with the arrangements
by the Linn Funeral Home,
Benton, where friends may call.

Murray for a demonstretion.
The Murray Jaycees had 'Ono
expressed an interest
sponsoring such a demonstration.
Recently members of the
Murray Woman's Club met with
representatives from civic
organizations, industry, and
city and county officials including the Lions Club, Jaycees,
Optimists, Kiwanis, Business
and Professional Woman's
Club, Quota Club, Tappan,
Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray,
Murray City Council, Calloway
County Rescue Squad, the
county judge's office, and the
Murray Police and Fire
Departments.
At this meeting the possibility
of having a demonstration of the
power tool and purchasing one
unit for Murray and Calloway
County was presented. Those
persons present as well as other
organizations contacted but
unable to attend encouraged the
demonstration and after seeing
the
tool
demonstrated
discussing the possibility of the
purchase.
The portable, Hurst Power
Rescue Tool incorporates eight
years of engineering improvements. This versatile tool
is a jaw-like device that can pull
or lift five tons to free a trapped
victim. The device operates in
any position, requires only
an
1oor
f 000one-man
re
thumb
railtionp,o
operation, offers
ssffeure
of usable, life-saving force,
features quiet hydraulic
operation that is flameless and
free of spinning blades or
wheels, and can raise a car,
roof, steering column, dash, or
remove doors.
Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County are asked to
mark December 14 on their
calendars so they may see this
remarkable tool in action. The
probable location for the
demonstration is the downtown
area at approximately two p.m.
The Murray Woman's Club
will sponsor the demonstration
with assistance from the
Murray Jaycees and both the
police and fire department.
Further plans will be announced at a later date.

City School I
Lunch Menu
The lunch menu for the
Murray City Schools for the
week of November 27December 1, is as follows
ubject to occasional change if
ne ssitated by marketing or
tra
rtation problem):
Monday-Hot dog, bun, later
tots,
p apple,
cookie,
mustard, no
Tilesday-Miff,, rolls,
butter & jelly, green beans,
creamed potatoes, 'lk.
Wednesday-Chili, seanut
butter
on crackers,
e,
peaches, milk.
Thursday-Sloppy Joe, b
whole kernel corn, applesauce,
cake milk.
Friday-Fish square, cornbread, buttered potato, slaw,
moon pie, milk.

Dr. Newman To Give
Recital On Tuesday
Dr. Elizabeth Newman,
mezzo-soprano and an assistant
professor of music at Murray
State University, will present a
faculty recital on the campus
Tuesday evening, Nov. 28.
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, her
program will include songs by
Handel, Rossini, Mahler,
Duparc,.Dubussy, Poulenc and
Kennedy-Fraser.
She will be accompanied on
the piano by Thomas Baker of
the music faculty, and during
the first number she will be
assited by Leo Blair, violin,
Jack Winter, harpsichord, and
Neale Mason,
cello, all
members of the music faculty.

"They are shifts that the official church neither recognizes
nor appears to care very much
about.The study, the first in a
planned series of yearly monitoring reports on iattitudes and
behavior of U.S. Catholics, is
based on survey statistics gathered by the National Opinion
Research Center at the University of Chicago.
The center's director, the
Rev. Andrew M. Greeley, a
priest-sociologist, and an associate, William C. McCready,
say in the report that a
"marked similarity" has developed between Catholics and
Protestants about abortion.
Both have modified their attitudes about it and "there isinot
nearly the religious difference
over this question that conventional wisdom has intimated, says the report.
On sexual morality, the report also notes that Catholics
and Protestants are now "quite
alike" in their attitudes about
premarital intercourse.
In both groups, about 50 per
cent think it "always wrong"
or "almost always wrong;" 26
per cent of Catholics-and-22 per
Alta of_PiotestantA _think it
"wrong only sometlitiels
-;'/
per cent of Catholics and '24 per
'tent ofierotestants think if "not
wrong at
Most Cattitlic laity and tier-

Kissinger, Le Duc Tho
Meet For An Hour Today
PARIS(AP)- Henry A. Kissinger and Hanoi's Le Duc Tho
met for an hour today at a suburban rendezvous after putting
out word that the meeting had
been called off.
A television crew of the Columbia Broadcasting System
tracked Kissinger to the secret
meeting place in Chousy-le-Roi,
not far from the North Vietnamese delegation headquarters.
Kissinger told a CBS reporter
on the spot that he planned to
meet Tho again Saturday.
The North Vietnamese delega'hqn earlier announced that
there ere would be no meeting tody, and American
sources tàtly confirmed the
announceniera,
It appeared ftt the two delegations were trAg to throw
newsmen and photographers off
the track after the .earlier
Meeting place at Gif-sur-Y ette
was discovered - also b
television
h
ovnies-iooar
CBTStele
..
The
meeting was
the shortest since Kissinger and
Tho began their current session
Monday in an effort to complete the peace agreement they
drafted last month.
President Nixon's security
adviser and the Hanoi politburo
member conferred for six hours
at Gif-sur-Yvette Thursday.
Choisy is 10 miles south of
Paris. Gif-sur-Yvette is 15
miles southwest of Paris.
The French news agency
Agence France Presse quoted
reliable sources as saying Kis-

singer and Tho had run into
serious difficulties.
On Monday they met for 5/
1
2
hours, Tuesday for 41
/
2 hours
and Wednesday for 3/
1
2 hours.
The Thursday session continued
the relaxed mood of the secret
talks.
The two delegations lunched
together, and Kissinger and
Tho emerged several times into
the walled garden, walking up
and down in animated and apparently friendly conversation.
They punctuated their remarks with sweeping gestures
and at one point Tho grasped
Kissinger's arm in a friendly
manner.
The two came to the garden
gate after lunch and allowed
themselves to be photographed
together.
Photographers
shouted for them to pose shaking hands, but they ignored the
request.
Kissinger, as usual, left first
after the meeting and drove
back to the U.S. Embassy to
report to President Nixon. Tho,
as usual, arrived first and left
last. The villa is owned by the
French Communist party.
Earlier in the day, South
VietnaMese President Nguyen
Van Thiets security adviser,
Nguyen Phif.Duc, arrived from
Saigon. Thieu presumably sent
Duc to Paris to reaffirm his objections to some Parts of the
draft, particularly the failure to
require the withdrawal Of\Nortla
Vietnamese troops from Seuth
Vietnam and re-establishment
of the demilitarized zone.
Hanoi officials have rejected
both demands.

I

Astronauts To Test For
Water On lunar Surface

Miss Newman earned the
Master of Music degree at the
Eastman School of Music and
the Doctor of Music degree at
Florida State University.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
By HOWARD BENEDICT
F.H. Newman, Jr., of Houston,
AP erospace Writer
Texas, will be in the audience
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla.(AP)
for the recital. They will be
spending several days with her - Water on the moon? The
Apollo 17 astronauts will carry
during a visit to Murray.
two space age "divining rods"
There is no admission charge to sound for water below the
for the concert and the public is surface during their moon misinvited to attend.
sion which starts Dec. 6.
If water is locked inside the
moon, it would greatly simplify
the task of establishing a base
on the moon at some later date.
Explorers and colonizers would
not have to lug their own supply from earth. They could use
the lunar source for drinking
and cleaning ant could..Lap it
gy now also reject the church's for vital breathing oxygen.
ban against contraception, the
Until last year, most lunar
study notes, accepting a birth scientists agreed the moon was
control practice long approved probably waterless. Then two
by most Protestants.
Rice University scientists reAlthough Catholics tradition- ported that an instrument left
ally have been more frequent on the surface by the Apollo 12
churchgoers than Protestants, astronauts had detected evithe patterns now are becoming dence of water vapor, perhaps
more similar, mainly due to venting through cracks.
changed habits among CathoMost researchers are skeptilics under 40, the study says.
cal, believing the water de"Catholics are becoming tected more than likely came
more like the rest of the popu- from the lunar landing craft or
lation ..." the report says. that it was waste water
"They are less readily identi- dumped from the orbiting
fiable as a separate bloc wheth- Apollo 12 command ship.
er we look at church attendThe Apollo 17 astronauts, inance, moral issues or attitudes cluding Dr. Harrison H.
about the legality of con- Schmitt, a geologist, feel their
troversial issues."
Despite the "evidence of a
coming apart of the traditional,
tightly knit organization of the
church," the study says, the
"collective hiearchy" seems too
preoccupied with protecting
their powers to face the problems.

Major Shifts Noticed
Among Catholic Churches
,NEW YORK ( AP) - An
analysis of attitudes among
American Roman Catholics
says their former unity in moral-religious views "seems to be
finished" and they are becoming "virtually indistinguishable" from Protestants.
In both groups, similar varieties of opinion have arisen on
such matters as church attendance,sexual morality and aborLion, the study says.
Citing statistical comparisons
between now and 10 years ago,
the study says the rapid shifting of views among Catholics,
paralleling older Protestant
trends, have come even though
official Catholic teachings have
remained unchanged. The report adds:

paba.
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chances of finding water are
slim, but don't rule out the possibility.
Commander Eugene A. Cernan said, "I think that when
you have something as exotic
as the moon, something we
have much to learn about ...
there's always the possibility of
finding anything, anywhere.
"With our experiments, we're
going to get a good idea whether there is water on the moon,"
he said. "The probability is
pretty low, but we can't discount the possibility.
Cernan and Schmitt will operate a new experiment to measure electrical and- mechanftal - properties of the subsurface
down to a depth of more than a
half a mile, including matter
that might be in the form of ice
or permafrost.
Astronaut Ronald E. Evans,
who will orbit the moon while
Cernan and Schmitt explore the
surface, also will operate a water detection device called a lunar sounder. It is to transmit
three electronic beams to examine the moon to a depth of
almost three-quarters of a mile.
Besides searcti; -g for water,
the beams will map metallic
deposits, determine geological
composition and locate subterranean caverns or hollows.

Commission To Take
Action In Lumbering

Seen & Heard . .
Continued from Page
By the way: if you want a good
turkey, put him in the broiler
about 8:00 p.m, put in three
cups of water, put the oven on
225 and let him cook all night.
We usually put some butter or
oleo on the turkey and salt and
pepper him. Better tie him up
with string otherwise by
morning he will be layed out
like dinner on the ground.

A shrewd businessman was
on a trip through the Southwest
and was looking for presents to
take home to his friends. He
spotted an Indian with a pile of
blankets for sale and asked him
how much helvanted for the lot.
"A hundred dollars," the Indian
said. "Nothing doing," replied
the businessman. "I'll give you
twenty-four dollars." The Indp-his bleakets -ad
started to walk away. "Listen,
Mister," he said, "bargains like
Manhattan Island you're not
going to get anymore."
0

WASHINGTON ( AP - The tions, more than in any other
Price Commission says it will industry.
take "significant action" bePrice violations cited by the
cause of widespread price-con- commission included increasing
trol violations and illegal busi- prices without first clearing
ness practices in the lumber in- them with the commission, a
dustry.
procedure required for comThe commission said Monday panies with annual revenues
it has found a 30-per-cent viola- over $100 million.
tion rate in price and profit reOther violations, it said,
ports : filed by lumber com- were: exceeding profit-margin
panies subject to rice controls. limitations; exceeding allow"There's a little bit of greed able markups; and, in the case
throughout the system," said of companies with less than
Peter Carpenter, the commis- .0100 million annual revenues,
sion's deputy executive director increasing prices without adewhrrheaded a special review of quate cost justification.
the lumber industry.
Illegal business practices alCarpenter said the review leged by the commission inshowed "the level of noncom- cluded pyramid wholesaling
in
pliance is higher than in other which the same carload of
industries" and that violations wood products is sold back and
appeared to be scattered forth between two or more lumthroughout various segments of ber wholesalers, with a markup
the lumber industry.
added each time, before the
The Cost.of Living Council carload is sold to the customer.
reimposed price controls on the
The commission also cited inindustry in June after it was stances of "paper" transactions
dissatisfied with pricing prac- for sales of wood products
to
tices during a period free of the outlets in Canada
although the
- products never left the country;
The cominix's
.ion said the In- schemes to ship lumber of poor
ternal Revenue Service has quality; and false
juotification
launched its own probe and .of cost increases through
in-.
plans 367 separate investiga- tracompany transfers.
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NEEDLECRAFTS

SHORT CUTS TO SEWING SKILL. By Thelma
Lane. Fascinating reference book designed to end
all sewing problems. Over 250 photos with short
explanatory text & a gallery of hints, shortcuts &
new ideas help streamline the age-old art of sewing.
Sale 92.49
•
Pub. at $5.95.

Theodore C. Sorensen

By the special

candor & objectivity, 758 Pp
Pub. at $10.00

iI
438 a BOOK OF CNRI$TMAS.
By Nrn Sansom Sum -quo s volume of superb il ustrati ns &
entrancing test that de rib!,
the customs & Cetettlaft Os of
ChrittrASS thtOugt10110 the(Or 0
art
covering the titerature
Yuletide dishes. meals & i taikt
Ittati the U S to Africa) much
more 90 illus
64 pp .i TUtt
'
2" I 10-.
/
01.0R 71
Pub at $1450
will $6 94

SAM $4.18

,

I

s3.ole

KENNEDY. By
of
counsel to the late President, a perceptive study
IFS the man, the Senator, the candidate & the Prissi•
dent, covering eleven years of key crises and momon.
tous turning points - a personal memoir of surprising

1165.

NEW ARRIVALS

Pub at
SI THE *KOWA Of GIIIIRAN. Ed by Joseph Sheban firilloonl
rOrnPena,,, of Gaston ophotanst ond mo•ans
Pub at $311

53 SPIRITS REBELLIOUS, Gibran e•presses his innermost feel
ings on me . • ii1 rebellion ogoino the opprespon of man
by rnoPub- at 12 75

Ghiac oas his plalosophscai
Of Mortgage Of Divinity 00

$46. THOUGHTS AND MEDITATIONS_ Clearly conveys the spirair•
al message of Cpbton the immottol
Pub at $3.00

SS TEARS AND LAUGHTER. The vets, heart of the myttic Fos!
•rbgtrges in Om seletchonrot magagfaent prose and poetry
Pub at 12.7$

Pub al 12.7$

54. SPIRITUAL SAYINGS OF KARR MIMI. The,. sayings'
'ewe& how antent wisdom may by °poked to modern prob.

57 VOICE Of THE MASTER
views on the gmponderobles
Mon Of Reason Of to.

A
NEN N. FS COMPLETE NEEDLECRAFT:
the
For
Guide.
Comprehensive
Practical &
beginner & seasoned needlewoman alike. instructions & information on every conceivable
aspect of the craft, the answers to all needlework
problems. Illustrated with 200 photos, 16 pages
FULL COLOR
Special Import 63.98

•

1

beloveds
87 RANI Gibran: SECRETS Of THE HEART By
Moder eleven rnowIng storlos rn svh.ch trod. ha thoughts on,
and turns for -the gaping wounds in the side of society
PIN. at 13.75.

$

52. THE PROCESSION. Intonate portrait of the world famous
author of -The Prophet
Pub. st ST 7S

Si. MIRRORS Of THE SOUL. Trans! D Ed by Joseph Sheldon
Mew collection of Iota& writings of the lode, day prophet of
the Mtddlic East
Pub. at $5.75

SO A SELVPORTRAIT Ed by herfionY 8 ferns fefffeefe record of a iestless carative nii.nd as shown in his 'ewers wirer
the span 1904 1930
Pub. at 1300

Pub at $3.00

Tender story of Gibron s love for

48 TNE NATURE Of LOVE By Andwrw Crib Sherton The ph,
losophy of Love of the immortal Ogbran An artful esominatton
of his feeltngs ond belatfs
Pub. at 64.75

49 THE BROKEN WINGS
Selma Karomy

A'a9A/GthioN
morHir

//1A V(KA I)
Tifi HE,INT

11P
0
Author of "The Prophet'
UNBELIEVABLY
PRICED
AT ONLY

=

'

* FREE GIFT WRAP *

Ph. 753-7334

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE

Mon.-Fri. 8:00 to 8:00
Saturday 9:00 to 5:00

Across from MSU Library

Hundreds of Books at a Fraction of Original Price
Shop Early for Best Selections!!

764 THE MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE (00811001( 'he fused
ayogloblb,wals
,o,lect.On o0 ,nOwth watermg with cottee_vergpes
foscmating ,nformotion about coffee In.9ene.al new ways of
molting a dishes with coffee as an ingredient treats that are
,
tor'
with coffee & much '
,
bed when
Salo SI 1111
Pub at $4 95 ,

787 Margaret Mitchell s MEALTIME MAGIC COOKBOOK
1 001 teded easy to follow reciPes h•nts r,prbo,tses yotas
all you need to mo. about
hots, work charts A qu,des
cooking swecv meal every., cloy throvah the %octets of of•rnt
num _top cookery.
Sale $1 90
Pub at S4 IIS

COOKBOOKS

HENRY
'$O AMERICA THE REAUTIFUL IN THE WOROS OF
roki0SWORTN LONGFELLOW Ocelots from mastefltiece&
hallOry Over 43 photos, 30
Amer.]. logkiOre
.Dior
Spacial $3.98
Pub at $7.95

SIN AMERICA'S LAST CHANCE. Senator Gaylord Nelson
emphasizes the ,MPOttanCe of ecological balance to the
Quality & esistence of hre about 65 photos
Seeciai $2 sa
Pub at SG 95

On THE NATIONAL PARRS OF AMERICA. New Centennial
Edition, in which separate chapters document the wildlife & wildeiness heritage of our 36 National Parks.
Over 185 photos, 90 lull color
Spacial $7.96
PM. at $17.95

SIN. AMERICA TIN BEAUTIFUL IN THE WORDS OF HENRY
DAVID TINHAU. Thoreau s relevant 'erections 44 flat
uralist. essayist, social critic A poet 69 pnotos, over
40 full color
SINtetal
Pub. at $7 VS

594 AMERICA THE !BEAUTIFUL IN THE WINDS OF RALPH
WALDO EMERSON. E•cerpts from Emerson s relevant
pcsenis essays tetters I lectures 60 select photos
40 lull color
Special 13.1111
PM. M $7.115

SRI AMERICA THE 'BEAUTIFUL IN THE WORDS OF WALT
WHITMAN A broad cross section of Whitman s Masterpleces from boyhood to maturity & oid age 60 photos
40 cull color
Sams' $3 94
Pub at 07 95

gui 440
America's weave -

et8R.0,
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KAHLIL GIBRAN

Our Lowest Prices of The Season!!

COUNTRY BEAUTIFUL BOOKS
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BARBARA RUSH, appearing in a guest role as an old friend Maude hasn't seen in 25 years. turns
out to be beautiful, rich and chic instead of old and withered as Maude experts, on "Maude- Tuesdas.
Nov. ZS 47:00-7:30 p.m.. CST) on the CBS Television Network. Beatrice Arthur stars in the title roles
of the series.
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Pre-Christmas Sale
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Handsome, well-constructed volumes which dramatically interpret the beauty of America and
inspire its preservation Each volume is profusely illustrated, with many full color plates_
Ideal for gifts! Each is 9" x 12" in site.
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Christopher Closeup
News & Weather
The Answer
Herald of Truth
The Archie%
Globetrotters
CBC News
Camera Three
Face dm Nation
NFL Game
Green ES/NS/Wash.
4:00 "Prince/Pauper"
5:00 Sixty Minutes
6:00 Lassie
6,30 Anna/King
7:00 MASH
7:30 Sandy Duncan
8:00 Dick Van Dyke
8:30 Marini*
9:30 Public Affairs
1000 News/Wee/Sports
10:45 The Virginian

6:00
6:30
7,00
7:30
8:00
8- 30
9:00
10:00
10:30
11:30

CAPE GIRARDEAU 1121

NASHVILLE (4)
7:30 Cathedral
8:30 Day of Discovery
9:00 Herald of Truth
9:30 This is/Life
10:00 Comm. Worship
10:30 It is Written
11:00 Gidget
11:30 Meet the Press
12:00 F'Biall Double,
Buffalo @ Cleveland
3:00 KC @ Oakland
6:00 Scene @ Six
6:30 World of Disney
7:30 Sun. Mystery:
"Columbo"
9:30 Scene @ Ten
10:00 "Destruction"
11:00 Grambling F'Etall
Grarnbling vs
Univ/Nevadia
12:00 With This
Ring

7:30 Baptist Church
8:00 Gospel Music
8:30 Voice of
Bible Baptist
9:00 Akron Baptist
Temple
10:00 Grambling F'Etall
11:00 Sunday Morning
Movie
12:30 Country Carnival
1:00 Roller Game of
the Week
3:00 Prayer/Faith
3:30 Sea Hunt
4:00 Suspense Thee.
5:00 Outer Limits
6:00 WC Fields Thee.
7:30 Sun. Night
Cinema
9:30 Rollin
10:00 News
10:15 Sun. Showcase

PADUCAH (29)

1

NFL Game/Week
Heaven's Jubilee
Carl Tipton
James Robison
Good News
Oral Roberts
Faith for Today
Face the Nation
TSU Football
Pro Football
Bill Pace
OVC Basketball
60 Minutes
WL AC Reports
Anna & the King
MASH
Sandy Duncan
Dick Van Dyke
Mannix
Protectors
News/Weather/Sports
"Savage Innocents"

NASHVILLE 15/
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:30
10:00
10:30

NEW 'WM\ ILJP1).— After
a five-year lapse. "CBS Sports

Tv notes

F'RIDAY —NOVEMBER 24, 072

Paul Wendkos has been
signed by producer Harold C.
Cohen to direct "Honor Thy

presented as a dramatic special
this season on the CBS
Television Network.

for-television films and series
dramas. He also directed the
theatrical motion picture "The

Paul Wendkos To Direct 'Honor Father'

7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00

The Story
Day of Discovery
James Robison
Oral Roberts
Gospel Hour
Bullwinkle
Make a Wish
Curiosity Show
Directions
Issues & Answers
This is the Life
Sun. Matinee
Wrestling
College Football
Lawrence Welk
F.B.I.
"Once Upon a Time
in the West'•
11:15 Weekend News
11:30 "Nice Little Bank
That Should Be
Robbed"

HARRISBURG (3)

NOV. 26

Complete repair service on all makes of TV's and Antennas. Good selection of 1973 Sylvania Color TVs &
Stereo's in stock.

Dealer In Murray

Your Only Authorized SYLVANIA

2 Miles From 5 Points
North 16th Ext.
Dial 753-2385

SALES & SERVICE

ORTEN'S TV

All Piroymme
Sultnleat T• Clia.e.

Channel 5 Sports Director
Hope Hines has visited all the
OVC schools to prepare an OVC
basketball preview. The one
hour special will be seen Sunday
4-5 P.M. on Channel 5. Interviews with all the coaches, a
look at several outstanding
players, and an educated guess
at who will be on top of the OVC
race are all a part of this indepth report on OVC basketball.

OVC Basketball
Special To Be
Aired On WLAC

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

7:00 Faith for Today
7:30 Gospel Singing
Jubilee
8:30 Paducah Devotion
9:15 Hamilton Bros.
9:30 Herald of Truth
10:00 Christopher's
Close-Lip
10:30 This Week in
Pro Football
11:30 Meet the Press
?2:00 NFL Football
Buffalo @ Cleveland
300 KC @ Oakland
6 00 News Picture
1 6:30 Walt Disney
7:30 NBC Sunday
Mystery
9:30 Dragnet
10:00 News Picture
10:30 Weekend Movie:
"The JOkers"

PADUCAH 16/

6:30
7:00
7:30
800
8.30
9:30
10:30
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
2:00
3:00
330
4:00
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00

House/Worship
Blackwood Family
Revival Fires
Bible Class
Notre Dame
3 Stooges
Woodmont Baptist
Wally's Workshop
Capitol Conf.
Soul of/City
College F'Ball
Wrestling
Bill Anderson
Antique Autos
"Teachers Pet"
Wild Kingdom
Survival
FBI
"Once Upon I
Time in/West"
11:15 Bill Battle
12:15 Gospel Hour

NASHVILLE 181

SUNDAY

Columbo. On a visit to
London to study Scotland
Yard's
investigative
techniques, Columbo
becomes involved in a
murder case. Richard
Basehart and Honor Blackman guest-star. Program
filmed on location in London.
8 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,8.
"Once Upon A Time In The
Fonda,
West", Henry
Claudia Cardinale, Charles
Bronson and Jason Robards
star in a western adventuredrama which takes place
when the only law in the west
was the gun.
p.m.—Movie: "La
10:15
Traviata," Channel 29. Anna
Moffo, Franco Bonsolli, Gino
Verdi's
opera
Bechi.
beautifully sung.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "The
Savage Innocents," Channel
5, Yoki Tani, Anthony Quinn,
Peter O'Toole, Anna May
Wong. An Eskimo hunter's
life is disrupted by greedy
white fur traders, a
the
whom
missionary
Eskimo kills unintentionally,
and two Candian policemen
who attempt to bring him to
justice.
11:30 p.m.—Movie: "Nice Little
Bank That Should Be
Robbed," Channel 3. Tom
Ewell, Mickey Rooney,
Mickey Shaughnessy, Dina
Merrill, Madge Kennedy.
Two amateur crooks rob a
bank and buy a race horse running short of funds, they
decide to rob another bank
but this time they are joined
by their ex-bookie cab driver.

Hiahliehts

Saturday
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-Adventurei
' n Golden Bay,"
Winner of the(rand Prize at the
Montevideo Am Festival in
1956 and the rand Prix at the
Venice Fil . Festival the
following yet, will have its
American te vision premiere
on "The
Children's Film
Festival" Satiirday. Dec. 9, at
noon, on thd' CBS Television
Network,
,
This blacls-and-white film
from Czechospvakia concerns
a young orphan who lives in the
country with his grandfatlier..
His playmatei consist almost
entirely of 4imals - frogs,
birds, and even a carp which he
has trained tb eat, out of his
hand. One day the carp is
threatened by a large pike, and
the young lad declares he will
catch, the pitedafor before
nightfall. His ii human friends
tor,ment him, end he becomes
the laughing stIlek of the village
until be catches the pike.
"Adventure id Golden Bay" is
a Czechoslovensky State Film •
Enterprize pfoduction with a
screenplay by Bretislav Pojar,
based on a sto6 by Vladimir
Pazourek. It was directed by
Pojar. The Oast features
Vladimar Hlakaty, L. H.
Struna, Ilia Ceknohorsky and
Jarina Rejslcovai
Burr Tillstrorti's Kula, Fran
and 011ie, with Fan Allison, are
hosts of "The CBS Children's
Film Festival.",

'Golden Bay'
To Premier
CBS Festival

7:30 p.m.—Itystery Movie,
Channels ,6-4 special twohour
presentation)
-"Daggar of the Mind,"
starring Peter Falk as Lt.

Sunday ,i iovember 26
10:30 a.m.—" omen's Prison",
Channel 29e Ida Lupin°, Jan
Sterling, Howard Duff,
Audrey, T
, Cleo Moore,
Phyllis T xter. Superintendent of women's prison
has twisted ind that results
in death f m beating of an
inmate,ca ing riot; leads to
a cleanup.
6:00 p.m.—lovie: "Family
Honeymo ," Channel 29.
Fred Macriaurray, Claudette
Colbert, lila'Johnson. After
a cdllege, fessor marries a
young widow they find
themselvesiorced to take the
bride's pmischievious
children t on
their
honeymoon.
6:30 p.m.-13141NEY, Channel 4,
6.( first tof two parts)
"Chanda6i the
Black
Leopard of!Ceylon." A black
leopard, Chandar, repays the
holy man lo rescued him a4
a cub by fig ting off a herd of
onrushing *lephants. ( Part
two to be 4olorcast Sunday,
Dec. 3, at )6:30 p.m.)
7:30 p.m.
,
tie: "My Six
Loves,"
nnel 29. Debbie
Reynolds, OW Robertson,
Eileen FOckart, David
Janssen, :pans Conned.
Broadway I musical star
arrives at her country home
and finds isix abandoned
children' tiving on the
property, Sit* gains custody
of the kidit, then her life
rapidly chaages.
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Sally Field, Jill Haworth, Jessica Walter and Eleanor Parker (left to right) play four sisters who
return home to the father they loathe in "Home for the Holidays," a Christmas tale of terror on
Channel 8's -Tuesday Movie of the Week," Tuesday, Nov. 28, 7:30-9:00 p.m, Walter Brennan and
Julie Harris are also starred.
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Gigi, the former Regina
Marie Young of Macao, is
Chinese, a svelte graduate of
the University of Hong Kong
with a doctorate in calligraPhY.
Cummings met Gigi in
Hong Kong where he'd gone to
star in a British picture
Golden
"Five
called,
Dragons." She was a member
of the crew.
"She was the smartest fat

trace of smog and with a seaplane flying by, 1 decided to
move. I hate smog and in the
Los Angeles area, you can't
escape it," he said.

One thing led to another.
Bob and Mary were divorced after which Bob and
Gigi were married.
"She's half my age and
twice my smart," Bob asserted, smiling at the trim
lady he sometimes calls his
"China doll."

'WHOLE NEW LIFE'—Bob Cummings,his wife Gigi and their son t'harles 3, live on an island near
San Francisco. Bob has little time for acting now what with all his other interests. Gigi is Chinese.
They met in Hong Kong. He has made a "whole new life" and credits his wife for his success.

rations, of which Bob is now
vice president.
In addition, he's enthusiastically involved in "The Ecology Foundation," a research
organization which he helped
found in 1969, and is chairman
of the board of Bob Cummings, Inc., a company marketing natural foods and food
supplements.
Since he's still basically an
actor who enjoys acting when
time permits, Bob didn't totally decide to move away
from the Hollywood area until
he saw his present home.
"When I saw the house in a
beautiful location without a

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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cause I've never done on-the-air

formance ever since he joined

wave to sumal that he is on the
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Blind Man Is TV News Anchorman
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Phone 753-1916

see the ad all week long!
Call Today and Let A Member of Our Expert
Advertising Staff Help You!
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homes in Calloway County. This means that over
25,000 Calloway Countians will see your
advertisement in the Leisure Time, and they will
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your ad in the Ledger &, Times Leisure T.ime is
read in over 6,625 homes — More than 6,200

103 N. 4th St
Murray, Ky.
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glomerate.of some 40 corpo-

Gigi helped, all right, but
other factors also medributed
to the escape of Cummings
from Hollywood and his former way of life.
Through a producer, he met
William Penn Patrick, a
somewhat controversial, dynamic, San Francisco-based
tycoon who interested him in
Holiday Magic Inc., a con-

But Bob, through a combination of good luck and bold
venture, has attained it.
"I have made a whole new
life," he positively crows
"She (Gigi.) has done it. She's
always there like the Great
Wall of China behind me."

"Well, after thinking it
over,I decided that! wanted a
whole, new life. I wanted happiness, vitality, health and all
the money I'd ever need."
A tall order inde4P!

"A few years ago," Bob
continued,"I looked at my life
and thought,'What in the hell
is bothering me besides Mary
Cummings?'"
( Mary was his wife, prior to
Gigi, and business manager
and is mother of five of his six
children.)

year-old son, Charles, that he
has little time for a sound
stage.
Bob and Gigi were in Los
Angeles, though not in connection with his acting career,
when I met them at a hotel
near the International Airport.
They had come down to encourage a friend who was
campaigning for public office
and were restless to get beck
to their island and remarkable child.

girl I'd ever met," he declared. "She spoke five languages, but she weighed 158
pounds. She only weighs 1(17
now."
Bob was so impressed by
Gigi, who was almost the sole
hope that a miserable picture
might reach a successful conclusion, that when his thenwife, Mary, notified him that
they needed a new office manager, he suggested Gigi.
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HOLLYWOOD — Bob Cummings has a philosophy
which, he says, "started with
Christ who passed it on to my
father who knew Him personally.
"My simple system for success is to decide what you
really want arid then act with
all your heart as if it is an accomplished fact.
"That's the secret for success and also for failure.
"Of course, if it's sucess
you're after, you have to know
what you want, but 99.99 per
cent of all people don't.
"A man can say, 'I want
money,' but then, because
he's afraid he can't make it,
he rationalizes, 'I don't really
want that, because money
won't buy happiness.'
"So he doesn't get it.
"To get what you want, you
have to decide what it is before you go after it. In other
words, you must write your
autobiography before you live
it."
The above-was prologue to
Bob's answer to the question:
Why had he, a few years
ago, left home and a career in
the Hollywood-Beverly Hills
complex to reside on an island
near San Francisco from
whicilhe devotes his talents to
ecology, parapsychology,
metaphysics, nutrition and
myriad other things outside of
acting?
He still acts upon occasion.
In fact, you'll see him as
Lucille Ball's personable beau
in five "Lucy" shows.
However, his time is so consumed by other interests, including his interest in his
present wife, Gigi,and their 3-

By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service

Know what you want: Cummings
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12:00 NIID—Movie: "Little Big
Shot," Channel 29. Ronald
Shiner, Marie Lohr, Derek
Farr.' Boy tries to obtain a
police record tp impress the
gang of criminals headed by
his father.
:
SPRING WILL BRING
'- THREE N.Y. PREMIERES
NEW YbRK 1AP) — .The
New York City Opera's .1973
spring season will offer the
Now York;stage: premiere: of
three work — two operas written in the second half of the 20th
century and one opera from the
first half of the 17th century
"Beatrix 'Cenci.- which
:thilius Ruder conducted at its
' premiere in kefInedy Center in
1971. will have its New York
premiere. It is,Albeito Ginastera s third-opera Arlene Saunders will sing the title role, as
she did at the premiere She is
returning tp the company after
an absence of almost 10 years,
during whi0 time she has been
star of the :Hamburg Opera
'Her father.in the opera will be
sung by Metropolitan Opera
bass. Justiho Diaz. making his
debut with the company
The - ether recent work is
Haas Werner Henze's The
.Youne,Loid,- which hod its
premiere at the Deutsche Oper
• in Berlin irt 1965 At the wish of
the composer. it will be sung in
. English
.

Satury, December 2
10:30 a. :—Movie: "The
Giants Three Golden Hairs,"
Channel i8.
1:30 p.m.—Movie: "The Texas
Rangers" Channel 29.
rntgomery, Gale
eo
George r
Storm, . eom Courtland,
Noah Belery, Jr., William
Bishop. ibunfighter unites
outlaws ifof Texas against
Texas R.ingers. Two outlaws
released itrom prison, aid the
• Rangers in capturing the
'entire gig.
'
3:10 p.m—Movie: "The Great
Sandokt," Channel 12.
Steve leeves, Genevieve
Grad, k Battaglia. After
the cant .re of the Sultan of
Mulundtr, Sandokan, the
sultan's *in; leads a guerilla
band . plrough treacherous
jungles tia free his father.
7:38 p.m.--iMovie:,,"Trunk To
Cairo," IChannel 29. Audie
Murphy George Sanders,.
Marianne Koch. Undercover
agent/ is assigned to wreck a
rocket factory in Cairo where
a Gerrinan scientist is
developing atomic weapons.
8:00 p.m.—Movie Channels 4, 6.
•'The Judge and
Jake.
Bette
Vv'yler"--!-Starring
, Davis, 'Doug McClure and
Joan Van Ark. A retired
judge tiMiss Davis) opens a
detectIVe agency, and she
and an el-con on probation to
her are asked to prove that
the death of a man was not
suicide but murder.
10:30 p.m.4-MoVie: Channel 6.
- "Rio Bravo"—John Wayne,
Dean Martin, Rick Nelson,
Angie Dickinson, Ward Bond,
Walter Brennan, Claude
Akins, John Russell. Sheriff,
aided by an old cripple, a
former deputy turned drunk,
and a youth fast with two
guns and a girl, outsmarts
powerful rancher who wants
to get his killer brother
released from prison.

Highlights

Saturday
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Jarina Rejskova
Burr Tillstrorks Kula, Fran
and 011ie, with Fan Allison, are
hosts of "The Cs Children's
Film Festival."

Tv notes
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6:00 Sunrise Semester
7:00 Bugs Bunny
7:30 Sabrina
8:00 Chan & Clan
8:30 Scoobv-Doo
9:30 Jove & Pussycats
10:00 Flintstones
11:00 Archie
11:30 Fat Albert
12:00 Film Festival
1:00 Comm. Center
1:30 Movie/TBA
3:00 Crafts w/KatY
3:30 Big Show/TBA
5:30 Let's Go to
the Races
6:00 Hee Hew
700 All in
the Family
7:30 Bridget Loves
Bernie
8:00 Mary Tyler Moore
8:30 Bob Newh art
9:00 TBA
10:30 News/Weother/Sports
11:00 Perry Mason
12:00 Late Show/TBA

DEC. 2

7.00
7 30
800
8:30
9:30
10:00
1100
11:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
300
3:10
5:00
5:15
5.20
5:30
6:00
700
7:30
800
8:30
9-00
10:00
1015
10:30
1

12:00

9:00
10:00
10:15
10:30

4:00
5:30
630
7:00
800

7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
930
10!00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
12:45
3:15
3:30

H. R. Pufnstuf
Jackson Five
Osmonds Brothers
Superstar Movie
Brady Kids
Bewitched
Kid Power
Funky Phantom
Lidwille
Monkesis
Pre Game Show
NCAA Football
Post Game
Kodak 1972 All
American Football
World of Sports
Roller Derby
This is Your Life
Smith & Jones
Streets of
Son Francisco
Sixth Sense
ABC News
Sat. Evening News
Sat Note Movie
-Cheyenne Autumn"
News

HARRISBURG 13)

Murray

808 Chestnut

FASHION MART

At The

Men, Women, and Boys

for

FASHIONS

PADUCAH (29)
CAPE GIRARDEAU 1121
10:00 Bible Story
Bugs Bunny
10:30 Adventure Thea.
Sabrina
1200 Broadway Baptist
Amazing Chan
Church
Scoobv Doc Movies
12:30 Ultra Man
Josie/Pussycats
1 -00 Untamed World
The Flintstones
130 Grand Ole
Archie's Funnies
• Horse °WY
CBS Film Festival
3:00 Science Fiction
Public Affairs
Theatre
It is Written
3,30 I Led Three
Blackwood Family
Lives
Lester Family
4.00 Gospel Music
Film
4.30 All Star
Sat. Matinee
Wrestling
Regional News
530 Avengers
The Scoreboard
6:30 The Saint
Weather
7:30 Sat. Night
CBS Sat. News
Movie
Hee Haw
9:30 Branded
All in the Family
Bridget Loves Bernie
10:00 News
10:15 Changing Times
Mary.Tyler Moore
10:30 Championship
Bob Nevvhart
Mission ImpossibleWrestling
11:00 Notre Dame
Sat. News
Football
Weather/Sports
The Virginian
12:00 Bedroom Thea,

6:55 Farm Digest
7. 00 Underdog
7. 30 Jetsons
8,00 Pink Panther
8,30 Houndcats
9:00 Roman Holidays
9:30 Barkleys
10:00 Sealab 2020
10:30 Runaround
11:00 Around the World
11:30 Talking w/Giant
1200 PS Four
12:30 Rollin'
1:00 Tarzan
2:00 Movie/TBA
3:30 Jim Ed Brown
4700 Jim & Jesse
4:30 Wilburn Bros.
5.00 Porter Wagoner
5:30 Nashville Music
6:00 Scene @ Six
6:30 Police Surgeon
7:00 Emergency
8:00 Movie/ TBA
1025 Scene @ Ten
1055 Creature Feature
130 Avengers

NASHVILLE 14)

Independent Zanuck
HOLLYWOOD IUPII —
first
Richard
Zanuck's
independent production for
Universal Studios will be
-MacArthur,- based on the life
Douglas
General
of
MacArthur.

This season Wendkos directed
Footsteps' and "The Family
Rico" for "The New CBS
Tuesday Night Movies" and
"Death of Innocence" for last
year's "The New CBS Friday
Night Movies" on the Network,
among a number of other made-

The Latest

for-television films and series
dramas. He also directed the
theatrical motion picture "The
Mephisto Waltz."
Charles W. Fries is executive
producer of "Honor Thy
Father." Lewis J. Carlin° has
adapted the book for television,
and Talese will act as story
consultant on the project.

presented as a dramatic special
this season on the CBS
Television Network.
The drama, produced by
Metromedia Producers Corp.
and Halcyon Productions in
conjunction with the Network,
will be filmed on location in
New York, Tucson, Ariz., and
San Jose, Calif.

All Pre.••••
Suli•set T• 0...1.

Plays De Gaulle
HOLLYWOOD I UPI) —
Adrien Cayla-Legrand, a noted
French actor, will play General
Charles de Gaulle in "The Dax
of the Jackal,- filming on
locations in Paris.

Pamela in lead
HOLLYWOOD CUM Pamela Franklin will play the
feminine lead opposite Roddy
McDowall in "Legend of Hell
House" for Academy Pictures.

LOOKING AHEAD
TO BRUCKNER YEAR
VIENNA (AP) — The 150th
anniversary of the birth of composer Anton Bruckner. on Sept.
4, 1974, will be celebrated
throughout Austria. his native
country.
The 1974 Vienna Festival will
offer a Bruckner cycle, including his nine symphonies.
Special concerts also are scheduled in Linz, capital of Upper
Austria, the province in which
Bruckner was born, and at the
monastery of St. Florian, where
he served as organist.
After an early career as
choirmaster and organist at a
number of churches. Bruckner
moved to Vienna in 1868. Until
his death on Oct. 11, 1896.: he
was organist to the Imperial
Court and taught at the Vienna
Conservatory.

Paul Wendkos has been
signed by producer Harold C.
Cohen to direct "Honor Thy
Father," two-hour film adaptation of Gay Talese's bestseller about the personal side of
underworld life, which will be

Paul Wendkos To Direct 'Honor Father'

700 Underdog
7:30 „liaisons'
800 Pink Panther
8:30 Houndcats
9:00 Roman Holiday
930 Barkleys
10:00 Sealab 1010
1030 Runaround
11:00 Around the World
11:30 Talking with/Giant
1200 RFD
12:30 Atop/Fence Post
1:00 Campus Close-tit,
1 . 30 Fite 6
230 -Midnight Rid* of
Paul Revere"
3:30 File 6
400 Kentucky Afield
4:30 Wilburn Bros.
5 00 Country Carnival
5- 30 NBC News
6 00 News Picture
6:30 Accent
7 00 Emergency
8 00 "Judge & Jake Wyler"
10 00 News Picture
10 30 "Rio Bravo"

PADUCAH (6)

6,30 Agriculture
in Science
7:00 HR Pufnstuff
7:30 Jackson Five
8:00 Osmonds
8:30 ABC Superstar
Movie
9- 30 Brady Kids
10:00 Bewitched
10:30 Kid Power
11:00 Soul Train
12:00 NCAA F"Ball/TBA
330 Kodak's All
Amer/F'Ball
Special
4:00 Wide/World/Sports
5:30 Explorers
6:00 Lawrence Welk
7•00 Smith & Jones
8:00 Streets of
...
San Francisco
9- 00 Sixth Sense
411
10-00 It Takes
e Thief
11:00 Eyewitness News
11 - 30 High Chaparral
12:30 ABC News

NASHVILLE 181

SATURDAY

Robert oung, star of the
"Nlarcus A elby, M.D." series,
will star in a one-hour special
entertainment to be telecast in
the spring of 1073 on ABC.
Titled "Robert Young . with
the Young,: the show will be a
combination of music, comedy
and insentiseness, and 'various
top performers will appear, as
well as a group of youngsters
aged four to I I. The singing
Carpenters and comedian Arts.
Johnson haye been set for the
sho‘. so far.

altons." a family
"The
nighttime series that most
teleyision reyiewers have been
praising since it began on CBS
this fall has been extended for
the entire season. There had
been fear that its less than
robust rating would see it
yanish after 13 episodes.
•••.

Is.

NE U YORK 11.111,— After
a five-year lapse. "CBS Sports
Spectacular' will return to the
air next Jan. 23 for a series of
00-minute Sunday programs
through May 13. The opening
program will feature boxing
teams of the I, nited States and
Russia and the Moscow Iny itational Figure Skating
Championships. CBS first
presented the series on Jan. 3,
1060, and it ended March 30,
1967 after seven seasons.
•s
its
repeat
NBC will
Christmas season musical
special "The Little Drummer
Boy." on Dec. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
This will be. the fifth consecutiye year for the animated
story about a drummer boy. who
brings an unusual gift to the
Christ Child in Bethlehem. It
features the singing of the
Vienna Choir Boys.

i

lu.•u lflS Virginian
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Ashland
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington-Richmond
Louisville

WKAS
WKGB
WCVN
WITT
WKHA
WILE
W1041

Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch
Ch

25
53
54
23
35
46
114

.
..
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28
6:30 FOLK GUITAR
, STREET
4:00 SESAME
5:00 MISTER ROGERS 7:00 CONTROLLING ABSENTEEISM AND TURNNEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM- OVER: A study in the
Many Things Which InPANY
600 WINDOW TO THE fluence Human Behavior
CLASSROOM: The Right 7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
to Read: The program's 8:00 JOYCE CHEN
basic theme is the need for COOKS: Winter Melon
universal reading ability to 8:30 PLAYHOUSE NEW
foster effective democracy, YORK: Between Time and
Timbuktu
and personal growth.
10:00 SOUL
630 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 YOU, THE SUPERVISOR: Building a Pro- THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30
ductive Climate
400 SESAME STREET
7 -30 KET PRESENTS
5:00 MISTER ROGERS.
800 THE ADVOCATES
9:00 INTERNATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD
MONDAY, NOVEM- PERFORMANCE: The 5 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
Spellbound Child
BER 27
10:00 WALL STREET 6:00 WINDOW TO THE
4:00 SESAME STREET
CLASSROOM: Images and
500 MISTER ROGERS WEEK
1030 NEW SHAPES EDU- Things
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
5:30 ELECTRIC COM- CATION
PANY
6:00 WINDOW TO THE WEDNESDAY, NO- FRIDAY, DECEMBER
CLASSROOM: Room to VEMBER 29
4:00 SESAME STREET
4:00 SESAME STREET
Learn
1 STER ROGERS
6:30 PERFORMANCE RE- 5:00 MISTER ROGERS 5:00 .
NEIGHBORHOOD
VIEW: Writing Challenging NEIGHBORHOOD
Specific Objectives
5:30 ELECTRIC COM- 5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
PANY
7:00 FOLK GUITAR
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
6:00 WINDOW TO THE
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE CLASSROOM: Kentucky
ALL TIMES
WEEK: The Masked Ball,
History
10:00 WASHINGTON 6:20 LAW OF THE LAND.
ARE EASTERN
An information series on
WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 HOLLIS SUMMERS law for the public

eDuctitionAL, TeuevieioN

WKMA Ch 35
Madisonville
WKMR Ch. 34
Morehead
Murray Mayfield WKMU Ch. 21
WK014 Ch. 52
Owenton
WKPI Ch. 22
Pikeville
WKSO Ch. u
Somerset

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER
26
7:00 ZOOM
7:30 THE JUST GENERATION: School Law: The
program comes to grips with
laws that directly affect
young people, the laws that
govern education.
8:00 THE FAMILY GAME:
Education
830 FRENCH CHEF: Sit
Down Dinner: Main Course
9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: Cousin Bette:
Bette trys to persuade Marshal Hulot, who has the
money in the family, to
marry her.
10:00 FIRING LINE

HALL OF FAME
FOR RECORDS
TARRYTOWN, N.Y.(AP) —
A Hall of Fame for recordings
was planned for at the threeday meeting of the National
Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences board of trustees
meeting here.
The NARAS Hall of Fame is
intended to bring recognition to
significant recordings. many of
which may have been released
before the advent of the Grammy Awards. Paul Weston and
Frank Jones were appointed to
form a committee to work on
creation of the Hall of Fame
The trustees also placed
$20,000 at the disposal of the
NARAS Institute, to be used for
educational and cultural activities. It will be used for creation
of curricula for basic music
courses, a basic commercial
music library, complete catalogs of recording courses and
materials and assistance to local NARAS chapters for their
own educational programs

University, but instead tried for
a job in television.
"There are some professions
that the blind are supposed to
go into," he said in explaining
his decision. "There's a campaign to get blind people to go
to college, but there are many
professions closed to the blind.
This field was a challenge, and
there was someone to give me a
chance."

s279°°

Model C4550 BWH not shown.

S.

Plaza Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.

Murray Home & Auto

Philco 18"
Color TV

PHILCOMATIC'ifi
25" COLOR TV

S,
u,ated

New 100% Solid State Modular
Chassis "Hands Off Tuning"

OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 to 5:00 — 753-5005
After Hours — 753-8144

Bel Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street

Murray Cablevision

wave to signal that he is on the
air_
Weidlich also makes telephone calls to police departments in the St. Louis area to
keep up-to-date on the latest
happenings and takes reports
from the station's other newsmen in the field by radio phone.
He takes the information on
his braille writer and then
transcribes it on a typewriter
into scripts for use on news
programs
Weidlich says an obvious
handicap in his work is that he
is unable to read news wire
copy or stories written by other
newsmen, but the station is going to solve that problem soon.
Addison says his station is
getting a device which reads
printed material on paper and
transforms it into raised letters
which a blind person can feel
with the tips of his fingers.
Weidlich spent 13 years as a
child at the St. Louis School for
the Blind, and he learned more
than reading, writing and arithmetic while he was there.
Among other things, he
learned to play the piano and
now heads a three-man blind
band, in which he occasionally
plays at dances and weddings in
his spare time. The combo is
called the "Soul Seers.' a name
picked up from a plaque at the
School for the Blind which
says - "It is the soul that sees
Weidlich was pifepared to be
a teacher when he left St. Louis

raralLaar500014.0....bab.

formance ever since he joined
our station has been phenomenal," Herd said
The only special procedure
for Weidlich's newscasts is that
two separate sets of stories are
assembled — one in braille for
Weidlich and another in regular
type for the producer The station also uses a finger-snap cue
rather than the traditional hand

BLIND NEWSCASTER — John Weidlich works at his desk in
the newsroom of KPLR-TV in St. Louis

cause I've never done on-the-air
work before, so there's a certain lack of experience. And
second, of course, is taking the
chance on the unfamiliar concept of a blind newscaster,- he
said.
General Manager Jim Herd
says he doesn't feel the station
has taken any chances by using
Weidlich on the air. "His per-

KeNLUCKU

By KENT ZIMMERMAN
Associated Press Writer
ST. LOUIS I AP) — Some
daytime television viewers
in St. Louis have been wondering why the news anchorman on KPLR-TV wears
sunglasses during his three
daily newscasts_
Those bold enough to call the
station are told that anchorman
John Weidlich is blind
"They want to know if he's
some kind of weirdo," says
News Director Bill Addison.
"When we tell them John is
blind, the reaction is good."
Weidlich, 26, joined the station .in February as a news
writer, editor and coassignment editor, and his goal was to
become an on-the-air newscaster.
He got his chance in September when the station inaugurated a 2 1/2-hour variety-talk show in the morning
and he now has three five-minute news shows each morning.
"This all happened a lot faster than I ever thought it would,
and I'm awfully grateful that
the station was willing to take a
chance with me," said Weidlich, who holds two degrees in
English from St. LouI9 University. as well as a Phi Beta
Kappa key
"It was a chance, first, be-

Blitid Man Is TV News Anchorman
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F Troop
Bozo
Romper Room
Bozo
Morning Movie
Password
Barbara's Here
Lucille Rivers
Sewing Show
Mid-Day News
All My Children
Let's Make/Deal
Newlywed Game
Dating Game
Gen, Hospital
One Life/Live
Flipper
I Dream of
Jeannie
Andy Griffith
Green Acres
ABC News
Eyewitness News

11:55
12:00
12:15
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2,30
300
3:30
3:35
4A:10
4:30
4:30
530

7:00
9:00
930
1000
10:30
11:00
11:30

7:0(1
8:00
9:00
930
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:25
11:30
1200
12:05
12:20
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
400
4:30
500
5:30

Elvis Presley was a legend at the age when most young people

• •

CBS News
Capt. Kangaroo
Joker's Wild
Price is Right
Gambit
Love of Life
Where/Heart Is
CBS Midday News
Search/Tomorrow
Farm Picture
News
Weather
As the World Turns
Guiding Light
Edge of Night
Love/Splen/Thing
Secret Storm
Family Affair
Timmy & Lassie
Leave It to Beaver
Truth/Conseq_
To Tell the Truth
News/Wee/Sports

CAPE GIRARDEAU (12)

NASHVILLE (4)
Morning Devotion
Job Market
Ralph Emery
Today Show
Scene Today
Today Show
Scene Today.
Today Show
9:00 Dinah's Place
9:30 Concentration
10:00 Sale of/Century
10:30 Hollywood Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Who/What/Where
11:55 NBC News
12:00 Npon Show
100 Days of Our Lives
130 The Doctors
2:00 Another World
2:30 Peyton Place
3:00 4 Star Movie
5:25 Weather
5:30 NBC News
5:53
5:55
6:00
7:00
7:25
7:30
8:25
8:30

PADUCAH (29)
11:30 Gospel
Time
11:45 Fashions in
Sewing
11:55 News
12,00 Galloping
Gourmet
12:30 Three on
• Match
1:00 Movie GAme
130 VIP's
2:00 Mantrap
2:30 Peyton
Place
3:00 Fury
3:30 The Addams
Family
4:00 3ozo's Big
Top
4:30 Superman
5 00 Rifleman
5.30 Big
Valley

i-

6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:00
10:15
1025
10.30

News
I Dream/Jeannie
Gunsmoke
Herit's Luc,
/
Doris Day
Bill Cosby
News Report
Weather
Sports
CBS Late Movie

Thursday Highlights
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8:00 New Zoo
Revue
8:30 Jack LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 Not for
Women Only
10:30 Bewitched
11:00 Password
11:30 Split Second
12:00 All My Children
12:30 Let's Make
a Deal
1:00 Newlywed Game
1:30 Dating Game
2:00 General Hospital
2:30 One Life
to Live
300 Love, American
Style
3:30 Afternoon
Matinee
5:00 Insight
5:30 Evening News

i

CAPE GIRARDEAU (12)

10:45 Al Onotrio
1115 VVeathur & News

Dolphins

Cactus Pete
Wernher
Wild Kingdom
Rookies
NFL Football
St Louis Cards
Fs. Miami

HARRISBURG (3)
6:00
6:25
6:30
7:00
8:00

HARRISBURG (3)

NOV. 27 - DEC. 1

NASHVILLE (5)
5:30 Carl Tipton
6:00 Morning News
6:30 Garner Armstrong
7:00 Nashville AM
7:55 Kitchen Korner
8:00 Cap'n Kangaroo
9:00 Jokers Wild
9:30 Price is Right
10:00 Gambit
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Where/Heart Is
12:00 Old Time Singing
12:25 Noon News
12:30 As/World Turns
1:00 Guiding Light
1:30 Edge of Night
2:00 Love/Splen/Thing
2:30 Secret Storm
3:00 Family Affair
3:30 Gilligan
4:00 Big Show
5:25 5 VVeather
5:30 CBS News

Ati Neale
aiiei.ii re Chases

6:30 Star Trek
7:30 Theatre 29
9:00 Coach John
Ray Show
9:30 Creature
Feature
10:00 News
10:15 The Fugitive
11:15 Bedroom
Theatre

PADUCAH (29)

6:30
6:30
7:00
8:00

News
Green Acres
Laugh-In
Mon. Movie:
"Private Navy of
Sift O'Farrell"
With Bob Hope &
Phyllis Diller
10,00 News Picture
10.30 Tonight Show

1'
,PADUCAH (6)

1

630 Price is Right
700 Billy Graham
8(00 Mon. Movie:
"Private Navy of
Sgt. O'Farrell"
With Bob Hope &
Phyllis Diller
10:00 Scene 0 Ten
10:30 Tonight Show

600 News/Weather/Sports

NASHVILLE 141

NOV. 27
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eu esessmes
&dead Te Claw

NASHVILLE (51
6:00 News/Weather/Sports
6:30 To Tell/Truth
7:00 Gurismok•
8:00 Here's Lucy
8:30 Doris Day
9:00 lilt Cosby
10:00 News/Weather/Sports
10:30 Carol Burnett
11:30 "Quick, Before
It Melts"

6:00 Truth or
Consequences
6:30 This is
Your Life
7:00 The Rookies
8:00 NFL Football
St Louie 0
Miami Dolphins
11:00 Eyewitness News
11:30 High Chaparral

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

Today Show
Dinah's Place
Concentration
Sale of/Century
Hollywood Squares
Jeopardy
Who, What or
Where Game
Floyd Kalber
News/Farm Markets
Pastor Speaks
Romper Room
Days of Our Lives
The Doctors
Another World
Peyton Place
Somerset
Calendar
Cartoon Time
Petticoat Jct.
Ponderosa
F Dance Part
NBC News

, PADUCAH 16)

530

4:00
430
5:00

11:55
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30

6.30
700
7:45
8:15
9:00
11:00
11:30
11:45

NASHVILLE

MONDAY -FRIDAY
DAYTIME

To fill the time Crosby has become almost a full-time athlete.
He plays baseball in three different leagues three days a week —
triple A softball. He spends two hours on Mondays and Thursdays
playing basketball at a local high schoo/ with 10 to 12 friends.
But his real passion is tennis. Gary plays several times a week and
enters pro-am arid celebrity tournaments all over Southern
California. He's competitive and in top condition.
Part of his desotion to sports is(Vs-'s dedication to the battle of
the bulge. Barbara is a fantastic ...siok 'whose speciality is Italian
dishes. Gan need only look at pasta to gain weight.
He and Barbara have three dogs, a terrier named Silky, a white
poodle they call t enus and a 140-pound Belgian shepherd, Thor,
eho keeps prow lera away .
Aside from traveling to tennis tourneys. the Croilys are not
socially oriented. They have a few friends in from time to time for
dinner and a poker game — fun, not money.
Gary doesn t see seramuch of his famous father who makes his
home in a s urb of an Francisco. Neither is he closeto his
brothers, Lin ay. Dennis and Philip.
"I see Dennis now and then," says Gary."He's in the fish business
in Mexico. But. I don't know, my other brothers are busy with their
own lives and I'm doing the best I ('an."
Gars dislikes leaving town for any length of time because it means
the telephone is unguarded.

Crosbvs are !tenantless.
There is a'feeling of solidity about the house and furnishings. The
house isn't new. and a few repairs are needed here and there, but
Gary still isn't sure which end of the hammer to use.
"I'm not a fixer-upper," said Gar),:'not since Barbara saw me tip
oser a can of paint on the living room elarpet."
Gary, 39, chafes at inactivity. But .'tis a free-lance actor he finds
himself with hours, days and weeks in which - he is not gainfully
employed.

'They Ike in a ramshackle, two bedroom house in the comfortable
Benedict Canyon area. The house has set-,ant's quarters, but the

By 1 EBNON SCOTT
1. 1'1 Holly st(Sod Correspondent
H01.1.1 lir (k01) ti; Pit — Gan' Crosby, Iling's eldest, is ham
,ith his recurring role as a cynical cop in ".Adam- I 2- but is prey to
actor's telephonitis.
He has one ear tuned to the telephone awaiting that call from his
agent or a producer beckoning him for a major role in a motion
picture or perhaps a television series of his own.
Gary is a shade below medium height, his hair is thinning and his
speaking voice reminiscent of his father's.
Iltit by any gauge Gary is his own man.'
Re and his wife Barbara have been married a dozen years. They 1
have a son by her previous marriage, Steven IT. who is in his junior'
year of high school.

ELVIS FINALLY SHARES PART
OF HIS PRIVATE LIFE IN "ELVIS ON TOUR"

PAIL EIGHT

ignition sysitem. hatters.
4
--Start early. Allow time for
heavy traffic and unpredictable
winter chaages. Slow down.
—,Keep safety belts fastened.
—ReinfoiTed tire chains give
best trsctiot on snow and ice.
Snow tires are good. Studded
tires, better.
: ---% etch out for pedestrian..
Wintry w ther puts them at a
disedvant
, too.

suggestions :
„ —Get yo r car in A-1 shape.
Check bra es, lights; wipers.

• CH 1(2.A D (1. 1'1 i — A inter
road cond.* tons and increased
traffic call.'turn the happy
tradition :1 . holiday travel to
.tragedy. D' 't let it happen to
vou. says Ijie National Safety
:
Council i Some
safety

Have a safe
holiday
motor trip?

Mondayt November 27
3:00 P.m.—Movie: "Wabash
Avenue," ,Channel 4. Betty
Grable, Victor Mature, Phil
Harris, Reginald Gradiner,
James Barton. Re-make of
,"Coney Island"—moved to
Chicago's Wbbash Avenue
locale.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: "13th Letter," Channel 3. Charles
Boyer, Linda Darnell. He
us,ed no gun — no knife—but a
searlet pen of vengeance—
scandal by scandal—sin by
sin—he bared the loves and
weaknesses
that
were
destroy-in the village.
4:00
p.m.,—Movie:
"Undetwater City," Channel 5.
William •Lundigan, Julie
Adams, Roy Roberts, Carol
Benton Reid. Engineer
reluctantly accepts job of
building first underwater
city. Protect romplkations
and scientist niece ot project
head convince him of its
importanee.
8 p.m.—Football, Channels 3,8.
ABC Sports
late-night
presentation of the St. Louis
Cardinalt vs. the Miami
Dolphins 'from the Orange
'Bowl in I‘Miami, Florida.
Commenaary by Frank
Ord, iloward Cosell and
Dob Merticlith.
8 p4.—Moisie: Channels 4, 6Pritate Navy of Sgt.
0 arrelr" starring Bob
Hope, PkIlis Diller, Gina
Ldllobrigicla and Jeffrey
Hunter. When the U.S. Army
moves outof a Pacific island
during
.W. II, Master
SergeantDan O'Farrell
( Hope i left in charge of
what loois like an island
paradise ncluding beer and
girls.
10:30 p.m.--IsMovie: Channel 12
( 11:30 on )"Quick, Before It
Melts," !starring George
Matiaris ilnd Robert Morse.
A hilarieds comedy about the
adventures
of a
shy
magazin writer and an
amorou 'photographer.
James
regory and Anjanette Cmér co-star.
11:15 p.m.%i-Movie: "Captain
Carey. LtS.A.,:' Channel 29.
Alan - Ladd, Wanda, Hendrix,
Francis Lederer, Joseph
Calleia. Former O.S.S.
captain returns to Italy after
4 years tit ferrett out villian
wtio bettayed hideout of
partisans to the enemy.

MONDAY
EVENING
NASHVILLE (8)
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Monday
Gary Crosby waits
Highlights that call to big time

l'tGI Pit R

PADUCAH (6)

CAPE GIRARDEAU (12)
6:00 News
6:30 The Protectors
7:00 Sonny & Cher
800 CBS Fri. MOVIII
"The Chairman"
10:00 News Report
10:15 Weather
10:25 Sports
10:30 CBS Late Movie
52:00 Late News

Cactus Pete
Weather
Black Beauty
Santa Claus is
Coming to Town
Room 222
Odd Couple
Love, American Style
Weather & News
News & Stories

PH

To travel
HOLLYWOOD (UPII —
Jack Warden will go to Israel
to star with Gregory Peel and
Desi Arnaz Jr. in "Billy Two
Hats" which Norman Jewison
is directing.

HOLLYWOOD I U PI I —
Shelley Winters, who completed a role in —The Poseidon
Adventure" at 20 Century-Fox,
has moved to Warner Bros. for
a co-starring role in "Blume in
Love."

Shelley moves

Local merchants, almost
without exception, say the
move could ruin their businesses and tarnish the countrymusic heritage that is so much
a part of the present Opryhouse, the biggest single tourist lure that Nashville offers.

Many music fans are upset
that platis call for tearing down
the famous,81-year-old home of
country-music stardom. And
some efforts are under way to
prevent its destruction.

"These tourist people tell me
that, once the Grand Ole Opry
is gone, they Won't come here
anymore," said Louise Jackson, manager of a large souvenir store less than a block from
the Opryhouse.
"They say' they've been coming down here for years and
years but that it won't be the
same once the Opry's gone,"
she went on.
Come late 1973 or early 1974,
the Grand Ole Opry will move
about 10 miles outside Nashville's downtown snetor to Opryland U.S.A.—a 8/25-million entertainment-recreation refuge
resembling'Disneyland.

But the multimillion-dollar
tourist world immediately surrounding it could be in store for
a very slow death, according to
merchants who've made a living off the thousands of people
who visit the Opryhouse weekly.

By ALAN WILSON
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API Roy Wiggins looked out the
window of his music shop and
pointed to the fabled Grand Ole
Opry House. A rather distraught look streaked across
his face.
"If that ole building stayed
there, it wouldn't hurt anything
'cause people would come here
to juSlIsee it," he said.
"The fans come here for nostalgia, which is what the Grand
Ole Opry is all about. When it
goes, my business will drop to
about one-third of what it is.
"It's going to affect me so
much that I'll probably move,"
said Wiggins, who has been
selling musical instruments for
several years on Nashville's
main country-niusic drag. He
also has been playing the steel
guitar on the stage of the Opryhouse since 1941.
The old country-music house,
with all its splendor and rustic
atomosphere, is going to have a
sudden death in a little more
than 12 months.

;
rft HAY /KY

PEOPtEii. BANK

courtesy

DIAL 753-6363

FOR CORRECT
TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

struments sell for $300 to $1,000.
Mrs. Marie Kemp, operator
of a pawnshop-retail store next
to Tootsie's, tried to explain the
Opry's lure.
"It's a big thing for these
tourists to gp up to that hot
building with a fan and sweat,"
she said. Opry fans have been
known to stand in long lines for
several hours during the rain
and cold to see a stage performance.
"That goes with country music because that's country, said
Mrs. Jackson, shifting her eyes
and nodding her head in the direction of the Opryhouse. "But
putting it in something that's
new, I wouldn't think that's
country at all."

KEN TUCK'S

. AWOL
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HERE'S A HAPPY NOTE: A friendly
Classified Ad Visor will help you
Prepare your low cost, r.sult getting
Want Ad. it's easy, call now

ACTIONPC 753-1916

Ledger & Times
WANT AD

Then Sell it! Through a

Are gnu tinallg
finished Mowing
goof horn?

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

Right around the corner from
the Opryhouse is Tootsies—a
bar that's almost as famous as
the Opry itself.
"The Opry is like home even
to the boys who play down
there," said Tootsie, who never
bothers to mention her last
name.
"But I don't think it'll really
hurt our business except on
Friday and Saturday nights."
The weekend business, too, is
a concern for John Walgron,
manager of an adult book
store—which he says is a continual lure "to the country folks
coming to see the big city."
"But it won't affect the store
that much except on weekends," he said. ',lost of them
just come in here and look.
They get sort of freaked out by
things in here,"
As for the other side of the
coin, there's George Gruhn,
owner of an antique-guitar shop
about 100 feet off the main
tourist strip.
"The only thing I want to do
with Opry tourists when they
walk in here," he said, "is to
make them walk out. They
won't spend more than $25 for
a guitar." Most of Grulin's in-

-t A10.71,41
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Nashville Businessmen Say
Destruction Of Opryhouse Will
Take Most Of Trade With It
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Tuesday Highlights

PAGE FIVE

6:30 NFL Game of
the Week
7:00 Explorers
7:30 Theatre 29
9:30 Creature
Feature
10:00 News
10:15 Fugitive
11:15 Bedroom
Theatre

PADUCAH (29)

Grall/1 Acres
7:00 Sanford and
Son
730 The Little
People
8:00 Ghost Story
9:00 Barnyon
10,00 News Picture
10:30 Tonight Show

6:30

6:00 News

8:00
8:30
9:00
10:00
10:30

6:00
625
6:30
7:00

HARRISBURG (3)

6:00 News/Weather/Sports
6:30 Wait Till Your
Father Gets Home
7:00 Sanford & Son
7:30 Little People
8:00 Ghost Story
9:00 Banypn
10:00 Scene 46 Ten
10:30 Tonight Show
12:00 Bob Harrington

NASHVILLE (4)

DEC. 1

8:00
p.m.—Movie: "The
Chairman," Channels 5, 12.
Starring Gregory Peck and
Anne Heywood. Explosive
thriller about an American
scientist who is sent to Red
China on an important spy
missign. Implanted in his
skull is a transmitter that
enables him
to communicate with officials in
London by satellite. He is told
that the transmitter will also
report his'physical condition,
but is not informed that it has
a device that would blow him
up, should ,it become
necessary. Arthur Hill costars.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 12
i 11:30 on 5) "Welcome
Home, Johnny Bristol,"
starring Martin Landau and
Jane
Alexander.
The
dramatic story of a wounded
prisoner of war from Vietnam who cannot find a trace
of the hometown he dreamed
of during his captivity. Brock
Peters, Forrest Tucker,
Martin Sheen and Pat
O'Brien also star.
11:15 p.m.—Movie: Double
Feature: "The Vampires,"
Channel 29. Gordon Scott,
Canale,
Gianna
Maria
Jacques Sernas. Goliath and
his two friends jEt out to
destroy the VaMpire, a
monster with supernatural
powers, who has-transforeed
a group of men
into his
robot-like
followers.
Followed by: "Night Monster" Bela Lugosi, Lionel
Atwill, Irene
Hervey.
Crippled man uses secret
methods to slay his doctors
and gain the mad revenge he
is seeking.

au erepiamai
lieeleet To CONWP

6:00 ews/Weether/Sports
6:30 Tenn. Basketball
Sonny & Cher
8:00 Fri. Movie:
"The Chairman"
10:00 News/Weather/Sport,'
10:30 Perry Moron
11:30 Late Movie:
"Welcome Home,
Johnny Bristol"

NAS VILLE (5)

6:00 Truth/Gene/M.
6:30 World/Kreskin
7_00 Santa Claus is
Coming to Town
8:00 Room 222
8:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love/Amer/Style
10:00 It Takes/Thief
11:00 Eyewitness News
11:30 Comedy News

NASHVILLE (8)

FRIDAY
EVENING

7:00 p.m.—SANTA CLAUS,
Channels 3, 8—One-hour
special Christmas musical
presented
in
fantasy
three"animagic,"
a
dimensional animation
technique, featuring the
voices of Fred Astaire,
Mickey Rooney, Keenan
Wynn and Paul Frrs.
7:30
p.m.—Movie: "The
Chase," Channel 29. Marlon
Brando, Jane Fona, James
Fox, Angie Dickenson, E.G.
Marshall, Robert Redford,
Janice Rule. Convict escapes
and heads for his Texas home
where his wife is having an
affair with wealthy man's
son. Sheriff tries to vain to
avert the impending tragedy
of their meeting.

3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Sleeping
City," Channel 3. Richard
Conte, Coleen Gray, Richard
Taber, Peggy Dow, Alex
Nicol.
Detective
joins
hospital staff as intern
following murder of medical
student. Discovers janitor
smuggling narcotics and
nurse, whom he loves is
accomplice.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Curse of
the VooDoo," Channel 5.
Bryant Halliday, Dennis
Price, Lisa Daniely. A game
hunter on a safari enters the
forbidden Simbaza territory
and becomes the victim of a
curse of voodoo chief.

Friday, December I
3:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Deep
Blue Sea," Channel 4, Vivien
Leigh, Kenneth More, Eric
Portman, Emlyn Williams.
Well-married woman has
tragic and tortured affair
with man below her in class.

(
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All Seats 11'
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t1:40 P.M.

Tonite & Sat

-3 7.1 ;2.

METRO GOLDWYN.MAYER
presents 4..

('lilt[MINN MAIN!is

Sat & Sun.
1:00 til 3:00
All Seats 75'

RODDY 1kDOWAll and DON MURRAY
and RICARDO MONIALBAN

CONDOESTIHNE
PLAN E1

,at
THE NEWEST
AND
BIGGEST YET!

THE REVOLT
OF THE APES!
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James Coburn in "HARD CONTACT"

-- Plus

"THE FRENCH CONNECTION"!R

Gene Hackman in
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Academy Award Winner
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353
dpe— Open 6:30 - Start 7:00

Elvis Presley was a legend at the age when most young people
are figuring out what to do with their lives. On the way to a perrrianent niche in history, the real story of his beginnings and rise
wire obscure. HIS reluctance to talk publicly about himself placed
him in a category with Howard Hughes and Garbo.
Now, for the first time, the entertainer shares a part of himself
ui the new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer motion picture, "Elvis On Tour."
It was quietly created earlier this year by filmmakers Pierre Adidge
and Robert Abel, who made the successful "Joe Cocker/Mad Dogs
mad Englishmen" for MGM. Using a national concert tour as a
niusical and visual backdrop, much of Presley's life crosses the
sreen, punctuated by the the star's own recollections of how it a1,1
happened.
An early scene in the movie shows a classic Depression-type
faintly portait of Vernon and Gladys Presley with their only son.
Ekes' twin brother, Jesse, died in infancy. Home was a tiny frame
hguse on the wrong side of the Tupelo. Mississippi tracks.
Finances forced the couple to pack up and head for Memphis,
where Elvis grew up.
"...at about two years of age I found myself singing," he
reMembers in "Elvis On Tour." "I was singing and people would
lalten to me around the housing project where I lived." He talks
adout two talent contests he entered, and his shyness. "I was
naver popular in school," he says, later explaining how music
changed his status.
I would sing in church with my mother and father but when
I was about 10 years old they gave me a choice between a guitar
aid a bicycle, so I took the guitar and I watched people and I
-learned to play it a little bit"
4He also relates that his father stressed the virtues of being an
el trician or plumber as opposed to playing a guitar. "I was
tr Ming to be an electrician because they made $3.00 an hour.
I jivas very serious about it. I made that first record really as a
p rsonal thing for my mother. Aisid that same company called me
a year later and said 'We got a 111mg you might be able to do'."
-1The rest, to say it again, is history. The RCA Records fact sheet
indicates about 25 million-selling albums and almost 100,000,000
sihgle record sales. "Elvis On Tour" is his 33rd motion picture.
ArSd his following today is broader than it's ever been. At the
fi t of 1973. the Elvis Presley Show will be beamed around the
w rld via satellite,
."I've never gotten over what they call stage 'right," he admits
injthe new film "I go through it every show."

A.R1.(ff,rfoiela Prow. Info

5-30 News/Wea/Sports

Valley

..zgz

True slur)
HOLLYWOOD II:ell —
"Dtinimy," the true story of a
black ileaf mute imprisoned
without trial for five sears on a
murder charge, will tip brought
to the screen hy 2() Century FOX.

Robinson joins cast
HOLLY% 001) IUPII —
Edward G. Robinson joins
Charlton Heston and Leigh
Taylor-Young in the cast of
MGM's "Soylent Green.

Santa Claus makes speast appearances in department stores
to earn money to save the North
1,,c;!e and his workshop in MGm's
Children's Matinee presentation,
"The Christmas That Almost
Wasn't."

Jennings* book of the same title.

The world's most popular
western star, John Wayne, stars
in Warner Bros.'"The Cowboys''
as a rancher forced to hire 11
youngsters from 3 to 15-yearsof-age as trallhands when all
the local adults go off in search
of gold. Mark Ryden produced
and directed the Technicolor
and Panavision feature from a
screenplay by Irving Ravetch
Harriet Frank Jr. and William
Dale Jennings. Story is from

For the first time since his
phenomenal rise to fame, Elvis
Presley talks about himself and
allows cameras to capture his
private moments in Metro
Goldwyn-Mayer's "Elvis On
Tour." MGM "Elvis On Tour"
was partially filmed during
Presley's recent record breaking
national concert tour and featuring many of his famous
songs.

.1
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PADUCAH 161

Theatre
Sign Off

PADUCAH 1291
6:30 Combat
7:30 Theatre
29
9:30 Creature
Feature
10:00 News
10:15 Fugitive
11:15 Bedroom

600 News
6:30 Porter Wagoner
Show
7:00 Flip Wilson
Show
8:00 Ironsid•
9:00 Dean Martin
Show
10:00 News Picture
10:30 Tonight Show

CAPE GIFJAFIQVU (12)
6:00 News
6,30 Parent Game
7:00 The Walton,
8:00 CBS Movie
"Bandolero"
10:00 News Report
10:15 Weather
10:25 Sports
1030 CBS Late Movie
12:00 Late News

HARRISBURG 11
6:00 Cactus Pete
6:25 Weather
6:30 Safari to Adventure
700
Mod Squad
:
800 The Men
Owen Marshall
900
:
10:00 Weather & News
10:30 Comedy News &
Bedtime Stories
12:00 News & Sign Off

Sports
,
6:30 Anything You
Can Do
7:00 Flip Wilson
8:00 Ironside
9:00 Dean Martin
10:00 Scene at
Ten
10:30 Ton .qh t Show

NASHVILLE (4)
600 News, Weather &

NOV. so

pattern behind a series of
bizarre crimes.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "Bandolero!" channels 5, 12.
Starring Dean Martin,
James Stewart, Raquel
Welch and George Kennedy.
A band of outlaws slays a
wealthy rancer during an
attempted bank robbery.
Sentenced to the gallows, the
gang manages to escape and
flee across the border taking
the rancher's widow with
them as hostage.
9:00 p.m.—Owen Marshall
channels 3, IL Hour-long
dramatic series starring
Arthur Hill in the title role as
the brilliant Santa Barbara
attorney with Lee Majors as
his young associate, Jess
Brandon, with Joan Darling
in "The First Day of Your
Life." Wayne Newton guest
stars. Philosophy instructor
Sam Stephens ,is accused of
the mercy-killing of his
abnormal infant son.
10:30 p.m.channel 121 11:30 on
5) "The Vengeance of Fu
Manchu,"
starring
Christopher 'Lee and Douglas
Wilmer. Exciting adventuredrama of an Oriental villain
who pits his wits against a
British polide' chief from
Scotland Yard..
11:15 p.m.—Movie: "Cell
2455, Death flew," channel
29. William Campbell,
Kathryn Grant, Robert
Campbell, Vince. Edwards.
Based on the novel by Caryl
Chessman, thtlt traces his
life
from 4is first involvement with crime to his
winning his fourth reprieve.

All Proseuka
..11il.l T.OIRRIR

News/Weather/Sports
To Tall the Truth
Oral Roberts
Thurs, Movie
"Bandolero"
10:00 News/Weather/Sports
10:30 Perry Mason
11:30 i..ca Movie
"The Vengeance
of Fu Manchu"

6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00

NASHVILLE 151

6:30
7:00
8:00
9:00

Parent Game
Mod Squad
The Men
Owen Marshall,
Coun. @ Law
10:00 It Takes
a Thief
11:00 Eyewitness News
11:30 Dick Cavett

6:00 Truth/Conseq,

NASHVILLE 181

THURSDAY
EVENING

1:00 p.m.—Movie: "She,"
channel 4. Ursula Andress,
John Richardson, Peter
Cusing, Christopher Lee. An
Englishman, in Palestine, is;
given a map and ring by af.
beautiful woman. The map
leads him to a lost city,
where he meets the girl, who
convinces him that he is the
reincarnation of the lover she
killed 2000 years before.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Ylysses,"
channel 3. Kirk Douglas,
Silvana Mangano, Anthony
Quinn, Rosanna Podesta.
Adventures of the King of
Ithaca and his warriors
during the Trojan wars,
while his wife and son fend
off greedy suitors at home.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "War Is
Hell," channel 5. Tony
Russell, Baynes Barron,
Judy Dan, Burt Topper.
Korea: What happens to a
soldier who seeks glory
regardless of the consequences.
7:30 p.m.-Movie:"The Girl
From Flanders," channel 29.
Maximilian Schell, Nicole
Berger Gert Frobe. World
War I: German soldier meets
girl in an occupied Belgain
village and despite war they
fall in love.
8:00 p.m.—Ironside-channels
4, 6, Starring Raymond Burr
as police consultant Robert
T. Ironside. "The Deadly
Gamesmen." A lethal chess
game played with live pawns
on the streets of San Francisco puzzles Chief Ironside
as he tries to discover the

Thursday, November 30

Thursday Highlights
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vevin.W. • an

5 30 NBC News

ELVIS FINALLY SHARES PART
OF HIS PRIVATE LIFE IN "ELVIS ON TOUR"

P -,E EIGHT

All

winter ('ha4ges. SloW down.
—,Keep 1afet. belts fastened.
—Reinfoced tire chains give
on snow and ice.
best tract
Snow tires are good. Studded
tires, better.
—Watch'out for pedestrian.
Crary w titer puts them at a
disedvant , too.

Truth/Conseq.
Dr, Kildare
Temp. Rising
"Home for
the Holidays"
Marcus VVelbV
It Takes
a Thief
Eyewitness News
Dick Cavett

PADUCAH 1291
6:30 UFO
7:30 Theatre
29
9:30 Creature
Feature
10:00 News
10:15 The Fugitive
11:15 Bedroom
Theatre
Sign Off

600 News
6:30 Let's Make
a Deal
7:00 Bonanza
8:00 The Bold
Ones
9:00 "America"
10:00 News
Picture
10:30 Tonight Show

PADUCAH 16/

6:00 News/VVeather/Sports
6:30 To Tell
the Truth
7:00 Maud*
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
8:30 -Pretty Poison"
10:00 News/Weather/Sports
10:30 Cannon
11:30 "Love Me or
Leave Me"

NASHVILLE 151

11 - 00
11:30

TOO
1000
.

600
6:30
7,00
7-30

NOV. 28

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
10:00
10:15
10:25
10:30
12:00

News
Buck Owens
Maude
Hawaii Five-0
CBS Movie
News Report
Weather
Sports
CBS Late Movie
Late News

wee,.

CA_P_E GIRAM2FAti (17)

HARRISBURG (3)
6:00 Cactus Pete
6:25 Weather
6:30 Bill Anderson
7:00 Temperature's Rising
7:30 Home for the
Holidays
9:00 Marcus Welbv
10:00 Weather & News
10:30 Comedy News and
Bedtime Stories

6:00 News/Weather/Snorts
6:30 I've Got
a Secret
7:00 Bonanza
8:00 The Bold
Ones
9:00 Billy Graham
Crusade
10:00 Scene @ Ten
10:30 Tonight Show

NASHVILLE 141

s"“"?
'
Ch.".
EVENING
NASHVILLE 181

A.11114e.msne

liOLLN /it 00n 1111311 —
Barbara Rush has been signed
by Disney to to-star with Gig
Young in the generation gap
comedy, -A Son-In-Law for
Charlie McCready."

Barbara Rush signs

They discover that he is
really dead.
8:30 p.m:—Movie: Channels 5,
12. "Pretty Poison," starring
Anthony
Perkins
and
Tuesday Weld. Psychological
thriller revolves around a
disoriented young man who
draws a girl into his fantasy
world. Beverly Garland and
John Randolph are featured.
9 p.m.—America, Channels 4,6written and narrated by
Alistair Cooke. "Home from
Home," examines the British
colonial period from plantation life in the South to the
Puritanism of New England.
10:30 p.m.—Comedy News,
Channels 3. 75-minute latenight
comedy
special
satirizing topical events.
Guest celebrities, to be announced, will be featured in
this prograni (from Los
Angeles)
10:30 p.m.—Movie Channel 12
( 11:30 on 5) "Love Me Or
Leave Me," starring Doris
Day and James Cagney. The
. compelling story of Ruth
Etting's rise from mediocrity
to take her place as one of the
outstanding popular singers.
11:15 p.m.—Movie: "Missing
Million,"
Channel
29.
Valentine Dyall, Linden
Travers. Edgar Wallace's
thriller about a man who
steals his own money to
reveal a secret blackmailer.

TUESDAY

Tuesday, November 28
3: 00
p.m. —Movie:
"Diabolique," Channel 4,
Simone Signoret, Vera
Clouzot, Paul Meurisse,
Charles Vanel. Mistress of a
schoolmaster and his wife
plot an elaborate murder
scheme.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Apache
Drums," Channel 3.
Stephen McNalley, Coleen
Gray, Willard Parker, Arthur Shield. Gambler,run out
of Spanish Boot by jealous
mayor, returns to aid
townspeople in raid by
Mescalero Apaches.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: -Arrow In
The Dust," Channel 5.
Sterling Hayden, Coleen
Gray, Keith Larsen, Tom
Tully, Jimmy Wakely, Tudor
Owen. Cavalry trooper, a
deserter, happens upon
wagon train and dying
major. Assuming major's
identity he takes command,
holding off Indian attack.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,8.
"Home For the Holidays,"
original 90-minute tale of
terror made especially for
ABC stars Eleanor Parker,
Salley Field, Jessica Walter,
Julie Harris, Jill Haworth
and Walter Brennan. An
aging father summons his
four estranged daughters to
his bedside when he becomes
concinvced his second wife is
trying to slowly poison him.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: "Storm
Over Tibet," Channel 29. Rex
Reason, Diana Douglas,
Myron Healey, Rabert
Karnes. Couple travel to
Tibet, suspecting wife's
former husband is still alive.
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Classified Ad Visor will help you
prepare your low cost, rasult getting
Went Ad It's easy, call now

FLAGSTAD FUND
AWARDS GRANT
NEW YORK ( AP—Kathleen
Hegierski, an American mezzosoprano now appearing with the
Grand Theater in Geneva, has
been awarded a grant of $1,500
from the Kirsten Flagstad
Memorial Fund.
At 15, Miss Hegierski won a
scholarship to the Community
Music School in Buffalo. She
also won a music scholarship to
Rosary Hill College there and
received her bachelor's degree
in 1969. That autumn she'
entered the Manhattan School
of Music on a scholarship. She
received her masters degree in
1971.

Some
promoters
sell
fragrances in bottles marked as
high as 518.50—for 70 cents a
bottle. The so-called original
price is a phony, of course..
How to avoid such gyps? Buy
from a reputable merchant.

alcohol.

NEIX YORK 11:111 —
Christmas season is the time
!401111' bargain hunters get led
around by the nose.
It's the phony perfume racket
spotted by Better Business
Bureaus around the country
each Yule. The phony perfume
gyp also shows up around
Mothers' Day and Easter.
Many vendors operate from
sidewalk stalls. They rebottle
toilet water or cologne in small
containers and sell these
f—otrances as perfumes at SI a
bottle. This means that you are
paying $I for about 15 rents
worth of toilet water or colope.
Other promoters bottle
phoney fragrances in bottles
marked with various initials-A- for Arpege, "WS" for
White Shoulders, "C-5" for
(:hanel No. 5—and again sell
for Si for a tiny bottle. Most
likely you're getting scented

Watch for
perfume gyps

Apt•AlL 'rut,

Keys Keel, Office Manager
7534602
v305 North 4th Street Phone

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
Jackson Purchase Production
,Acnt Credit Association

MCA Ithe go ahead people

so it cost less.

to use their money)

PCA showed me how

307 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-6091

Radio-TV-Electrical Appliances

SALES and SERVICE

SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

Fred Astaire is the voice of S.D. Kluger...storyteller and postman who narrated the tale of "Santa
Claus is Coming to Town," as a special Christmas treat on Friday. Dec. 1, 7:004:00 p.m. on Channel
8.

rHE I.EDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

HOLLYWOOD 1UP111 —
Jack Warden will go to Israel
to star with Gregory Peck and
Demi Arnaz Jr. in "Billy Two
Hats" which Norman Jewison
is directing.

Tuesday Highlights
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Feature
10:00 News
10-15 Fugitive
11:15 Bedroom
Theatre
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By DARRELL ROWLETT
- A successful songwriter often
talent
his
for
converts
composing to the stage in search
of a recording career. At least,
that's the way it happened with
many country artist. Some
make it big, like Kris
Kristofferson, Tom T. Hall,
Roger Miller, Bill Anderson,
and others too numerous to
mention.
Two songwriters who are
relative newcomers to the
recording end of the profession
are Decca's Jeanne Pruett and
JMI Records' Allen Reynolds.
Jeanne became an exclusive
writer for Marty Robbins
publishing company while her
husband, Jack Pruett, was
Marty's guitar player. This
professional relationship lasted
over six years. Two of her
biggest for Robbins were
and
Out"
Me
"Count
"Christmas Is For Kids." The
latter is part of a new Christmas
album recorded by Danny
Thomas for the St. Jude's
Hospital in Memphis.
"I always felt like I wanted to
sing," the former telephone
operator told this writer
recently. "I always thought that
might happen
something
someday that would let me get
into it, but I took the long way
around getting there because I
raised my family first." She
and Jack, who currently works
with David Houston, have been
married 18 years and are the
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By VERNON SCAITT
I PI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLL1 A Ot ID I UPI I - Bob Shuck plays Sgt. Enright, Rock
Hudson's aide, in -McMillan and A de.- a fact which has put an end
to his life of iving out of a suitcase.
Bachelorl Schuck was raised in Buffalo. N.Y., worked offBroadway, Jjoined the American Conservatory. Theater in San
Francisco aSd, finally and grudgingly. settled down in Hollywood for
the msster.comedv series.
s
Schuck istasbig man at 220 pounds. But nut as large as he was 4i1
pounds agokhen he El9gan dieting. If for no other reason, the bulk
was unwarrianted in his one-room apartment.
Bob cami to Hollywood originally for a role in director Robert
Altman's h movie, -M-A-S-11.- ilut he's still not sure about
remaining i Southern California. He left his heart-and a large
tkatrical trlunk-in San Francisco. Bob returns there every other
weekend to v irk friends and to sail in the bay.
A hen th4 season's shows are Completed in December the actor
will return tiwork for Altman in his new movie, "Thieves Like f's.Aleanwhi , Schuck must report to I. niversal Studios at 7:30 each
morning an hope to be through work at h:31) in the evening, but
most of the time the cameras roll until 8 p.m.
.
Thereafter Bob stops for a bite to eat on the way home'.
As is the case w ith most single actors. Bob likes to date girls with a
penchant for cooking. It is less expensive and more conducive to
romance to base a girl whip up a candlelight dinner.
Infrequently, Bob entertains in his apartment, usually three to fiy e
friends for dinner. % hen he can't convince a girl friend to make
dinner the actor is handy enough to turn out a salad and casserole
‘ocal lessons
On those days when Bob isn't on the set he takes vocal lessons to
broaden his range and prepare him for any musical parts that might
come along;This is not altogether a blessing for the other tenants of
his apartment building. They frequently pound on the walls when he
reaches-and misses-the high notes.
Nor is hisi singing appreciated by Bob's pet Pekingese dog, Benji.
The Pekiagese has become a familiar figure on the set of the N BCTN series. He sits in Bob's dressing room imperiously watching all
that takes &ace.
His master can usually be found wearing a plain black suit and a
maroon necktie in his role as a police sergeant.
At home Bob prefers sports jackets. soft leather shoes, wash-wear
trousers and turtleneck shirts. Simplicity is the word. Schuck can't be
.
bothered with a fancy wardrobe.
Now auntie is slimming down, Bob swims often and is working on
his tennis game. But nothing will keep him from attending football
games when the Forty-7\ iners are playing in San Francisco.
A dutiful sI on, Bob drives southward toward San Diego frequently
to %Usk his parents who ow n an avocado orchard.
This Hollywood newcomer drives a l965 luxury sedan which is
fallitig apart from overuse. But Bob is as disinterested in automobiles
as he is in returning to Buffalo.
"Mos San Francisco," he says, happily, -is another matter. I'd
like to nialor a television series up there:.

-,5!,' * g"
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since signing with Decca
Records, Jeanne has worked
hard to find stardom. Her
biggest has been "Love Me,"
which sold over 100,000 copies,
and is the title song to her first
album.
However, success is difficult
to measure. Even though she's
made a name for herself,
Jeanne claims her career has
not brought her the great
financial rewards associated
with a recording star.
"We invest our money in car
notes, light bills, and such, just
like everybody else. Jack and i
haven't yet made the kind of
money that would allow us to
have some left over to invest,"
she said.
An old pro in the industry,
Allen Reynolds has just released
his first single, titled "If She
Helps Me Get Over You," on the
new JMI label.
Memphis,
native of
A
Reynolds began working in
music while in high school when
he joined friend Dickey Lee's
band. After signing with Sun
Records, the two worked under
Jack Clement, who now owns
the JMI company, along with
several other related industries.
When Clement opened his own
studios in Beaumont,Texas, Lee
and Reynolds went with him.
Dickey credits both Reynolds
and Clement with playing key
roles in his million-selling pop
tunes, "Patches" and "I Saw
Linda Yesterday."
However, in 1964 Reynolds
returned to Memphis to become
a branch manager of a Memphis
bank. Lee was still recording,
but not so successfully. Clement
had moved his operation to
Nashville. Six years later,
Reynolds and Lee rejoined
Clement, whose Music City
enterprises had become very
successful.
Reynolds helped Lee make the
transition from pop to country
music, a profitable move, and
convinced Jack Clement to
record "The One On The Right
Ls On The Left," a song he wrote
for Johnny Cash. Now Reynolds,
who is manager of artists-andrepertoire for JMI, has followed
suit with his first recording.

Allen Reynolds
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Recover from your grief at the @OW %-immtio each Sunday afternoon
and Monday night by seeing a fine movie for '/2 price while he watches
the Lame and the kids! Ladies must be unaccompanied by a male to
qualify for the 1,12 price offer. Get a group together and assuage your grief.

*A lady whose husband or
boyfriend stays glued to the
tube every Sunday afternoon
and Monday night watching
the game.

Football Widow?

Jeanne Pruett

parents of two teenagers, Jack
and Jill.
In fact, Jeanne's 16-year-old
son taught her how to play the
guitar. "I play it just well
enough to write," she confessed.
The Alabama-born songstress
stated, "When I first started
writing, I wrote nothing but
lyrics, and it might be a year
before a melody came to go with
It. I never write that way
anymore. Everything comes
together now. And that's
something you have to teach
yourself. It doesn't always just
happen. I did find out though
that I do write better when I'm
not strapped, you know, when I
don't have a whole lot on my
mind."
During the past four years,

Writers Pruett, Reynolds Record Own Works

Inside Country Music-
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He no longer lives
out o a suitcase

VA 1 MK 11.P11 Avoid yule pain in the purse or
wallet.
Bight floe the stores are
filled with/ writing Christmas
merchandises And so are some
sidewalks. Most Merchants are
honest but !there is a small
per cen t age who
practice
deceptive, selling methods.
In the wkry shopping days
for this au stmas season, here
are some Hints for shopping
from the Better Business
• Bureau of krletropolitan New
York.
-Be a soihisticated shopper.
If a bargain )oks too good to be
tnie, check it out carefully for
quality and workmanship.
-AA hen buOrig toys don't
forget that some require batteries to o rate 40 the batteries ma) lOt he included in the packa e. Avoid disappointment ..hristmas morning.
,fbatteries.
Check'
let yourself be
_\e
rushed iio buying anything by
high-presto e salesmen. Take
your time nd make up your
mind caret Ily.
-Be cautious of promoters
who (Terrify. from 'temporary
storefronts.1 sidewalk peddlers
and so-called going- out-ofsales. Vendors
businesa t
selling elle ed bargains on the
street SS Oft. be arounal to settle
a romplain4 or make a refund or
exchange 4ter Chrtomas.
stfort. buy from a
•reputable merchant. If in
doubt, cheork with your local
Better Business Bureau.

Tis season
to be wary
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6:30 12 O'Clock
High
7:30 Theatre 29
930 Creature
Feature
10:00 News
10:15 Fugitive
11:15 Bedroom
Theatre
Sign Off

PADUCAH (29)

6:00 News
6:30 Nashville Music
7:00 Winnie the Pooh &
Blustery Day
7:30 "The Man Who
Came to Dinner"
9•00 All Star
Swing Festival
10:00 News Picture
10:30 Tonight Show
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CBS Late Movie
Late News

Sports

CAPE GIRARDEAU (12)
CBS News
I Dream of/Jeannie
Carol Burnett
Medical Center
Cannon
News Report
Weather
8:60
6:30
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:15
10:25
10:30
12:00

6:00
13:25
6:30
7:00
7:30

Cactus Pete
Weather
Sports Challenge
Paul Lynde
Wed. Movie
"The Heist"
9:00 Julie Andrews
10:00 Weather & News
1030 Comedy News and
Bedtime Stories

HARRISBURG (3)

NASHVILLE (4)
6•00 News/Weather/Sports
6:30 Hollywood Squares
7700 Winnie the Pooh &
the Blustery Day
7:30 "The Man Who
Came to Dinner900 Billy Graham
Crusade
10:00 Scene @ Ten
10:30 Tonight Show

NOV. 29

7:30 p.m.-Man Who Came To
Dinner, channels 4, 6. A
"Hallmark I Hall of Fame"
special starring Orson
Welles, Lee Remick, Joan
Collins, Don Knotts, Peter
Haskell and Marty Feldman.
Injured on the steps of the
Stanley household author,
lecturer and critic Sheridan
Whiteside demands he stay
to recouperate in their home
and that he be catered to as
he conducts all of his
business from there. Adapted
from the famed George S.
Kaufman-Moss Hart state
comedy. ("NBC Wednesday
Mystery Movie" is preempted).

7:30 p.m.-Movie:channels 3,
8. "The Heist," original 90minute contemporary drama
made especially for ABC
stars Christopher George,
Elizabeth Ashley, Howard
Duff and Norman Fell. An
armed car guard, pressured
into helping • rob his own
truck, finds his career and
his life in balance as he tries
to prove his innocence.

7:30 p.m.-Movie: "Combat
Squad," channel 29. John
Ireland, Hal March, Lon
McCallister, George E.
Stone. A green infantryman,
member of a platoon in
Korea, gets a chance to prove
his worth when they go into
action, winds up a hero.

experiences of a rustic
his
from
playboy
shenanigans at home through
his wild encounters in
London with : brigands and
beauties and scoundrels.

Sullost To(ammo

6.00 News/Weather/Sports
6:30 Vanderbilt
Basketball
7:00 Wed. Movie:
"Torn Jones"
9:00 Medical Canter
10:00 News/Weather/Sports
10:30 Perry Mason
11.30 "Toward the
Unknown

NASHVILLE (5)

6:00 Truttimonaco.
630 Let's Make/De'
7:00 Paul Lynda Show
730 Wed. Movie:
•'The Heist"
9:00 Julie Andrews
10:00 It Takes
a Thief
11:00 Eyewitness News
1130 Comedy News

NASHVILLE (8)

WEDNESDAY
EVENING

p.m.-Movie:"Tom
7:00
Jones," channel 5. Albert
Finney, Susannah York,
Hugh Griffith, Dame Edith
Evans, Joan Greenwood,
Diane Cilento, George
Devine, David Tomlinson,
George A. Cooper. Traces the

7:00 p.m.Winnie the Pooh
channels 4, 6. Animated
special
narrated
by
Sebastian Cabot. Winnie the
Pooh fights high winds and
devises a plan to protect his
honey supply. Sterling
Holloway is the voice of Pooh
in this Oscar-winning Walt
Disney featurette based on
A.A.
Milne's
classic'
children's tales. "Adam-12"
is preempted.

3:30 p.m.-Movie:-Dawn at
Socarro," channel 3. Rory
Calhoun, Piper Laurie,
David Brien, Alex Nicol,
Kathleen Hughes. Gunfighter, determined to stop
fighting, encounters girl and
man out to kill him. Waiting
for train, he is trapped into
fighting it out.
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "The
Black Cat," channel 5. Basil
Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Hugh
Herbert. Sherlock Holmes
mystery.

Wednesday, November 29
3:00 p.m. Movie-"So This Is
Love," channel 4. Kathryn
Grayson, Mery Griffin, Joan
Abel,
Weldon, Walter
Rosemary De Camp. Flashback: In her dressing room
at the Met, preparing for
debut, Grace Moore travels
back in memory to the long
road leading to this night.
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WALLIS DRUG

Keep joy
in the toy

2 1040

receives a $10,000 four-year
The 12th annual "Miss
college scholarship to the school
Teenage America Pageant"
of her choice, a complete
from Dallas, Texas, will be
wardrobe, a year of travel
carried live on' the CBS
throughout the country and a
Television Network on Saturguarantee of $5,000 in cash for
day, November 25 from 9:00 to
personal appearances. The first
10:30 p.m. CST.
runner-up is awarded a $4,000
The anchor hostess for this
t
scholarship, the second a $2,000
year's pageant is the current
AIL.
scholarship and the third,
Miss Teenage America, 17$1,000. The competition is open
year-old Mary Colleen Fitz6.50-13 Tubeless Blockwoll
to young ladies between the
patrick of Lancaster, Ohio. This
ages of 13 and 17 who attend an
marks the first time that a
for
accredited secondary school
former or current Miss Teenage
and who have maintained a
America has acted as hostess.
passing scholastic average for
plus $3.50 Fed. El, Tax
Singer John Davidson serves as
the current school year.
master-of-ceremonies for the
The Miss Teenage America
second consecutive year. Guest
SILENT GUARD H
entertainers will be announced 'Pageant is produced by Charles
FC.J, hefty nylon cord plies ond extrathe
is
Smith
Sid
and
Andrews,
at a later date.
deep tread laced with spacer bort for
director. Executive producer is
Unlike other competitions of
long mileage, excellent traction and
the
with
Meeker
R.
Charles
Teenage
this kind, Miss
protection from impacts and rood hazD.
Judith
producer,
pageant
America is based on a town or
ords...oll at prices that one difficult
Houghton.
to match.
city level rather than on state
competitions. There is no limit
PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING,
to the number of young ladies
MOUNTING and Fed. Ex. To
who may be selected for the
TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
finals-usually between 40 and
Two
EACH
SIZE •
60--and last year there were 55.
'8-14 \ 7,75-14 526.34 552.66
headed
judges,
seven
A panel of
59.04
8-14 8.25-14 29.57
by William Branham of World
'8-15 8.25-15 30.57 61.14
Keep
-ILPL
CHICAGO
Book Encyclopedia and Joan
8-15 8.55-15 1,33.68 67.36
joy in the gifts you give to
Wynne of Ingenue Magazine,
tips
these
following
by
children
will choose the winner on the
from the National Safety
SEARS CRUSADER
scholastic
of
basis
Council:
body.e tire.
cdnewti
lowest
Sears
and
age
the
and
poise
Consider
achievement, talent,
abilities of the child and select
nylon cord
Has
appearance. Other panel
your gift aceordin0,.
members include former Miss
-Look for an Underwriters'
Teenage America candidates.
Laboratories I U El label on
The show itself involves the
electrical toys.
MOUNTED ON YOUR CAP
opening panorama and parade
-A• etch out for play things
that have points, sharp edges or
of cities, followed by talent
removable parts. eapecially for
performances by the conlittle ones.
testants. There are backstage
and
rorket
-Popular
SCARS. ROEBUCK AND CO
interviews with parents and
"shootini" toys can put eyes
other key personnel and then
Catalog Sales Office
out. Present them only to older
the selection of the semisouthsioe shopping center
children who can understand
Murray, KY
finalists. The semi-finalists are
their danger.
competitive
of
series
given a
tests out of l'which comes the
climax of the evening, the
announcement and coronation
of the new Miss Teenage
America.
Phone 753-1272
,
*
The winner of the Miss
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
I
Teenage America Pageant
We Have It 4- We Will Get It -Or It Can't Be Bad

Miss Teenage Contest To
Be Shown on CBS Network

11:15 p.m.-Movie:"All
Ashore," channel 29. Mickey
Rooney, Dick Haymes,
Peggy
Jody
Ryan,
Lawrence, Ray McDonald,
Barbara Bates. Three sailors
on shore leave, take off for a
spree on Catalina Island.
They find fun, romance and
get
many
misinto
adventures before returning
to duty.

9:00 p.m.Swing Festival,
channels 4, 6. Doc Severinsen
hosts a jazz concert with
Benny Goodman, Lionel
Hampton, Gene Krupa, Ella
Fitzgerald, Count Basie,
Gillespie, Duke
Dizzy
Ellington and Teddy Wilson
held at New York City's
Hall.
Philharmonic
("Search" is preempted).
10:30-Movie channels 12
( 11:30 on 5) "Toward the
Unknown," starring William
Holden and Lloyd Nolan. An
exciting drama of the rocket
pilots who shape America's
future in the air by flying the
latest jet rocket planes.
James Garner and Virginia
Leith are featured.
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Christopher George (foreground) plays as honest man whose
instinct to save his daughter makes him a patsy for a gang of
thieves, with Howard Duff as a detective who is convinced that
George is a villain, not a victim, in "The Heist," a drama of unprovable innocence jen the Channel 8 "Wednesday Movie of the
Week" Wednesday,INov. 29, 7:30-9:00 p.m.
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